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1.0 Executive Summary
The aim of this report is to examine perspectives on Insider Threat – that is the threat posed to
an organisation by those granted privileged access and trust.
Reflecting the current status of study within the field, the report spends time seeking to define
who merits identification as an “insider”, what the “inside” they are a part of actually is and what
the main forms of Insider Threat are. A focus on definitions is required in order to determine
how Insider Threat differs from other types of threats e.g. those originating from outside an
organisation.
The report seeks to evaluate whether there is a case for managing Insider Threat. Faced with
the reality of competing priorities, organisations need to know where best to expend the finite
Information Security resources they have available.
The report examines organisational factors such as culture; organisational configuration and
the supply chain to evaluate the potential bearing these elements have upon increasing or
decreasing the potential for Insider Threat.
Attention is then given to the individual, reviewing potential motivations, triggers for action and
behaviours that may propel them toward the realisation of an insider incident. Challenges in
understanding insiders are described, before a set of recommendations is offered, both for
future research and for how organisations can approach the management of Insider Threat.
The main findings of the report are that:


Information Security continues, in a number of ways, to be oriented toward externally
originating threat and applying technical solutions to it. Successful management of Insider
Threat requires a broadening of perspective to encompass a human-centric approach to
security.



A multi-disciplinary research effort is required in order to extend knowledge of Insider
Threat. Currently, disciplines such as computer science, psychology and criminology
examine the problem, but largely in isolation of each other.



Organisations are not merely the passive victims of insider incidents. The choices they
make in areas that include their configuration, culture, process design and treatment of
insiders can directly influence the degree to which they are exposed to Insider Threat.



Non-malicious Insider Threat (i.e. where the individual does not have the intention to do
harm) is substantially under-represented in research, despite survey evidence suggesting it
is a real-word concern.



There are intermediary steps on the journey between intent and the realisation of an insider
incident. Where organisations have the potential and will to observe and analyse relevant
behaviours, there is the possibility to make early, preventive interventions.
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2.0 Introduction
This project is concerned with examining current perspectives on the subject of Insider Threat.
This relates to the risk that an individual or group may compromise the confidentiality, integrity
or availability of an organisation’s information assets via their trusted access to that
information. It does so through reviewing academic research and example cases. Additionally,
the content has been informed by interviews conducted with some leading thinkers on the
subject of Insider Threat.
The reference to “Security at the Core” within the project’s title is intended to have a twofold
meaning:



Raising the question as to what constitutes the “core”, or inside, of a modern organisation.
Questioning whether Insider Threat is, and should be, at the heart of organisational
priorities.

2.1

Background

The security threat represented by an organistion’s insiders has been described as “one of the
most serious threats in computer security, and one of the most difficult to combat” (BISE01).
The difficulty stems from the fact that insiders “have legitimate rights to access [an]
organization’s resources in order to carry out their responsibilities” (SASA01). These access
rights may be used for outcomes that align with, or substantially diverge from, the
organisation’s interests.
Any organisation can be vulnerable to the potential impact of Insider Threat. Whatever its
purpose, structure, processes and controls, it will have a dependency on people, in some form
or other. Varying levels of trust will need to be granted to those individuals in order to facilitate
the organisation’s functioning. This dependence creates vulnerability that can be exploited,
either maliciously or by accident. As Schneier (SCHN01) starkly puts it: “Insiders can be
impossible to stop because they’re the exact same people you’re forced to trust”.
Given these factors, it may be surprising that Insider Threat has not garnered more attention
and resources from organisations in the past. Cole and Ring (COLR01) suggest three key
reasons why this has been so:




“Organisations do not know it is happening”
“It is easy to be in denial”
“Fear [of] bad publicity”

The concept of an “Insider Problem” (BISH01) is actually far from being a recent phenomenon.
From Brutus’ betrayal of Caesar in ancient Rome (SYME01), through Cold War double agents
such as the Cambridge Five (NEWT01), to modern day insider attacks on allied forces in
Afghanistan (BBCN01) there is ample evidence that the trust placed in an insider can
misguided and sometimes highly perilous.
In the realm of technology, Insider Threat is equally not a new concept. Parker, cited by
Cornelissen (CORN01), indicates that in 1978 authorised users of the system committed 95%
of computer attacks. (Such obviously requires consideration in the context it having been the
pre-Internet era, without the range of externally facing systems that we have today).
Schneier (SCHN02) offers the example of Stanley Mark Rifkin. In 1978 Rifkin, who worked as
a banking consultant for a major institution, used his insider knowledge to transfer several
million dollars to a Swiss bank account under his control.
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It has been noted (GRIG01) that in recent decades information systems have gained a much
more prominent role within organisations. They are now ubiquitous and host a spectrum of
information assets. This creates a larger potential attack surface for both external and internal
attackers. The value of information assets has increased and the number of those assets has
grown exponentially. In this context, insiders pose “substantial threat by virtue of their
knowledge of and access to their employers' systems and/or databases and their ability to
bypass existing physical and electronic security measures through legitimate means”
(RAND01).

2.2 Objectives
The following objectives were set for this project. The rationale for each objective is given, as
well as an indication of the section within this report that has the primary aim of addressing that
objective.
Objective Objective
ID

Rationale For Objective

Section(s) of
This Report
Where
Objective Is
Addressed

1

Identify what Insider Threat
is, in the context of
Information Security, and why
it has attracted increasing
attention in security research
and media coverage in recent
years.

Before seeking to address
potential causes and
remedies, it is first necessary
to define which parties merit
definition as an insider and
what is meant by the threat
that they represent.

3.0 and 4.0

2

Confirm what industry trend
data demonstrates regarding
the nature and volume of
Insider Threats.

With finite resources to
expend on Information
Security, it isn’t a given that
organisations should take
Insider Threat seriously. It is
important to understand
whether it is a concern that
justifies focused attention.

5.0

3

Identify challenges to
identifying and dealing with
Insider Threat, including
defining who actually is an
‘insider’.

The blurring of organisational
perimeters and the changing
nature of work present
challenges in defining the
boundaries of Insider Threat.
Without at least attempting to
do so though, it may remain
as a nebulous threat type that
is thought of only in the
abstract.

3.0 and 4.0

4

Examine what personal and
organisational factors may
cause Insider Threat to be
manifested.

Absent an understanding of
potential triggers for insider
action, any review will
inevitably be limited to
examining symptoms, without
a perspective on cause. In
turn, a failure to understand

6.0 and 7.0
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Objective Objective
ID

Rationale For Objective

Section(s) of
This Report
Where
Objective Is
Addressed

cause limits the potential to
identify preventive controls.
5

Identify what behavioural
markers may provide early
indication of an individual’s
potential to be a source of
Insider Threat.

Technical markers e.g.
attributes of information
system access, may provide
insight into insider behaviour
but this may be
contemporaneous to the
manifestation of a threat.
Examining pre-attack
behavioural markers provides
the opportunity to identify
early-stage indicators, with
the aim of preventing insider
incidents.

8.0 and 9.0

6

Provide a set of
recommendations for dealing
with Insider Threat, while
being attentive to other
organisational priorities.

The analysis undertaken in
the report is intended to lead
to an action-oriented outcome
that has practical utility.

10.0

Table 1 - Objectives of the Project
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3.0 Defining Insiders and the Inside
3.1 Section Introduction
In seeking to understand Insider Threat, there are foundations that first need to be addressed,
in order for that understanding to be calibrated. Achieving clarity as to terminology, and its
application, amounts to more than simply semantic precision. As Bishop (BISE02) notes
regarding Insider Threat definitions: “lack of precise definition inhibits solutions”.
CONTROLS

THREAT SOURCE

Externally
Oriented

External
Risk

Incident
Internally
Oriented

Internal

Figure 1 - Delineating Threat Sources
Figure 1 aims to show that there are multiple threat sources and that controls intended to
address them may have a focus that is either internal or external to the organisation. We
cannot aim to prevent insider incidents if we don’t have insight as to the risks that could give
rise to those incidents. Equally, we cannot properly analyse those risks if we don’t have a clear
perspective on the threat sources that give rise to the risks. To understand the threat sources
we need to be able to delineate internally originating threat from externally originating threat.
Doing so requires us to understand both who is, and who isn’t, an insider as well as what
constitutes the ‘inside’ vs. the ‘outside’.
(This section makes use of definitions found within Appendix A).

3.2 Defining The Inside
An insider is only an insider relative to something else e.g. an organisational boundary, an
information system within that boundary or an information asset resident on that system
Traditional notions of Information Security orientated the organisation toward protecting its
perimeter and defending it from external threats. What Wall terms: “keeping unwanted
intruders out of the organization to prevent them from doing harm” (WALL01). Such framings
assumed that the perimeter could be readily discerned and that the parties on each side of that
perimeter divided neatly into distinct, non-overlapping groups. If such an assumption did ever
have validity in the past, such is far from certain today. As Bishop indicates: “the concept of
distinct borders around an organization are blurring with the increased usage of mobile
computing, outsourcing and contracting” (BISE03).
The 2010 Dagstuhl Seminar on Insider Threat concluded that: “Organizational perimeters are
fluid and can be defined in many ways. The physical perimeter is no longer static with
technology developments increasing the likelihood of the construction of ad hoc work contexts
(such as mobile working), temporary partnerships between organizations and the dispersal of
data across many geographical locations” (BICK01).
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If the “inside” is defined in terms of traditional indicators such as job titles, organisational
structures or premises, then this may fail to adequately account for modern realities and
address the attendant risks. A systems administrator at a Software as a Service (SaaS)
provider may have access to more sensitive information than a permanent staff member within
the client organisation. A contract software developer may be able to cause substantially more
harm than an opportunist external hacker.
In the twenty-first century the perimeter is porous (JACK01), flexible and sometimes difficult to
discern. This has a consequential impact upon defining insiders and the threats they present.
As one commentator suggests: “Organizations need to readjust their thinking from protecting
the perimeter to protecting the data. It’s all about having the right focus” (ERNY01)”.
At a time when the organisational perimeter has lost its capability to define boundaries for
Information Security, it can be argued that distinguishing insiders from outsiders is redundant.
Regardless of the threat source, a risk will merit attention based upon attributes such as those
defined by the UK’s Office of Government Commerce (OGC) i.e. probability, proximity and
impact (MURR01). The risk will require attention based upon its potential to do harm –
irrespective of whether the organisation employs the attacker or not.
Avoidance of differentiating the insider from the outsider does not address why we would be
inclined to do so in the first place. By separating these categories of threat source we are able
to better examine potential motivations, capabilities and behavior patterns, tailoring preventive,
detective and corrective controls accordingly.

3.2.1 The Federated Inside
The literature on Insider Threat gives only cursory attention to defining the inside. A far greater
focus is given to defining the “insider” and “Insider Threat”. Implicit in many works is the notion
of an ‘inside’ that is a unified whole, having a coherent and non-contradicting set of goals that
the insider is either aligned to, or at variance with. Where divergence from this model is
recognised, it tends to be limited to acknowledging the impact that outsourcing (GANB01),
contractors and consultants have upon blurring the perimeter’s definition.
Organisational reality is somewhat different and this reality has an impact upon the study of
Insider Threat. Real-world organisations are complex and multi-faceted. They will represent a
federation of personalities, capabilities, trust relationships and personal agendas. Ideally these
neatly converge in the pursuit of an overarching set of common goals…but frequently they do
not. Rather than being viewed as a single, monolithic structure, the modern organisation might
better be viewed as a federation of multiple “micro insides” that may overlap, present interfaces
to one another or which are, perhaps, only very tenuously connected.
In evaluating insiders, and the threats they present, an important context is lost if the question
is not asked “whose interests are served and whose are compromised?” The non-conformant
insider will not necessarily represent a threat to the organisation at large but rather to one or
more vested interests within that organisation.
A definition of a “whistle-blower” is: “one who reveals something covert or who informs against
another” (DICT01). A whistle-blower may be acting on the basis of conviction, seeking to
embody the interests of constituencies such as shareholders and regulators. Nevertheless,
they may be portrayed as being a malicious insider by those who interests they threaten.
Enron Corporation, a United States energy trading company, went into bankruptcy in 2001, as
a consequence of systemic fraud on the part of senior executives (MCLE01). The Enron
whistle-blower, Sherron Watkins, has made the point that the fraud that was ultimately
destructive of her employer occurred because “smart people stopped asking questions”
(MITN01). In the moment, and when on a collision course with a vested interest, such
enquiring behaviour could well be labelled as ‘obstructive’, ‘disgruntled’ or ‘difficult’.
MSc Project – Peter Crowley
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(Terms that we shall see later, in section 9, may be associated with behavioural precursors
thought to indicate a potential malicious insider). In examining the various dimensions of
“Insider Threat” it is therefore important to keep in mind that the term requires a value
judgement to be applied and that labels such as “malicious insider” will not always be assigned
on the basis of objective criteria.

3.3 Defining the Insider
Hunker and Probst (HUNP01) indicate that: “There is no uniform or widely accepted definition
of either the ‘insider’ or the ‘Insider Threat’”.
In reviewing the literature, it can be seen that definitions broadly map to one of the following
categories:






The dichotomy between the ‘insider’ and the ‘outsider’ is redundant in the modern era.
Definition based on trust.
Definition based upon influence and power.
Definition on the basis of empowerment.
Definition based upon information system access and/or knowledge.

Example definitions mapping to each of these categories can be found within Appendix A to
this report. Common to all definition types is that they do not confine themselves to assuming
that only employees qualify for consideration as insiders.
It can be seen that a number of definitions have a system-centric bias that may reflect a current
lack of diversity in the practitioner base contributing to the Insider Threat literature.
Additionally, these definitions often pivot around the access being valid. Defining insiders
relative to authorised access to an information system has the benefit of convenience but is
perhaps overly simplistic. It fails to address scenarios such as those where:


The individual has legitimate access in one area of the organisation but not in another
(e.g. a legitimate user of the Human Resources system who is not authorised to access
the Finance system but seeks to do so).



The individual’s legitimacy as an authorised user has expired (e.g. a previously
authorised user of a system who is using legacy credentials to access the system after
the termination of their employment). A recently departed employee, with all the
knowledge gained during their employment, with access to legacy credentials that
haven’t been revoked and with remote access to systems, will likely be
indistinguishable from an authorised insider, in terms of their potential to do harm.



The individual no longer has access to information systems but retains knowledge of
the organisation’s configuration, operations and vulnerabilities in a way that could be
leveraged for nefarious purposes.

The term ‘system’ has the potential to be interpreted as wholly or largely applying to IT
systems. Definitions based upon this assumption would show themselves to be technologycentric and would preclude consideration of potential insiders without information system
access e.g. cleaning and maintenance personnel who may nevertheless have access to paperbased assets.
Bishop and Gates (BICG01) argue that rule-based definitions lead to a “binary distinction” that
restricts the choice to “an entity is either an insider or not an insider”. They advocate for a
“non-binary approach”, as a means of expressing “degrees of insiderness”. This advocacy for
a more nuanced approach is supported by Shaw et al. who state: “The ‘insider-outsider’
dichotomy is oversimplified, for in fact there is a spectrum of relationships” (SHRP01).
MSc Project – Peter Crowley
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For Bishop and Gates, an insider is determined “with respect to access to some data or
resource X”. They suggest that focusing in this way facilitates detection, allowing organisations
to target: “their efforts on detecting those insiders that are likely to cause the most damage to
an organization by focusing on those resources of greatest value” (BICG02).
Cole and Ring suggest that depending on the level of access granted, there are four different
categories of insider: “Pure Insider, Insider Associate, Insider Affiliate, and Outsider Affiliate”.
(Definitions of these terms are provided in appendix A to this report). On first examination,
these categories would appear to support Bishop’s concept of “degrees of insiderness”.
However, Cole and Ring’s definitions present the following challenges:
i)

The role of the pseudo employee is not acknowledged. For example, outsourcing
personnel may have full access to the facility and to relevant systems but they are
not “employed by the company”. Cole and Ring’s definitions assume that only
employees have legitimate network access.

ii)

The last two categories relate to an association with the organisation, via either
relationships with employees, or physical proximity to a facility. However, the
appropriate control responses to such individuals are likely to not be substantially
different to any other type of outsider. As a consequence, the benefit of delineating
these categories is questionable.

The desire to avoid binary definitions of the insider is also supported by Wall (WALL02) who
identifies the following groups, in addition to what Cole and Ring term “pure” insiders.
Insider Type

Definition

“Outsider Insiders or
Affiliates”

“Affiliated to the organization, say, where a function has been
outsourced”.

“Insider Outsiders”

“Work within the organizational boundaries, but who may, for
example, be interns or be either seconded into the
organization from elsewhere or seconded elsewhere”.

Table 2 – Wall’s Definition of Groups In Addition To Insiders
Unlike several of the Appendix A definitions, Wall’s do not pivot around a level of access but
rather a form of relationship to the organisation. However, as with Cole and Ring’s definitions
above they require consideration in the context of their practical application and the control
differentiation that would arise from such. Wall acknowledges: “these hybrid insiders…require
further study” (WALL07).
The 2010 Dagstuhl Seminar (BICK02) introduced the concept of the “informed actor”. This is
an individual “operating within or at the perimeter” of a “dynamic organization”. The concept
includes “insiders” as a subset but also encompasses “those whose special knowledge of the
organization and its systems derives from changing relationships, aided by the increasing
porosity and dynamism of the organization’s boundaries”. The example given is of a software
engineer working for a commercial vendor on systems subsequently deployed within the target
organisation. Such a person would be an informed actor, but not an insider.
Noonan and Archuleta (NOAR01) similarly seek to distinguish between the “insider” and those
with “insider knowledge”. They provide the example of “former employees who might lack
current access but might have retained knowledge of potential security measures or
vulnerabilities”.
There is potential to over-extend definitions of insiders and an associated insider-like
community. For example, Hunker and Probst (HUNP03) argue that insider status could
MSc Project – Peter Crowley
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potentially be conferred upon a “masquerader” who discovered a computer already logged on.
This report argues that such a party would be an external attacker, albeit one that had the
benefit of physical access to the computing device.

3.3.1 Organisation-Specific Insider Definition
The report seeks to align with those parties who consider a single static definition of the insider
as being either unrealistic to achieve, or too rigid to practically apply. Instead, it is in
agreement with the suggestion from Predd (PRHL01) that “who can actually be considered an
insider differs per organization”.
Figure 2 (supported by definition within Table 3) proposes various “lenses” through which an
organisation can seek to focus its own definition of what constitutes an insider, as applicable to
its unique circumstances.

Figure 2 – Eleven Lenses for Viewing Prospective ‘Insiders’
The “lenses” proposed by this report in Figure 2 are described in more detail in Table 3.

Lens

Description

Culture

The degree of openness and propensity toward inclusive interactions within
the organisation’s culture will determine how readily an individual is likely to
be accepted as an insider.

Structure

Highly compartmentalised or hierarchical structures may serve as a
constraining factor in granting insider status.

Risk Appetite
& Profile

A limited appetite for accepting risk may orientate the organisation toward
closely defined organisational boundaries, with organisational cores that are
limited in size and with a higher degree of vetting being required before
someone is allowed to cross through the boundary.
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Lens

Description

Mutual
Expectations

Although it has not been given significant attention in the Insider Threat
literature to date, the notion of the psychological contract has potential in
determining levels of ‘insiderness’. Rousseau (ROUS01) defines the
contract as: “Individual beliefs, shaped by the organisation, regarding terms
of an exchange agreement between individuals and their organisation”.
The psychological contract will contribute to the individual’s sense of identity
& association; and the organisation’s willingness to validate that perception.
Expressions of mutual expectation will also communicate the degree to
which both the organisation and the individual anticipate alignment of their
respective goals (e.g. the profit-sharing employee is likely to have a higher
potential for goal congruence than an external consultant working for a forprofit supplier).

Status

Status may be conferred in several ways e.g. through position within the
organisational hierarchy, length of tenure, social association with those
holding power or subject matter expertise.
The greater the amount of perceived status, the more likely the individual is
to be treated as an insider.

Tasks

The activities that the individual undertakes can contribute to their potential
consideration as an insider. Those who undertake tasks regard as being
part of the ‘core business’ of the organisation are more likely to be labeled
as insiders, compared to those undertaking peripheral activities.

Access

The section 3.3 discussion of definitions showed that researchers frequently
equate ‘insiderness’ with access to information assets and systems.
Access can contribute to insider status in two regards:
i)

The level of access required by the individual to undertake their tasks.

ii)

The actual level of access they currently have (which may be more or
less than the required level).

As Bishop notes: “in practice, organizations trust those with access”
(BEFG01). This poses a question as to whether an individual is given
access because they are trusted, or whether they’re trusted by default
because their assigned activities require a certain level of access.
Behaviours

The behaviours demonstrated by the individual will communicate their
capability and desire to be treated as an insider. The extent to which their
behaviours mirror the majority of others already designated as ‘insiders’ will
influence the willingness of that majority to accept them as “one of us”.

Location

The traditional equating of the inside with a specific physical location, or
locations, has been called into question by changes in modern working
practices. Telecommuting, ‘hot-desking’, co-working spaces and mobile
computing have required new interpretations of where the organisation, and
its cadre of workers, actually is. However, location might still serve as a
strong validation signal for the granting of insider status. The software
developer working in the European headquarters, engaged in coffee break
discussions with insiders, is substantially more likely to be perceived as a
fellow insider, compared to someone undertaking the same role at the
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Lens

Description
offshore development centre in Bangalore.

Relationships The Oxford English Dictionary (DICT02) defines a social graph as: “a
representation of the interconnection of relationships in an online social
network.”
The concept of the social graph can be applied to organisational
relationships and their ability to confer insider status. Who the individual
knows within the organisation and how they are connected to them will
serve as a validation signal to other parties within the organisational social
graph.
Tajfel’s Social Identity Theory (HASL01) suggests that an individual defines
their social identity relative to the groups that they are members of. The
“inside” of an organisation may serve as a group, for the purpose of this
identification activity. Through undertaking a “social categorisation” process
the individual divides the world into “them” vs. “us”. This notion is supported
by evolutionary psychology, which proposes that humans are predisposed
to dividing themselves into tribes (WILS01), as a means of mutual
protection. These concepts would suggest that humans, through the prism
of their relationships and the impact that such have upon their identity, are
readily disposed to defining an “inside” vs. an “outside”. The extent to which
an environment exhibits social cohesion may determine the degree to which
the individual self-identifies as being part of the insider group. The
malicious insider spans the categories of both “one of us” as well as “one of
them”. This is disruptive to the human psyche in its desire to sort and
categorise.
Trust

Trust serves as a unifying agent, connecting all of the other perspectives
defined within this table.
Trust is not a simple, binary matter. Organisations do not have a monolithic
and unified trust model. One individual or function may trust, or not trust,
any another individual or function. Yet information systems often assume a
binary state, for the purpose of access and privilege management.
In shaping a definition of its insiders, an organisation will wish to consider:






The level of trust it needs and wants to confer.
The qualifying criteria that will need to be met before that trust is
extended (e.g. probationary periods, background screening).
The level of trustworthiness it is expects to be exhibited by its insiders.
How that trustworthiness will be validated.
What level of betrayal will be perceived, in the event that the trust
relationship is violated, and how that betrayal will be responded to.
(E.g. the selling of intellectual property by an executive will likely be
seen as a significantly greater breach of trust than a contractor misusing
Internet access).

Addressing these points allows the formulation of what Bishop and Gates
(BISE04) term “rules to identify those who are trusted”. They suggest that:
“those who were not trusted are by definition not insiders”.
It is important to note that trust is bilateral in nature. A reneging on agreed
terms or promises (e.g. training, promotion, salary increase) by the
organisation may be taken by the insider as a substantial breach of the trust
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Lens

Description
relationship and may serve as in incitement (or least as a perceived
justification) for an insider incident. The level of grievance will likely be
higher for those with a greater investment in the trust relationship and with a
greater identification of themselves as being an insider.
Table 3 – Description of Lenses for Viewing Prospective ‘Insiders’

3.4 Section Conclusion
Defining terms such as “inside” and “insider” is not a straightforward matter. The blurring of
organisational boundaries in recent decades has amplified the challenge of achieving
meaningful and useable definitions.
There is not a broad consensus among researchers and commentators as to who merits
consideration as an insider. This report concludes that delineating outsiders from insiders is
beneficial, in the context of tailoring appropriate control responses. However, it argues that this
definition must be arrived at by an individual organisation, via consideration of its unique
configuration and circumstances. While not an easy exercise to undertake, such is likely to
avoid misapplication of terms, with a consequential impact on what Information Security
controls are applied, to whom, where and to what level. Universal definitions, while more
convenient in their initial application, inevitably reflect biases and compromises that may
introduce inaccuracies into an organisation’s responses to Insider Threat.
The report also concludes that insufficient perspective is currently given to defining what
actually constitutes the inside of an organisation. An assumption that the organisation
functions as a unified, non-competing, non-contradicting whole may be misplaced. Such a
perspective may fail to take into account the myriad interactions, agendas and perspectives
that make up the constituent elements of the modern organisation.
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4.0 Defining Insider Threat
4.1 Section Introduction
Section 3 noted both the need for, and challenge in, defining who merits consideration as an
insider. A comparable challenge exists in defining the threat that insiders can manifest.
This section first seeks to define what threat and threat sources are, before turning its attention
to introducing different categories of Insider Threat. It makes a distinction between malicious
and non-malicious Insider Threat, which may potentially have a similar impact but which will
arise from different motivations and insider types.

4.2 Definitions of Threat & Threat Source
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) offers the following definitions for
threat source (NIST01).
Threat Source

“A threat source is characterized as:
The intent and method targeted at the exploitation of a
vulnerability.
Or
(ii) A situation and method that may accidentally exploit a
vulnerability”.

The first definition of a threat source (i) above implies a human actor (i.e. an individual or
group), due to the inclusion of intent. For the purpose of this report, the first definition can be
associated with Malicious Insider Threat. Meanwhile, the second definition of threat source (ii)
above, with its focus on a situation (rather than intent), can be associated with Non-Malicious
Insider Threat.
In the same publication NIST provides the following definition of threat.
Threat

“A threat is any circumstance or event with the potential to
adversely impact organizational operations and assets,
individuals, other organizations, or the Nation through an
information system via unauthorized access, destruction,
disclosure, or modification of information, and/or denial of
service”.

An earlier iteration of NIST Special Publication 800-30 (NISR01) made the connection between
threat and threat source more overt, by defining a threat as follows.
Threat

“The potential for a threat source to exercise (accidentally trigger
or intentionally exploit) a specific vulnerability”.

As Hunker and Probst (HUNP04) note: “a definition of what an Insider Threat is obviously
depends heavily on the definition of what an insider is”. As seen from section 3.3, there is not
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a commonly agreed upon definition of an insider. There is not one single type of insider,
relevant to all organisation types and, similarly, there is not a uniform form of Insider Threat.
Bishop (BISS03) defines Insider Threat as: “the threat that the insider may abuse her discretion
by taking actions that would violate the security policy when such actions are not warranted”.
This definition is predicated on four assumptions:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

The potential for unintentional (i.e. non-malicious) action to give rise to threat is
precluded (given the use of the terms “abuse” and “discretion”).
A security policy has been defined.
The insider is aware of the policy’s constraints upon their actions.
Conditions under which policy violation is warranted vs. unwarranted are clear.

Such assumptions may not be valid in the real world. In an LM Market Research and
Consultancy (LMRMC) multi-country survey of 3,250 office workers, cited by Wall (WALL03),
78% of respondents thought that “their IT department solely holds the responsibility for
information confidentiality”, irrespective of what was defined within the organisation’s security
policy. A separate, UK-focused study undertaken by Price Waterhouse Coopers (PRWC01)
underscores the need for caution in using the security policy as the baseline against which
Insider Threat is judged. Despite 95% of larger organisations and 65% of smaller
organisations having a formally documented security policy, only 26% of respondents believed
staff had a very good understanding of it. 75% of organisations where the policy was poorly
understood had experienced staff-related breaches.
As Predd et al. point out: “Definitions sometimes…assume policy is sufficiently well-developed
to define the threat” (PRED02). In a number of cases a policy may be in existence within an
organisation but it may be generic, not well-tailored to the specifics of the organisation
concerned and not adequately cascaded to its target audience.
Hunker and Probst (HUNP05) propose a definition where: “an Insider Threat is [posed by] an
individual with privileges who misuses them or whose access results in misuse”. This definition
may have more utility, on the condition that “privilege” is sufficiently broad in its scope. For
example, an insider may not be authorised to access a specific system but they may utilise
another privilege type (e.g. access to the network, knowledge of infrastructure, the ability to
leverage a co-worker’s trust) in order to achieve their desired outcome.
Predd et al.’s own definition of Insider Threat (PRED03) has the benefit of brevity and appears
broadly functional on the assumption that the insider has already been defined. It being: “An
insider’s action that puts an organization or its resources at risk”. This definition does not limit
itself to the insider having either access or malicious intent.
In some definitions, such as that provided by Cole and Ring (COLR03), the concepts of threat
and threat source are intermingled i.e. “an Insider Threat is anyone who has special access or
knowledge with the intent to cause harm or danger”. This fails to demarcate the threat itself
from the actor or circumstance that is the catalyst for that threat.

4.3 Single and Multi-Source Insider Threats
Insider Threat can be “either intentional or unintentional” (GHJA01). The specifics applicable to
both malicious and non-malicious threat types will be examined in sections 4.4 and 4.5
respectively. However, before doing so it is worth sounding a note of caution.
There is a danger of looking at Insider Threat types as independent silos of risk – they being
either malicious or non-malicious – and assuming that a given set of circumstances
corresponded to a single threat type. In reality, situations may arise that represent blended
threats. (Ones where an overlap exists between intentional vs. unintentional actions; and
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solitary insiders vs. involvement with other parties). Table 4 provides examples of insider
cases that span these combinations of different actors and intentions.

Single or
Multiple
Actors
Single

Multiple

Insider Intent:
Malicious

Insider Intent:
Non-Malicious

December 2012
A senior IT technician for the
NDB, Switzerland’s intelligence
service, undertakes a “massive
data theft”. Reuters reports
(HOSE01) that Swiss authorities
believe the technician intended
to sell the stolen data to foreign
officials or commercial buyers.

August 2011
The Swedish Medical Center in
Seattle, U.S.A notifies “20,000
current and former employees that
their personal information,
including Social Security numbers,
was accidentally accessible on the
Internet for nine weeks”. The data
leakage occurred when an:
“employee working at home made
changes to his home network that
accidentally allowed others to
access information on his computer
through an Internet search.”
(SEAT01).

September 2006
Working in collaboration with an
internal security supervisor,
external attackers install key
loggers on systems at
Sumitomo Mitsui’s London
offices, in an attempt to steal
£229 million via wire transfers
(BBCS01).

July 2012
Microsoft’s Azure cloud-based
application hosting environment is
rendered unavailable to Western
European customers for 2 hours,
24 minutes, due to a lack of
effective impact analysis, prior to a
change in capacity being
implemented. (MSDN01).

Table 4 – Single vs. Multiple Source Threat Examples
When acting rationally, an attacker will take the path of least resistance in order to achieve their
goal. For example, a sophisticated technical attack on well-configured security appliances may
be wholly unnecessary if a contract cleaner can simply be co-opted to recover the desired
information from the confidential waste bin.
While undertaking risk assessment and when subsequently implementing controls,
organisations need to be mindful of the potential for these hybrid Insider Threat types. The role
undertaken by the insider and their individual motivation for involvement may only be
contributory elements to a much broader picture.
An additional consideration when reviewing insider threat cases involving multiple insiders is
whether their actions have been wholly independent of, and unknown to, the organisation. If
discovered, the activities may be immediately recognised as being divergent from the interests
of stakeholders such as regulators and customers. However, it may be less clear whether the
organisation, or a section of it, had been exercising direct control over, or at the very least
signalling implicit tolerance of, certain insider conduct. Examples where such ambiguity may
have applicability include:


A March 2013 investigation into allegations that Microsoft Corporation executives paid
bribes to Chinese, Romanian and Italian government officials, in violation of the U.S.
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (WING01).
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A 2012 fine of $1.9 billion paid by the HSBC group to the U.S. government as a
consequence of the bank’s failure to implement money laundering restrictions (TREAN01).



A 2012 fine of £59.5 million levied by the U.K’s Financial Service Authority on Barclay’s,
following the latter’s admission of collusion with other banks in the manipulation of the
London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) – the rate at which banks lend to each other
(LIBO01).

Such cases highlight the difficulty in delineating individual and small group insider threat from
systemic and wide-spread misconduct within an organisation. Further, they illustrate the
challenges, especially for larger organisations, in consistently enforcing tangible policies, and
less tangible values, across all areas of their operations.

4.4 Malicious Insider Threat
As with definitions of the insider and Insider Threat, perspectives on the malicious form of
Insider Threat are varied and there is no consensus on a common interpretation. Definitions of
malicious insider threat are provided in Appendix A.
One element common to all of the definitions of malicious insider threat in Appendix A is the
assumption that authorised access is violated as part of transforming malicious intent into
malicious action. Such definitions may have utility where “authorised access” is considered in
its broadest sense i.e. access to the organisation & its assets and benefits attendant to such.
However, if consideration of “authorised access” is limited to a single information system then
not all malicious Insider Threat types will be encompassed by definitions based upon the
authorised access concept (e.g. where the insider does not have authorised access to a given
system but uses social engineering of a colleague to acquire such).

4.4.1 Types of Malicious Insider Threat
Working with the US Secret Service, the CERT Insider Threat Program1 of the Software
Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University (hereafter referred to as “CERT”) has
developed one of the most extensive databases of Insider Threat cases. Its categorisation of
Insider Threat has varied over time (including, at one time, not having accidental Insider Threat
within its scope). However, in its “Common Sense Guide to Mitigating Insider Threats 4th
Edition” (SILO01) the Insider Threat programme is said to recognise five categories of Insider
Threat:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Intellectual property (IP) theft
IT sabotage
Fraud
Espionage
Accidental Insider Threats.

The first four of these categories are addressed in the following sub sections. Accidental/nonmalicious Insider Threat will be addressed in section 4.5.
In a study of malicious insider incidents occurring within the banking and finance sector
Randazzo et al. (RAND02) found that those discovered committing insider incidents ranged
from 18 to 59 years of age and held a variety of positions within the organisations examined.
For certain categories of malicious threat, data does suggest some bias toward specific
demographic attributes and role types. However, Randazzo’s finding may serve to illustrate
1

http://www.cert.org/insider_threat/
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that assumptions should not be formed too hastily as to which individuals within an
organisation have potential to manifest malicious Insider Threat.

4.4.1.1 IP Theft
Intellectual Property has been described as “what makes a company unique” and which
“providers a differentiator in the market” (COLR04). In highly competitive markets, the ability to
demonstrate product innovation and present unique features and benefits can be a major
factor in an organisation’s success. The Intellectual Property that underpins such a standing is
obviously then of considerable value.
The World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) recognises two categories of intellectual
property (WIPO01):
i.

“Industrial property”, “which includes inventions (patents), trademarks, industrial
designs, and geographic indications of source”.

ii.

“Copyright”, “which includes literary and artistic works such as novels, poems and
plays, films, musical works, artistic works such as drawings, paintings, photographs
and sculptures, and architectural designs”.

Insider theft of Intellectual Property (IP) has been defined by Moore et al. as: “crimes in which
current or former employees, contractors, or business partners intentionally exceeded or
misused an authorized level of access to networks, systems, or data to steal confidential or
proprietary information from the organization” (MOOR01).
Key findings from Moore’s research of IP theft cases” (MOHM01) are as shown in Figure 3.

92% Male

56% Stole
With A
Month of
Depature

Many Incidents
Detected By Non
Technical Means

Person Most
Likely To Detect
The Incident Was
A Non-Technical
Employee

65% Had
Accepted Position
At Competing
Company Or
Started Own

56% Technical
Positions
(Engineer,
Scientist)

IP Almost
Always Stolen
Within
The Individual’s
Area of Work
Responsibility

Nearly Three
Quarters Had
Authorised Access
At The Time of
The Theft

Figure 3 – Moore’s Findings Regarding IP Theft

The significant weighting toward male perpetrators shown in Figure 3 may be attributable to:
a) The disproportionate representation of male employees in technical roles (which
frequently have direct access to IP).
b) A gender difference in the inclination toward deviance. In an interview for this report,
Shaw noted that “males act-out more than females from grade school onwards”
(INTE04).
The finding that individuals typically steal from within their given work area is echoed by Shaw
who says: “people tend to steal materials they have authorized access to” (INTE05). Trzeciak
indicates that: “theft of IP tends [to involve] a scientist, programmer, sales/marketing, or other
individual in a ‘key contribution area’” (INTT01).
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The data in Figure 3 suggest that organisations have the potential to develop at least an initial
working model for identifying potential insiders at risk of stealing their Intellectual Property. In
particular, the periods immediately before, and immediately after, the end of the employment
period merit focused monitoring of activities, particularly file egress from the organisation.
Further, it is likely that only a limited number of individuals and teams within an organisation
actually require direct access to the actionable elements of IP (e.g. blueprints, source code).
Consequently, organisations have the potential to target their monitoring toward such parties.
What is not clear is why the majority of thefts were detected via non-technical means and nontechnical employees. This may argue in favour of assuming a bias toward managerial and
administrative controls for tackling this problem type. Equally though, it may also be
attributable to a lack of Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solutions being deployed, or that those
technologies are not currently fit to address the challenges of IP theft.
The US Congress’ Joint Economic Committee (USCO01) highlights the importance of IP and
the harm that can be done to it. The committee confirms that:


“IP-intensive industries account for nearly 20 percent of the U.S. workforce and a third of
GDP (as of 2010)”.



“The amount of IP theft cases investigated by the United States International Trade
Commission rose by 80.6 percent in 2010 and 23.2 percent in 2011, with the majority of IP
rights infringements being attributed to China.”

It cannot be assumed that the majority of IP theft cases are traceable back to current or former
employees. However, the CERT caseload would certainly indicate that a reasonable amount is
attributable to this source.
Recent Intellectual Property disputes, such as those between Apple vs. Samsung (ECON01),
Brocade vs. A10 Networks (BROC01) and University of Pennsylvania vs. Agios
Pharmaceuticals (POLL01) highlight the financial and strategic advantage of having free and
clear control over the Intellectual Property that an organisation’s products are based upon.
The Financial Times (GROO01) reported a 33% increase in the number of IP cases put before
the High Court of England and Wales in 2009. The newspaper suggesting that this was
occurring as: “businesses fight harder to protect market share in the recession”.
Such a commercial context has three main consequences for organisations seeking to manage
the IP theft component of their Insider Threat programmes:
1)

In a time of ‘patent wars’ (WATE01) there is an increased commercial impetus for
assuming a defensive posture in protecting IP assets of potentially substantial value
and competitive advantage.

2)

With a view to the future potential initiation or defence of IP-related litigation,
organisations need to demonstrate a sufficient duty of care (e.g. that they have been
taking reasonable measures to protect their IP).

3)

An organisation’s insiders, especially those with direct access to IP work products, can
reasonably be assumed to be high value targets for potential approach by commercial
competitors and foreign powers.

Moore (MOOR02) defines two main categories of insiders involved in IP Theft, based upon
CERT’s case data. They are described in Figure 4.
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The “Entitled Independent”

The “Ambitious Leader”

Functioning Independently
or in Collaboration
With Others

Primarily Alone

Cases Involve A Leader
Who Recruits Insiders For
Some Larger Purpose

Motivation

Sense of Personal
Entitlement, Based On
Involvement With The IP

Financial Advantage

Intended Outcome

Take Information To A
New Job, or To Use In
Own Side Business

Attract Clients Away From
Victim Organisation/Sell To
Competing Organisation

Evidence of
Employee Dissatisfaction
Prior to Theft

Frequently

Rarely

Level of Advanced
Planning Undertaken

Limited

Substantial

Target For Theft

Three fourths stole within
their area of work
responsibility

86% stole information or
products in their area
of job responsibility

Effectiveness of
Directive Controls

Low – 41% stole despite
having signed an IP
agreement

Low – 46% had signed an
IP agreeement

Figure 4 – Moore et al.’s Aspects of IP Theft Profiles
Figure 4 shows both categories of IP thief share common attributes e.g. such as theft occurring
within the individual’s area of work responsibility.
Where the two profiles primarily diverge are in:
a) The level of planning undertaken.
b) The pattern of working alone vs. in concert with others.
c) The extent to which dissatisfaction influenced the insider’s action.
The data also shows that for both profile types, preventive controls such as confidentiality
agreements have limited practical effect. However, with an eye to potential litigation,
organisations may still see a need to have such agreements in place – to be able to
demonstrate to a court that they had made clear their expectations and had articulated the
obligations applicable to the individual. In this sense, such agreements may be considered as
defensive, if not preventive, controls.
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4.4.1.2 IT Sabotage
CERT defines IT sabotage as relating to: “cases in which current or former employees,
contractors, or business partners intentionally exceeded or misused an authorized level of
access to networks, systems, or data” (KING01).
During such incidents: “the insider’s primary goal was to sabotage some aspect of the
organization (e.g. business operations, information or data files, the system or network,
organizational reputation) or to harm an individual” (MOCA01).
It may superficially be assumed that due to their elevated privileges, system and network
administers are a primary source of all Insider Threat incidents. This is an impression
conveyed in a number of media reports e.g. “Biggest Insider Threat? Sys Admin Gone Rogue”
(NETW01). The case data collated by CERT does not support this impression for the other
categories of malicious Insider Threat defined in section 4.4.1. However, for IT Sabotage it
does hold true.
From its research, CERT’s Insider Threat programme determined that in 86% of IT sabotage
cases, the malicious insiders worked in technical positions and of these “90% had administrator
or privileged access” (KING02). This data may not indicate that individuals in such roles have
a greater predisposition toward sabotage. Merely that relative to other insiders they have the
privileges necessary to act upon their compulsions.
In reviewing IT sabotage within the Critical Infrastructure sector, Moore et al. (MOCA02)
identified some regularly encountered attributes of this insider type:





Most attackers were “disgruntled due to unmet expectations”.
96% of attackers were male.
“Stressful events, including workplace sanctions, contributed to the likelihood of attack”.
Attributes of potential concern – possible to observe within the individual’s behaviours and
technical actions – were frequently missed by the organisation, prior to an attack occurring.

The contributory factors accounting for the overwhelming representation of males within the
offender group may be comparable to those described in relation to IP theft (section 4.4.1.1).
IT sabotage cases were “among the more technically sophisticated attacks examined”. This
stands in contrast to other Insider incident types. In an analysis of the Banking and Finance
sector, where fraud is the more prevalent Insider Threat type, Randazzo et al. found that “most
incidents required little technical sophistication” (RAND03).
The contrasting data on IT sabotage vs. the findings from the banking study illustrates the point
that organisations should not approach Insider Threat as a single threat type but rather as a
spectrum of potential negative consequences under which multiple possible threats – with
different actors, capabilities and approaches – may be encountered.
Organisations have a high degree of dependency upon systems administrators and they are
often afforded a significant degree of autonomy, especially in smaller organisations, with limited
IT functions and in organisations where the business lacks the technical capabilities to provide
informed oversight of the administrators’ activities.
There is not presently reliable data as to the level of insider participation in the growing
phenomenon of ‘hacktivism’. A hacktivist is “someone who uses technology hacking to effect
social change” (LUDL01). (While such an outcome may be the hacktivist’s intent, it isn’t
guaranteed that they will be able to achieve it). In coming years, research into hacktivism may
add another dimension to the study of the IT Sabotage.
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There is some anecdotal evidence that leveraging the access granted to insiders is attractive to
hacktivist groups. “Anonymous”, perhaps the highest profile hacktivist group of the current
period, has indicated as much. A member of the group suggesting: “Right now we have
access to every classified database in the U.S. government. It’s a matter of when we leak the
contents of those databases, not if. You know how we got access? We didn’t hack them. The
access was given to us by the people who run the systems” (PAGA01). It cannot be known to
what extent this assertion is accurate – most particularly in reference to the sweeping claim
concerning “every classified database”. However, a logical examination would give some
potential credence to the claim. If this were merely bravado then it would likely follow that an
external hack would be suggested – due to the cachet of being able to claim a challenging
system’s penetration from outside the organisation.
An example of collusion between a former insider and an external hacktivist group can be seen
in the March 2013 indictment of journalist Matthew Keys (INDP01). U.S. prosecutors alleged
that Keys provided computer network credentials to Anonymous, allowing the group to access
a Los Angeles Times server and modify one of the newspaper’s published stories. Keys had
earlier been made redundant by KTXL, a Los Angeles television station owned by the Tribune
group, which also serves as the parent company for the Los Angeles Times.
Insider involvement in hacktivism illustrates a challenge for organisations. Individuals retain a
personal value system that is not suspended or replaced the moment they pass through the
staff turnstile. The individual’s values may be substantially at variance to those of the
organisation but achieving and maintaining the access afforded by insider status may be highly
attractive, in the furtherance of a given cause.

4.4.1.3 Fraud
CIFAS, a UK not-for-profit membership association focused on prevention of fraud, defines
Staff Fraud2 as occurring when:
“A member of staff dishonestly makes false representation, or wrongfully fails to disclose
information, or abuses a position of trust for personal gain, or causes loss to others” (CIPD01).
Four types of staff fraud are defined (CIFA01).
Fraud Type

CIFAS Description

“Account Fraud”

“Unauthorised activity on a customer account by a
member of staff knowingly, and with intent, to obtain a
benefit for himself/herself or others”.
“Where a person knowingly, and with intent, obtains or
attempts to obtain a benefit for himself/herself and/or
others through dishonest action, and where such
conduct would constitute an offence”.
“Application for employment (or to provide services)
with serious material falsehoods in the information
provided. This includes the presentation by the
applicant of false or forged documents for the purpose
of obtaining a benefit”.
“The use of commercial/business/company or personal
data where the data is obtained, disclosed or procured
without the consent of the data owner/controller”.

“Dishonest Actions By Staff
to Obtain a Benefit by Theft
or Deception”
“Employment Application
Fraud”

“Unlawful Obtaining or
Disclosure of
Commercial/Personal Data”

Table 5 – Types of Fraud, As Defined By CIFAS

2

For the purposes of this report “staff fraud” is considered synonymous with “insider fraud”.
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Insider fraud is shown within survey data to be a serious problem. The 2012 Global Fraud
Report by Kroll Advisory Services shows that two thirds of organisations had experienced a
fraud in the previous year, with an insider being cited a “key perpetrator” in 67% of those cases
(KROLL01). Such accords with findings from a separate survey conducted by the Ponemon
Institute in which 64% of respondents suggested that the “the risk of insider fraud is high or
very high in their organizations” (PONE01).
A variety of industries are affected by insider fraud. However, several studies (CULM01),
(RAND04) have focused on the banking and financial sector, due to the prevalence of fraud in
such settings. When asked why he robbed banks, the prolific bank robber Willie Sutton was
said (albeit apocryphally) to have offered the matter-of-fact explanation: “that’s where the
money is” (SUTT01). By the same token, fraudsters may be drawn to working for banks due to
the perceived opportunities for access to a ready supply of financial assets. In one study it was
confirmed that financial gain is the primary objective in 81% of insider fraud cases (RAND05).
The available case data on insider fraud challenges pre-conceptions. At first sight, it might be
assumed that an organisation’s longest serving and most trusted senior personnel are
guardians of the organisation’s interests, protecting it from the nefarious activities of junior and
temporary staff. However, the case data suggests that such an impression may be naïve. As
examples:


In one report it was determined that “on average over five years elapse between a
subject’s hiring and the identified start of the fraud. It takes an average of almost thirtytwo months to be detected by the victim organization” (CULM02). Within the same
research it was suggested that those who adopt a “low and slow” approach to insider
fraud (i.e. taking smaller amounts and over a longer period) achieved more and were
able to evade detection for longer.



Fraud undertaken by those at managerial grades has been found to cause more damage
($200,105 on average) than that undertaken by more junior personnel ($112,188 on
average) (CULM03).



In another report it was suggested that 29% of fraud was conducted by senior
managers, leading to a cost of £358 million in losses to UK organisations (BDO Stoy
Haywood's 2009 Fraudtrack report, cited within CIFB01).



The 2011 KPMG Fraud Survey found that: “globally, board members at divisional,
subsidiary and corporate level commit nearly one fifth of fraud” (KPMG01).



In a 2012 country-by-country profile, Kroll confirmed that in Colombia: “vendor and
procurement fraud most often involves employees in management positions, who use
their authority to undermine or manipulate the internal controls. These insiders often
enjoy a high level of prestige…and are seen as dedicated and hard-working individuals”
(KROLL02).

In Figure 5 this report aims to illustrate that, over a protracted period, the level of trust
extended to the insider may increase, with length of service potentially being equated to
reliability and loyalty. In turn, that perceived loyalty might be rewarded with greater status
and responsibility.
An elevation in status potentially brings with it access to more sensitive and valuable
information assets, greater individual autonomy and more ability to leverage power as a
means to avoid detection.
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Figure 5 – Cycle of Increasing Trust and Lessening Control
Trzeciak describes it in terms of organisations falling into a “trust trap”. Where “the more
employees are trusted, the less the organization verifies their activity. The less the
organization verifies online activity, the less suspicious activity is identified. The less
suspicious activity is identified, the more the organization trusts the employee” (INTT02).
Such findings challenge Information Security practitioners to avoid making superficial
assumptions about potential malicious insiders and should prompt them to reflect on how
internal controls are configured and where their focus should be directed. Section 6.5 of this
report references data that shows the regularity with which organisations place the
responsibility for Information Security within their IT functions. With such a positioning – nested
inside a support function – security practitioners may lack the status and visibility to challenge
Insider Threat stemming from senior figures.
Examination of case data also offers security practitioners the opportunity to identify nonintuitive data points that can contribute to identifying a mosaic of potential concerns that merit
investigation. For example, in a set of profiles developed in collaboration between London’s
Metropolitan Police and a major UK bank, it was discovered that: “fraudsters were often overqualified for their role and that 73% were not on the Electoral Roll” (FISA01). It may not
typically occur to organisations to incorporate such attributes into their screening and profiling
activities. However, a feedback loop from case data can help build a fuller picture of potential
insider adversaries.
As noted in section 4.4.1.2, in contrast to IT sabotage, insider fraud attacks often require
“minimal technical skill to carry out and [are] perpetrated by non-technical personnel” and by
“authorized users with active computer accounts” (RAND06).
The number of frauds involving collusion between insiders is quite limited – only 16% according
to CERT (CULM04). However, collusion between insiders and outsiders – especially insiders
becoming involved with organised crime – has been identified by the UK’s Financial Services
Authority as being a continuing trend in recent years (FISA02).
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4.4.1.4 Espionage
The Merriam Webster dictionary defines espionage as: “the practice of spying or using spies to
obtain information about the plans and activities especially of a foreign government or a
competing company” (DICT03).
By its nature, spying is a covert activity in which the actors are conscious of potential detection
and actively take steps to avoid it. Further, there is limited data about such cases in the public
domain. As Trzeciak notes: “much of the research done on this type of crime requires security
clearance to access” (INTT03).
Two technological developments have been said to have “dramatic implications for spying”
(KRAM01):



“The development of large networked databases with automated search”.
“The miniaturization of data storage devices”.

Combined, these developments assist the insider spy in a) quickly locating the target
information they are seeking and b) undertaking exfiltration (unauthorised release) of copies,
potentially in copious volume.
Insider espionage presents challenges for those seeking to anticipate and detect it. The
double or triple agent known to the public through both news stories and fiction is someone
with very unclear loyalties and uncertain motivations. Further, an overlay of national
sensibilities informs how the individual is perceived. Unlike the lone rogue undertaking IT
sabotage, the insider undertaking espionage is not a pariah to all others. They may be a
treacherous spy to one group and a heroic, courageous patriot on a mission, to another.
Additionally, espionage is a long-established mechanism for the acquisition of intelligence
deemed beneficial to the interests of the acquiring party. Unlike other forms of insider activity,
which represent aberrant behaviour diverging from the norm, espionage and counterespionage are the norm for the global intelligence community.
The notion of potentially conflicted loyalties for the insider spy is supported by U.S. research
that shows that: “since 1990 the percentage of native-born offenders has fallen to 65%, while
the corresponding percentage of naturalized citizens rose to 35%” (HERB01). The report, by
Herbig, further states that: “57% of Americans were motivated solely by divided loyalties.
Increasingly, divided loyalties are a factor in motivating American espionage”.
State-sponsored spies may be well trained in disguising their intent and avoiding the exhibition
of behavioural markers that would attract attention to them. Further, spymasters will
sometimes play “the long game”, having the patience to wait extend periods before harvesting
intelligence. An example of such being the “Illegals Program” (SVRP01), a network of sleeper
agents deployed into various positions in American society, under deep cover, by SVR, the
Russian foreign intelligence service. U.S. authorities apprehended members of the program in
2010.
In the above context, it has been suggested that it is the “dirty little secret” of spy detection that
“almost always, insider spies have been revealed only when someone from ‘the other side’
comes across bearing gifts of information to prove their bona fides” (CHAR01). This lack of
frequency in detection of espionage “makes it difficult to create random sampled behavioral
data sets suitable for empirical research” (BAND01).
Contrary to the preconception of an insider being groomed by a foreign intelligence service or
competitor organisation, Charney argues that they will often seek the opportunity to be
recruited by external parties. He suggests: “insider spies are not born – they’re made”
(CHAR02) and that what is significant is “what befalls them during the course and arc of their
lives”.
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Charney indicates that insider spies will typically transition through ten lifecycle stages, as
shown in Figure 6.
1

4
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2

7

Post Recruitment
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9

Active Spy
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Figure 6 – Charney’s Ten Lifecycle Stages of an Insider Spy
Charney’s model suggests that there are sequential events common to multiple espionage
cases and that the insider’s journey is not a simple one. For example, such insiders don’t just
reach a point of crisis and then simply tip over the edge. Following their recruitment there is
often a period of reflection in which remorse has the potential to make itself felt. Yet, despite
this, many individuals will continue forward into the active phase of their life as a spy. Further,
his model aims to encapsulate a full lifecycle, encompassing periods of dormancy and the
period following arrest by authorities.
From his study of insider espionage, Charney observes that “over 95% of insider spies are
males” and that “injuries to male pride and ego are at the root of most cases of insider spying”.
This reinforces the male gender bias described for other Insider Threat types (as described in
sections 4.4.1.1 and 4.4.1.2).
As with Shaw’s “Critical Pathway” model, described in Section 9.4 of this report, Charney’s
lifecycle stages show that the malicious insider passes through an experiential arc. At multiple
points along the journey there is both the potential for the insider to take a different path and for
the organisation to detect what is happening, if it has the will and capability to do so. In both
models, the insider does not simply and immediately transition from thought to action. There
are one or more stress factors that spur their initial actions and propel them further toward
betrayal.
One of the most significant insider espionage cases of modern decades is that of Robert
Hanssen. While working for the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Hanssen provided
classified materials to the Soviet Union – and later the Russian Federation – in three periods
that, collectively, spanned from 1979 to 2001. He achieved this through “exploiting
weaknesses in the FBI’s internal information security” (UDOJ01). The official report into the
FBI’s handling of the Hanssen case showed that his childhood, educational achievements,
career history and family life showed no potential for espionage, at the time of his recruitment
by the FBI. This despite the fact that it was later discovered that his father had emotionally
abused him throughout his childhood. (This finding has relevance for the discussion of insider
profiling covered in section 9.6.1 of this report, in terms what can be considered an adequate
level of profiling depth and rigour).
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During his twenty-five year career with the Bureau, Hanssen was said to be: “a mediocre agent
who exhibited strong technical abilities but had weak managerial and interpersonal skills”
(UDOJ02). In terms of behavioural markers that might have identified his espionage activities,
the report suggests he “continually demonstrated unwillingness to properly handle classified
information” (UDOJ03) and that he “received minimal supervision” that allowed “ample time to
plan and commit espionage while on duty” (UDOJ04).
In earlier decades state-sponsored espionage and corporate espionage may have been more
clearly delineated than is the case today. Matters of realpolitik may have dominated the
agendas for national intelligence services in the Cold War era. In the present, two changes are
having an impact upon the twin faces of espionage:
1. The increasing recognition of cyber warfare and cybercrime as matters of strategic
national concern. As the UK National Security Strategy states: “The revolution in global
communications and increased movement of people, goods and ideas has also enabled
the use of cyberspace as a means of espionage” (UKNS01).
In an opinion piece for the Wall Street Journal, entitled “Taking the Cyberattack Threat
Seriously” U.S. President Barack Obama indicated that: “Foreign governments, criminal
syndicates and lone individuals are probing our financial, energy and public safety
systems every day…Taking down vital banking systems could trigger a financial crisis”
(OBAM01). The President further drew attention to the matter in the 2013 State of the
Union address to the U.S. Congress, saying: “We know foreign countries and
companies swipe our corporate secrets. Now our enemies are also seeking the ability
to sabotage our power grid, our financial institutions and our air traffic control systems.
We cannot look back years from now and wonder why we did nothing in the face of real
threats to our security and our economy” (BAOB01).
2. The recognition by nation states that knowledge of technological innovations provides a
competitive advantage, relative to other countries. Further, that acquisition of foreign
technologies accelerates the building of capabilities faster than reliance upon domestic
research and development alone would permit. An example of such being the alleged
theft of German and Japanese intellectual property, in a manner that contributed to the
rapid build-out of the Chinese high-speed rail network (SHIR01).
These two developments have the consequence of blurring boundaries. Both in terms of:
a. State-sponsored vs. commercial espionage.
b. The overlapping of the different malicious Insider Threat types described in this report.
An example of this nexus – including the overlap between IP theft and Espionage – is
illustrated in the case of Dongfan Chung (USDC01). Chung was an engineer who worked for
Boeing Corporation on projects that included NASA’s Space Shuttle. A naturalized U.S.
citizen, born in China, Chung was convicted in 2009 of “conspiracy, six counts of economic
espionage [and] acting as a foreign agent [on behalf of the People’s Republic of China]”. U.S.
prosecutors asserted that a “Chinese aviation official asked him to provide information on the
Space Shuttle and other programs” (BLOO01).
Another overlap of threat types is recognised by Band et al. Band states that: “insider IT
sabotage and espionage share many contributing and facilitating system dynamics features”
(BAND02).
Areas of commonality recognised by their research can be summarised as:


Shared personal predispositions.
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Stressful events contributing to the escalation of acts on the part of both malicious insider
types.
Concerning behaviours were possible to discern, both before and during the attack.
Organisations failed to detect rule violations.

Given overlaps between threat types, it may be premature for organisations to assume that
they know what type of Insider Threat type they are dealing with unless and until they are privy
to understanding the individual’s motivation. The matter of motivation is to be addressed in
more detail in section 7 of this report.

4.5 Non-Malicious Insider Threat
The previous sub sections have sought to give an overview of commonly recognised types of
malicious threat. The attention given to malicious Insider Threat within the literature, and by
vendors of technical controls, could lead the reader to imagine that negative consequences of
insiders’ action are always, or mostly, fueled by malicious intent.
Shulman suggests that Insider Threat is composed of three different classes of insider:
‘malicious’, ‘compromised’ and ‘incompetent’ but that organisations currently limit their
recognition to “malicious and compromised insiders as being real threats” (INTS01).
Interviewed for this report, Randall Trzeciak of CERT’s Insider Threat team makes the point
that “Non-Malicious insider incidents are not typically reported, unless required by a legal
mandate” (INTT09). This dearth of reporting may contribute to a lack of visibility of the problem
to the research community and, in turn, may go some way to explaining why more analysis has
not been undertaken.
Despite the lack of incident reporting and the lack of attention afforded to the topic within the
literature, survey data suggests that non-malicious insider activities are actually a substantial
contributor to insider-related incidents, particularly data leakage. As Wall puts it: “Security
debates and security policy grossly underplay the threat constituted by the non-malicious
insiders within the organization. There is a tendency to orient information security policies
against the ‘bad guys’” (WALL04).
In a 2012 global security survey, 37% of respondents considered that their greatest area of risk
exposure related to “careless or unaware employees” with the actual number of incidents
arising due to inadvertent data loss having risen 25% in the previous year (ERNY02). In a
separate survey, 46% of smaller organisations and 66% of larger organisations had
experienced an “accidental security incident” in 2012 (PRWC02). The Ponemon Institute has
reported that “negligence is the main cause of the data breach” with 36% of cases involving
negligent insiders (POIN01).
In two other studies:


IDC found of their respondents that: “52% characterized their incidents arising from
Insider Threats as predominantly accidental…Only 19% believed Insider Threat
incidents were primarily deliberate and 26% believed they were an equal combination”
(BURK01).



The “2013 State of the Endpoint” survey of 671 IT managers and security practitioners
found negligent insider risk being a rising concern for 44% of respondents, in 2012.
Meanwhile, malicious insider risk was a decreasing concern - for only 15% of
respondents in the same reporting period (PNEM01).
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The relatively scant attention paid to non-malicious Insider Threat by researchers is also not
reconcilable with the amount of attention given to the topic by the mass media. Unintentional
data leakage and equipment loss is a regular staple for newsrooms. Some recent newspaper
headlines being:
“GCHQ staff lost 35 laptop computers, report says…Intelligence security committee
says ‘haphazard’ monitoring meant it was not known whether top secret information had
been mislaid” (GUAR01).
“Eleven schools and institutes leak sensitive student data”. (SCMP01)
“NHS lost 1.8 million patient records in a year – More than 5,000 confidential patient
records are being lost by the NHS every day, according to new figures”. (DTEL01)
Some researchers use the term “accidental Insider Threat” (MAGK01), (STEE01). However,
this report gives a preference to “non-malicious Insider Threat” (or ‘NMIT’ for short) as
“accidental” may imply an outcome that is wholly unavoidable and could not have been
anticipated. In turn, such a framing may limit organisations in their desire and in their sense of
urgency to identify and analyse such risks; and to develop preventive measures that address
them. What may be termed an “accident” or an “act of God” may, when investigated, be traced
back to one or more causal triggers sitting within an organisational deficiency i.e. poorly
defined processes, lack of oversight, lack of training, poor segregation of duties etc.
One challenge may be to differentiate malicious from non-malicious threat. “Sometimes it is
hard to distinguish the execution and consequences of malicious acts from those due to
accidents or naiveté” (HUNP06). Talbot confirms: “intent is the only certain way to distinguish
between benign and malicious insiders” (TALB01). However, he acknowledges that it is
“devilishly hard to determine”.
An area where further definition would potentially aid clarity in understanding NMIT is in the
defining of what category of action the non-malicious insider is engaged in. Such can
contribute to providing structure to the analysis of NMIT, rather than regarding it as random
activity, that cannot be anticipated and to which control responses cannot be applied.
Categories of non-malicious actors suggested by this report are as shown in Table 6.
Actor Type

Action Description

Example

The Lone
Incompetent

An inadvertent action that
manifests threat, in isolation of
other parties.

The insider makes a mistake that directly
compromises the confidentiality, integrity or
availability of an information asset. (E.g.
they change the access permissions on a
file without appreciating the consequences).

The Link in
The Chain

An inadvertent action that
contributes to a systemic
threat, when a link is formed
with uncoordinated inputs from
others.

The
Opportunity
Paver

An inadvertent action that
doesn’t manifest a threat in
itself but serves as a facilitator
or enabler of later action by
another party.

The insider makes a decision or takes an
action that has a detrimental effect in
another part of the organisation. (E.g. a
procurement manager fails to notify the IT
department that an errant supplier has been
removed from the preferred supplier list due
to a data breach).
The insider exhibits careless or inattentive
behaviour (e.g. not maintaining an
information system with current patches)
that is then leveraged later by an external
party to launch an attack.
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Actor Type

Action Description

Example

The
Unwitting
Accomplice

Co-opting of the insider by a
party with malicious intent
(another insider or an
outsider), without the insider’s
awareness.

The insider unknowingly subjugates
themselves to the will of a malicious party
e.g. by divulging account information during
social engineering.

Table 6 – Definition of Non-Malicious Actor Types
Additionally, Wall (WALL05) defines two categories of non-malicious insider. They are
described in section 7.5 of this report, in the context of their perceived motivations.

4.6 Section Conclusion
From the information in this section in can be concluded that there is not one single type
Insider Threat. A variety of individuals, with a range of personality types, motivations,
competencies and behavioural profiles have the potential to manifest Insider Threat.
Case data suggests that different categories of threat can be associated with different insider
profiles. Further, that initial assumptions may be misguided (e.g. that senior personnel are
inherently more trustworthy and lower risk than temporary or junior personnel).
Substantial attention is paid in the literature to malicious Insider Threat. However, despite
evidence to suggest it is a significant problem, limited attention has been given to researching
non-malicious Insider Threat. In an interview for this report, Wall suggests that this arises as a
consequence of there being “a fixation on the hacker – the criminal other – and a failure to
accept that non-malicious insiders could also pose a risk” (INTW01). In a separate interview,
Bishop suggests: “there’s widespread belief that we can eliminate accidents if we are just
careful enough – a position I vehemently reject” (INTB05).
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5.0 The Case for Managing Insider Threat
5.1 Section Introduction
Organisations face a potentially infinite number of Information Security risks and are required to
address them armed with a finite number of resources. Consequently, it isn’t a given that
organisations should assign Insider Threat, or any other threat source, prioritised attention
unless that attention can be justified.
This section examines survey and study data, with the aim of determining whether there is a
case to be made for giving focused attention to Insider Threat. It then seeks to consider the
factors that may merit consideration, beyond merely examining the base data. This includes a
consideration of the challenges that are faced in seeking to make the case for managing
Insider Threat.

5.2 Quantifying the Problem
A review of some data sources would suggest that it would be ill-advised to give more than
passing attention to Insider Threat, when more pressing matters call for funding and attention.
The annual Verizon Data Breach Report (VERI01) has shown a declining trend in insiderrelated incidents, with them only accounting for a paltry 4% of the caseload in the 2012 edition
of the report.
Although arriving at different percentages, the 2011 CyberSecurity Watch Survey (CERT01)
similarly finds that incidents attributable to outsiders significantly outweigh those associated
within insiders (21% insiders, 58% outsiders, 21% unknown).
Aligned to the Verizon and Watch Survey data above, Schultz has labelled as myth the
suggestion that: “more attacks come from the inside than from anywhere else.” (SLTZ01).
Schultz attributes this to a legacy impression, lingering since the time when computing was
mostly concentrated on mainframe and minicomputers, with very limited data networking and
with the number of people capable of attacking such systems being very small. The endevour
to dispel such a myth is not best served by assertions that over-stretch an analogy without the
empirical evidence to support it, such as: “Statistics show that most crimes are committed by
individuals known to the victims. In the computing industry, we can draw a parallel to that and
show that most computer crimes involve trusted insiders” (MEND01).
In contrast to the more contained era of computing that was the norm in the 1960s to the mid1990s, many of today’s information systems are externally facing to the Internet, with the
number of potential attackers having increased hugely and the minimum necessary skillset
required to launch an attack having reduced substantially, due to the wide-spread availability of
attack scripts and information sharing forums for hackers. Daily successful and attempted
intrusions to networks from the outside “take place on a massive scale” (YENG01).
Presented with such information, the pragmatic security manager could readily justify to
executive management that the majority of the available security budget should be allocated to
protecting the organisation from the onslaught of externally originating threat. In supporting
such a conclusion, the organisation may rationalise that the likelihood of insider attack is low
and the downsides of protecting against it are high e.g. denying access to insiders who require
it “is tantamount to a denial of service attack” (BISE05).
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Further, an encouraging of mistrust and a fostering of suspicion amongst co-workers can
generate a climate of fear. “Well intentioned employees may feel that they are being treated
like criminals, with a resulting loss of staff morale and the erosion of trust in organizational
management and even the possible migration of some valuable employees to competitors and
elsewhere” (WALL06).

5.3 Challenges in Developing a Case for Managing Insider Threat
Chinchani (CHIN01) suggests three challenges in properly understanding Insider Threat:
1) It is “low base rate problem”. As those responsible are authorised users it is “difﬁcult
to predict or protect against” their attacks. As Cole and Ring put it: “With Insider Threat
we know it is occurring and it is damaging, but we have less factual data to base
conclusions on” (COLR05).
2) “Insider Threat is misperceived”. Current tools and techniques, oriented to finding
and fixing vulnerabilities relevant to external attacks, encourage a strong weighting
toward external threats. In turn, their findings may be interpreted as validating that
focus on external threat.
3) “Insider Threat is high impact”. While insider attacks may occur with less frequency,
the effects may be far more substantial and longer lasting than for an external attack.
“Black Swan” events (FIGA01) are low probability, high impact incidents that can be
very difficult to predict. Cretu et al. (CRET01) suggest that the risk scenarios
associated with these events are: “more dangerous than high probability and moderate
impact risks since the manager may easily ignore them”.
The fact that a given threat type may have a lower notional probability scoring does not
obviate the need for that threat to be managed. As an example, the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security confirms: “disgruntled current and former utility-sector employees
have successfully used their insider knowledge to damage facilities and disrupt site
operations. Outsiders have attempted to solicit utility-sector employees to obtain
specific information about utility infrastructure site operations and facilities that could be
useful in conducting physical and cyber-attacks” (DOHS01). The individual number of
such incidents does not need to be high, nor does their individual probability of
occurrence need be close to certain, for the area to merit focused attention. The effect
of a single insider incident within such a setting might be catastrophic.
Some commentators focus on the potential impact of Insider Threat in suggesting it as being a
significant risk type. Nguyen et al. (NGUY01) make the point that attacks by outsiders will
often attract more publicity but that insiders represent the most substantial threat to the
organisation due to their understanding of the business and how its technologies work.
Several observers, including Keeney (KEEN01), Bulling (BULL01) and Maxim (MAXM01),
anticipate that Insider Threat is substantially under-reported. Maxim expresses doubt about
the accuracy of surveys, noting that they rely upon self-reporting. In the case of insider
attacks, organisations may either not realise these attacks are going on, or they may be
disinclined to acknowledge the uncomfortable reality of needing to tackle a serious issue so
close to home.
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5.4 Differences between Insider and External Attackers
Schultz suggests that insider and outsider attack patterns are different (SLTZ03). Malicious
insiders have several important advantages, relative to their external counterparts:
Access – they are required to have access to information assets as part of undertaking their
duties. It isn’t a status that they have to struggle to achieve. The process of acquiring and
maintaining access occurs with the parameters of normal operations, rather than being a
detectable aberration. The malicious insider is also better placed than the outsider to
capitalise upon access as a means of disguising their activities. For example, with them
undertaking an attack from within the confines of their default privileges. Similarly, the
systems administrator is well placed to purge audit logs that might otherwise reveal
nefarious activity on their part.
With activities occurring with the boundaries of authorised access, it can be very difficult to
recognise malicious insider acts and “distinguish them from benign activity” (HUNP07).
Relative to what’s achievable by the outsider, there is greater risk that malicious acts
undertaken by the insider will be encapsulated within activities that otherwise have validity.
In their study of insider incidents with the banking sector, Randazzo et al. found that: “in
87% of the cases studied, the insiders employed simple, legitimate user commands to carry
out the incidents” (RAND07).
Knowledge – to undertake their insider role the individual will need to know how the
organisation is configured, where its sources of data reside and what value they represent
to the organisation. The organisation may, by necessity, train the insider to acquire and
maintain skills that could, subsequently, be used in an attack against it. Additionally, due to
their level of access, the insider may not need the level of technical knowledge that an
external attacker would require in order to overcome multiple levels of preventive controls.
Trust – some trust will be granted on the basis of the insider’s behaviour. Some trust
granted merely out of necessity, for the organisation to function. The malicious insider has
the potential to leverage relationships, and assumptions made about loyalty to the
organisation, in order to achieve their desired outcome. This may be in terms of gaining
access in excess of that required for their assigned duties, or diverting attention away from
their actions.

Figure 7 suggests advantages that the malicious insider has over the external attacker, from
the perspective of gaining access to an information system, maintaining that access and
avoiding detection. To make this comparison, the report presents the six-step model for
planning and executing a hacking exercise, as defined by the EC-Council (DEFI01) and then
identifies the insider’s advantages over the outsider in transacting such a sequence of
activities.
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EC-Council Defined
Hacking Step

Activity Description

Insider’s Advantage

Performance
Reconnaisance

Acquiring initial
information about the
target organisation

Potential to disguise reconnaissance as
necessary learning about the organisation
and networking with colleages.

Scanning and
Enumeration

Identifying
computers, ports,
applications and
services

Discovering base configuration data may be
unnecessary, as the insider may not need to
exploit technical vulnerabilities.

Gaining Access

Acquiring the ability
to read, modify and
delete data on the
system

Access, of a given type, will be the norm for
any insider. It is actively offered, rather than
needing to be gained.

Escalation of
Priviledges

Acquiring privileges
equivalent to a super
user/system
administrator

Likely to already have elevated privileges if a
systems administrator. May have super user
level privileges within a given application.

Maintaining
Access

Creating the
circumstances to
avoid future loss of
access

Maintaining access will readily be possible
while undertaking the same role. Legacy
access will often remain unrevoked.

Covering Tracks
& Placing Backdoors

Disguising activities
and establishing
additional covert
channels

There is no need to install backdoors or to
cover tracks if activities can be undertaken
within already granted privileges.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 7 – The Malicious Insider’s Advantages,
Relative to an External Hacker
The advantages described in Figure 7 illustrate that the malicious insider has less of an
obstacle in acquiring information about attractive targets, less difficulty in securing access to
them and greater ability to maintain that access, once achieved.
In their study of Insider Threat within the U.S. government sector, Kowalski et al. (KOWA02)
found that “the majority of insiders were current employees in administrative and support
positions that required limited technical skills” and that “technical skill was not a characteristic
of the most frequent attackers”. In this regard, insider attacks can be considered to have a
lower barrier to entry, compared to external attacks (once the individual has achieved insider
status).

5.5 Why Insider Threat Merits Attention
Different data sources provide differing perspectives on Insider Threat. The surveys cited in
section 5.2 suggest a problem of limited scope, when viewed in the broader context of all
Information Security threat types. However, other data sets present an alternative perspective.
Gartner, cited by Singleton et al., suggests that “more than 70% of unauthorised access to
information systems is committed by employees, as are more than 95% of intrusions that result
in financial loss” (SING01) . Additionally, the National Association of State Chief Information
Officers, cited by Liu et al. “reports 80% of publicized data breaches came from organizational
threats instead of outside threat in 2006, and in 2005, more than half were attributed to Insider
Threats” (LIUW01). When these findings are examined in the context of the data presented in
section 5.2 it can be appreciated that the choice of the data set will significantly influence the
degree to which Insider Threat is perceived as being a serious and substantial concern.
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A potential lack of awareness of Insider Threats should not be underestimated. Within the
caseload of computer security firm Mandiant, 94% of organisations that had been targeted by
external hackers weren’t aware they had been compromised until told by someone else. The
median number of days from intrusion to detection was four hundred and sixteen (BARR01).
It can be noted that this finding is in the context of many organisations:



Having a security infrastructure that is predominantly oriented to external threat.
Being more disposed to trusting insiders than outsiders.

If the detection delay for external attacks is so protracted, it can reasonably be anticipated that
the delay in identifying internal attacks may be even longer, when:



There are limited tools for preventing and detecting Insider Threat.
The inclination to be distrustful of insiders of insiders may be limited.

Additionally, insiders have the advantages over external attackers described in section 5.4. As
CERT, cited by Franqueira and van Eck, confirms: “in more than half of the cases studied,
insiders exploited vulnerabilities in applications, processes and procedures/policies, not
necessarily known by outsiders. Thus, insiders do not only take advantage of technical
expertise but they also take advantage of details specific to the organization and of social
engineering in an environment based on trust” (FRAQ01). This point is underscored by
Cappelli et al. who suggest that: “Insiders can bypass physical and technical security measures
designed to prevent unauthorized access. Not only are insiders aware of the policies,
procedures, and technology used in their organizations, but they are often also aware of their
vulnerabilities, such as loosely enforced policies and procedures or exploitable technical flaws
in networks or systems” (CAPP02).
The changing nature of the modern organisation requires decision makers to continually reevaluate the business case for managing Insider Threat. A conclusion reached on the basis of
a previous risk assessment may not remain current. Examples of such changes being:


Increased Opportunity for Deviance
Caruso, citing Heuer, has made the point that: “opportunity for betrayal by an insider has
increased with easier access to information in an interconnected environment; with that
opportunity comes temptation” (CARU01).



Revaluation by Attackers of the Attack Surface
It has been suggested that: “as software becomes more secure, computer users will
continue to be the weak link. Criminals will focus their efforts on convincing end users to
execute the attack instead of wasting time in lengthy software vulnerability discovery”
(IBMR01).
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5.6 Section Conclusion
What may be concluded regarding the case for managing Insider Threat is that:


“It is a complex problem, embodying all other problems of information security” (INTB01).
Contributions to the difficulty in it being quantified and managed include the considerations
that:
-

“Insiders often have information and capabilities not known to external attackers”
(HUNP08).

-

“Individuals perpetrating the crime are friends and co-workers.” (BCON01).

However, such difficulties should not be a justification for prioritising problem types that are
easier to manage but, potentially, of less detrimental impact to the organisation.


An examination of survey and case data alone may orientate the reader toward assuming
that insider incidents are of low probability and, consequently, merit substantially less
attention than externally originating threats. Such a focus will likely fail to take into account
significant factors that also merit consideration, namely that:
-



The impact of insider incidents is likely to be greater, if they do occur.
Insider incidents are likely to be substantially under-reported.
Insiders benefit from a number of inputs (e.g. knowledge, access and trust) that
place them at a substantial advantage, relative to the external attacker.

An organisation’s risk appetite (discussed in section 6.8) should determine the priorities it
sets for the management of Insider Threat. Different environments will have a varying level
of exposure to specific Insider Threat types and their impact will be experienced differently.

A black-and-white discourse that seeks to pit the outside attacker against the malicious insider,
both vying for the organisation’s security attention, may be too simplistic. This is especially so
in the case of “blended” threats (as originally referred to in section 4.3 of this report) i.e. ones
involving some mixture of inside and outsider involvement.
What may reasonably be concluded from the literature is that while the volume of externally
originating attacks is likely higher, insider attacks are less well understood, more difficult to
detect and cause potentially greater damage when they do occur. As Cole and Ring simply put
it: “They [externally and internally originating threats] both can cause damage and both have to
be addressed” (COLR06).
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6.0 Organisational Factors Applicable To Insider
Threat
6.1 Section Introduction
Each organisation will be different to every other. An understanding of itself will help the
organisation grasp the unique attributes that have a bearing upon the type of insiders it has,
the type of threats they present and optimal control responses it should apply.
Coles-Kemp makes the point that “Current best practice develops security management
frameworks with very little visibility of organisational factors which contribute to the Insider
Threat” (KEMP01).
The subprime mortgage scandal of 2008 (LEWI01) – that set in motion a global recession –
illustrates that modern organisations, especially larger ones, are complex and opaque
organisms that no one individual can hope to fully understand. However, if it has the intention
to understand its capacity to attract Insider Threat, an organisation needs to exercise some
degree of introspection relating to each of the elements shown in Figure 8, expanded upon in
the subsequent sub sections.

External Environment

Risk Appetite

Governance
Management
of Assets
And Access

Management
of Change

Culture

Supply Chain

Work Design

Internal Controls

Insider Profiles

Figure 8 – Organisational Elements Influencing
the Management of Insider Threat

6.2 External Environment
The environment beyond the organisation’s boundaries will encompass:


External attackers with a potential interest in attacking it and, consequently, a potential
desire to co-opt or plant an insider, if doing so reduces the cost, effort or detection risk of
achieving their goal.
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Customers and business partners that have impressions of the organisation and
expectations of its security (possibly only implicitly).



Legislation, regulations and oversight bodies that will constrain its conduct, including
definition of the obligations it has to protect personally identifiable information, stakeholder
privacy and what forms of insider monitoring are permissible, in the context of such
obligations. Examples of such being the European Union Data Protection Directive
(EPEU01) and the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPA01).
Beyond protection of its own interests, the organisation has a duty of care to various
stakeholders, with some of those obligations enshrined in regulation or legislation. That
duty of care extends to protecting the stakeholders’ data from insiders, as well as from
outsiders.



Law enforcement agencies that the organisation would need to interact with in the event of
an insider incident needing to be investigated and prosecuted. It has been observed
(THEI01) that insider cases are only very infrequently reported to law enforcement, with the
effect that their true impact on society and the economy is underestimated. For their part,
some organisations attempting to engage law enforcement regarding insider incidents have
found limited interest unless a) the case is of a certain type (e.g. drugs trafficking or
terrorism related) and b) the evidence has been passed over in a ‘police friendly way’
(FISA03).



Technological trends in society that have a bearing upon how the organisation functions
e.g. the burgeoning use of mobile technologies across multiple sectors.



Societal changes that have an impact upon how insiders perceive the world around them
and which provide cues for acceptable behaviour. For example, the flow of information in
the modern era is more frequent, in greater volume and with a higher expectation of
access. The founder of social network behemoth Facebook, Mark Zuckerburg, has gone
so far as to suggest that: “privacy [is] no longer a ‘social norm’” (JOHN01). A rising tide of
information promiscuity in society at large will inevitably have an impact upon how
individuals perceive and handle information in the workplace.

6.3 Governance
As defined by the Cadbury Report (CADB01), corporate governance is “the system by which
companies are directed and controlled”.
The objectives set for the organisation will determine what field of endevour it operates within
and consequently what areas of risk it is exposed to. The priorities articulated by executive
management will communicate the organisation’s values. If Insider Threat is never, or only
infrequently, discussed at executive level then it should not be a surprise if a matching
indifference to the matter percolates throughout the organisation.
Governance-related determinants for success in tackling Insider Threat will likely include
whether:


The organisation articulates a need for reliable and timely reporting on the attributes of
Insider Threat.



This reporting is incorporated into an Enterprise Risk Management Framework that
evaluates Insider Threat within the broader context of other dimensions of risk.
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Executive decision-making is influenced by what’s known about the organisation’s evolving
risk profile.

Another key dimension in the management of Insider Threat is internal audit. In a study of the
US Banking and Finance industry, 41% of insider-related incidents were detected by “routine or
impromptu auditing” (CULM05).

6.4 Culture
As discussed in section 3.3.1, the culture established within the organisation will determine the
degree to which information is shared openly vs. its distribution being restricted. It will also
influence whom the organisation is likely to designate as an insider; and what level of trust will
be granted to them.
In organisations spanning national borders, it cannot be assumed that Insider Threat will be
perceived in a unified way and that specific control types will be met with universal acceptance.
Studies such as those by Asai et al. (ASAI01), Waluyan et al. (WALU01) and Asai and
Hakizabera (ASHA01) demonstrate challenges faced by international organisations in applying
Information Security management in Indonesia, Malaysia and East Africa respectively.
Differences in cultures can present challenges that have an impact upon how an organisation
addresses Insider Threat. For example, within the study of the East African community, results
showed a strong disposition towards information sharing, which employees regarded as natural
and which transcended policy stipulations. It is said that such was as a consequence of the
“high collectivism society” that employees in the region are a part of (ASHA02).
Aside from national cultural differences manifested by individuals, there will also be differences
of business culture across organisations. This may be in terms of a mismatch between the
organisation and its suppliers, or in terms of organisations that seek to unify or collaborate.
Following activities such as a merger, there may be issues with “inherited cultures, with varying
assumptions and values regarding both security and compliance” (KEMP04).
The culture of an organisation can also be a contributory factor to both causing insider
incidents and limiting their discovery. A culture where, for example, achieving sales targets is
prized above all else may signal to insiders that it is legitimate to cut corners. A setting where
late attendance is equated with hard work may obscure detection, compared to other
environments where such late working may be recognised as a potential deviation worthy of
investigation.

6.5 Configuration
The manner in which the organisation is structured i.e. hierarchy, matrix, flat (HARA01) will
influence how information flows around the organisation, to whom it will be presented and what
they will be able to do with it. In flat organisation structures the insider is likely to be exposed
to a greater volume of information and have freer access to it, compared to their counterpart in
a multi-level hierarchy. The greater compartmentalisation of a hierarchical organisation may
reduce the potential for malicious insider risk but, conversely, may increase the likelihood of
non-malicious risk, due to insiders not being fully apprised of the consequences of their work
on the activities of others and vice versa.
The geographical span of an organisation will also impact the types of Insider Threats it is most
exposed to and what the optimal control set for responding to them will be. As noted by
Noonan and Acheleta: “the role of globalization adds another layer of complexity to the issue of
trust and collaboration” (NOAR02).
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An aspect of an organisation’s configuration that has a bearing up how Insider Threat is
managed is where its Information Security function is placed, how it is empowered and which
skillsets it contains. In one report (ERNY03) it was indicated that 63% of organisations had
placed responsibility for Information Security within the IT function. Such a decision may have
consequences for the management of Insider Threat in terms of:


Information Security being given a predominantly technical framing, with a bias toward
technical solutions and the management of system-related risk.



Skills not typically associated with IT security e.g. behavioural analysis, not being included
within the function.



In a review of the country’s cyber security strategy, the UK’s National Audit Office
suggested that: “it could take up to 20 years to address the skills gap at all levels of
education” (UKNA01). This relates to a shortfall in technical security skills. The gulf is
likely to be even more pronounced for capabilities that have traditionally not been
associated with security practitioners e.g. relevant elements of psychology and behavioural
science.

6.6 Work Design
The manner in which work is designed within the organisation may either restrict or facilitate
opportunities for both malicious and non-malicious insider incidents to occur. There is potential
for an insider to be given more access to information systems than is required to undertake
their role. What also requires attention is whether the role with which that access is associated
is appropriately defined and demarcated from others, in the first place. A multi-page job
description that expects the post-holder to undertake a wide range of poorly defined activities
may serve as a precursor to Insider Threat being realised. The design of the work itself may
provide the insider with the latitude to cause harm. Additionally, unrealistic demands placed
upon the insider may give rise to mistakes being made, setting the stage for non-malicious
incidents.
Some commonly advised controls include enforcement of segregation of duties and rotation of
staff across roles. Such provisions are anticipated to limit the insider’s potential to undertake
nefarious activities without detection and to limit the opportunity to collude with others (e.g. with
a supplier). However, controls that leverage work design must confront the operational reality
that many organisations exist within. One in which there is frequently not the depth and range
of staffing to make such compartmentalisation and rotation feasible to achieve. The
organisation is also forced to consider the disbenefits associated with such controls. For
example, achieving a more secure state but doing so at the cost of customer alienation, due to
their point of contact in the organisation regularly changing.
Consideration of work design is relevant not only to malicious Insider Threat but to nonmalicious threat too. As Liu et al. highlight: “As their tasks become more mundane, the
likelihood will increase that a complacent user may not fully appreciate the potential
consequences should an error lead to the leaking of sensitive information” (LIUW02).

6.7 Supply Chain
Resource Dependency Theory (PFEF01) suggests that organisations depend upon resources
and that those resources exist within its environment, which will likely contain other
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organisations. An ever-increasing trend toward a smaller core organisation and an everexpanding use of third-party services (KABA01) makes the management of Insider Threat
more complex. In one survey (ERNY04) the number of organisations indicating that they were
using, or were contemplating using, cloud-based computing services had increased from 30%
in 2010 to 59% in 2012. Further, a cloud service may “consist of a ‘mashup’ of many services
from multiple vendors, physically hosted in separate data centers in different geographies”
(MAXM02).
Software as a Service (SaaS) magnifies a dilemma that had already been in evidence during
the embracing of outsourcing, over the course of recent decades. Namely that the service is
delivered at arm’s distance from the organisation (not necessarily geographically but
managerially). At the same time, the supplier’s personnel may require a level of access
equivalent to the most trusted of employees. The net effect may be that the number of
‘insiders’ increases while the degree of oversight decreases.
A justification offered for outsourcing is its purported ability to free the organisation to focus on
its core competencies (HAFE01). Where a challenge may arise – from the vantage point of
managing Insider Threat – is in an organisation assuming that an outsourced function no
longer requires its governance. For example, assuming that the supplier will take care of
background checking its own staff. This point is summed up by Jay Ehrenreich as: ‘You can
outsource the work…but you can’t outsource the risk” (SHWA01).

6.8 Risk Appetite
Risk appetite has been defined as: “the amount of risk, on a broad level, that an organisation is
willing to take on in pursuit of value” (COSO01). Despite the articulation of such providing a
cornerstone for any coherent risk management programme, in one survey “more than half of
the respondents admitted to not having a documented risk appetite statement in place”
(TOWA01). The output (i.e. the statement) itself is not as consequential as the process of
deliberation and reflection that gets to it. Without having a clear sense of its appetite to accept
risk, an organisation is inevitably hindered in both its identification and analysis of risk, as well
as in its selection and configuration of internal controls.
Where risk appetite is actually defined, it may well have an exclusive orientation toward the
external environment. Understanding risk appetite in relation to the actions of insiders is no
less necessary. It will inevitably reflect trade-offs that need to be made. An organisation with a
high degree of concern regarding Insider Threat will have a low appetite for risk and, logically,
should be prepared to implement a range of restrictive working practices and controls that
reflect their more conservative position on the subject. In contrast, another organisation may
have a higher risk appetite, possibly driven by a desire to balance risk with performance. In
other words, some acceptance of insider-related risk may be necessary or desired if the
organisation wishes to encourage creativity, spontaneity and staff empowerment.

6.9 Management of Assets & Access
The spectrum of information assets and supporting infrastructure owned and/or used by the
organisation will determine the scope of what needs to be protected – from both external and
internal attackers.
To manage Insider Threat effectively, the organisation will need to demonstrate a range of
capabilities. Effective management of its assets will be foundational for other activities. The
organisation should know where its assets are, what purpose they are used for, what value
they generate, who has custodial responsibility for them and who has ownership responsibility.
A failure to delineate the roles of custodian from owner leads to circumstances where, for
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example, an IT department decides, unilaterally, what access should be granted to an
information system.
In a recent survey (PRWC03) only a minority (35%) of large enterprises had the view that data
ownership was clear within their organisation. Without clarity on the ownership and
management of assets, allied to an equal level of insight into how business process are
structured and transacted while leveraging those assets, then decisions made about the
access given to insiders may be mistaken.
In order to reconcile potential risk with the resources available to respond to that risk, the
organisation needs some way to categorise and prioritise its information asset estate. Outside
of military and national intelligence environments there have been somewhat low rates of
adoption for data classification as a mechanism for achieving such. The data in Figure 9, from
the Aberdeen Group (ABER01) suggests that a majority of organisations continue to not
implement a data classification programme.

Percentage of Organisations With a Data
Classfication Programme As of 2011
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Best In-Class (Top Industry Average
20%)
(Middle 50%)

Laggards (30%)

Figure 9 – Data Classification Adoption, As of 2011, Aberdeen Group (2012)
Going through the process of data classification has the potential to increase the organisation’s
awareness of its own assets and provide direction as to areas that should be prioritised for
control application. At the same time, such provides the potential to calibrate the level of trust
extended to the insider. A classification regime (or similar) helps an organisation to avoid overprovisioning of access. Despite this benefit, the Aberdeen Group data from Figure 9 suggests
that implementing classification is not the norm (outside of those environments where it is a
regulated requirement). This omission by organisations is one that Bishop suggests “often
costs them dearly” (INTB02).
A further challenge for organisations is in distinguishing their information assets from their
physical assets but providing a suitable level of protection against Insider Threat to both. This
issue has come to the fore with the growing trend of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), where
insiders access the organisation’s data from their own laptops, smartphones and tablet
devices. In one survey (PRWC04), 75% of large businesses and 35% of small business
confirmed that they allowed insiders to connect their own phones and tablets to the
organisation’s network. Even where the ownership of the device is clear, it being used to store
and manipulate work-related information may blur the distinction in the insider’s mind between
organisational and personal data.

6.10 Internal Controls
Internal controls are the direct expression of how the organisation intends to address the risks
it considers as being the most significant. One challenge in defining internal controls is that the
necessary risk management activities required to size and structure the control set may
actually give insights on vulnerabilities to insiders with malicious intent. Depending on their
application, risk management data can either shine a light for improvement or lay bare
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weaknesses that can be exploited.

In applying internal controls, a balance needs to be struck between functional correctness and
acceptability. A highly functional technical control will have limited or no security benefit if
insiders bypass it, due to its presence being onerous and overly restrictive on their work.
Further, the organisation needs to anticipate the unintended consequences from applying
controls e.g. restricting the size of email attachments to limit the potential for data loss, only to
find insiders circumventing the control via the use of personal webmail accounts and USB
drives.

6.10.1 Information Security Policy
For Information Security, a key anchor point within its internal control set is the security policy.
It has been described as the “cornerstone of company information protection” (FORT01).
The term ‘misuse’ is said to “imply the presence of rules that specify the conditions of allowable
usage” (HUNP08). This suggests the importance of the security policy as a defining agent in
invigilating the interaction between the insider and the organisation. However, the policy is
expected to connect two attributes that are very difficult to distill in written form:
1) Management’s true intentions for security.
2) The risk profile of the organisation.
Citing Carlon’s “Unifying Policy Hierarchy”, Bishop et al. (BEFG02) describe four policy layers.
Policy Level

Description

Oracle Policy
Feasible Policy

“What should ideally be authorized, including intentions.”
“What can be authorized in practice, considering system
constraints.”
“What is allowed by the system configuration”.

Configured Policy
Run-Time Policy

“What is possible on the system, factoring in any flaws or
vulnerabilities”.
Table 7 – Levels of a Policy Hierarchy

Bishop suggests challenges in implementing policy that include the considerations that:


“A computer system cannot determine intent” and hence cannot fully honour the
expectations of the Oracle Policy.



There is a necessary distinction to make between the user and the user’s account. The
Configured and Run-Time policies cannot distinguish between a valid and an invalid use of
authorised credentials.

Bishop suggests that within the gaps between policy levels there exists the potential for Insider
Threat to be manifested.
However well-crafted and however adept it is at spanning the layers described in Table 7, a
security policy can only be effective if it reaches its intended audience, is understood by them
and actually informs their behaviours. As addressed in section 4.2, survey data suggests that
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security policies are frequently not well understood by their target audience.
Sterman, cited by Cappelli et al. (CDMS03) describes three challenges in implementing good
policy. It is indicated that one cannot:
a) “Draw lessons learned unless one has good data”.
b) “Learn from experience, even with good data, unless one can derive good lessons from
that data”.
c) Implement good policy based on lessons learned unless stakeholders are involved
politically in policy development”.
Coles-Kemp suggests that “management of insiders [is] founded on policy compliance but that
“visibility, and therefore measurement, of compliance is extremely difficult” (KEMP02).
A further problem is that the concept of a security policy contains implicit assumptions e.g. that
insiders will comply, if given the management direction, time and resources to do so. That may
be a misplaced assumption (e.g. in the case of someone planted inside the organisation by a
competitor organisation, foreign government or organised crime).
Additionally, organisations face the challenge of defining their policies in a way that is
digestible and accessible by a range of insiders, while also providing sufficient specificity as to
intent.

6.11 Insider Profiles
The types of individuals engaged by the organisation as its insiders will have a relevance as to
how it manages Insider Threat. Specific attributes associated with the individual that have a
bearing will include:


The role to be undertaken by them and the responsibilities assigned to it.



Their personality type and what may reasonably be interpreted from it, regarding potential
behaviours.



The demographic data applicable to the individual.
Referring to the US workplace, Gelles and Mahoutchian note that as the Baby Boomer
generation retires: “75 million Generation Y will replace them, inevitably changing the
workplace to reflect their ideas and values” (GELL01). They go on to describe how the
attitudes of Generation Y diverge from the earlier generation in areas relevant to managing
Insider Threat e.g. they:
-

“Expect access to information and want it with speed and accuracy”.

-

Are “not satisfied with the ‘passive’ attributes of information sharing, waiting for a data
owner to grant access and then make it available”.



The individual’s capabilities (both in terms of their capability to maliciously exploit certain
vulnerabilities, as well as any lack of capability that may give rise to non-malicious threat).



Their expectations of the workplace (e.g. a tenured university professor will likely expect far
less monitoring and oversight, compared to a bank clerk).
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Their level of access to valuable and/or sensitive materials.



Their anticipated attractiveness to malicious outsiders (e.g. as a consequence of their
handling customer account data, creating Intellectual Property, awarding supplier
contracts).



Their private circumstances and the bearing such may have upon their possible behaviours
in the workplace (e.g. a history of indebtedness, known connections to organised crime).



Their past work experience and disciplinary record.

With the rapid rise of social networking in recent years, the different spheres of an individual’s
life have the potential to overlap in ways that increase Insider Threat. An Internet profile
associated with the individual may communicate elements from both their private and
workplace personas. Information about them may be put into the public domain in a way that
helps a malicious outsider understand useful information such as: their position in the
organisation hierarchy, the type of projects they work on, the range of technologies they are
exposed to and who else they know. The insider’s profile can be leveraged in multiple ways
e.g. seeking to impersonate them with the view to gaining their system credentials, targeting
them for social engineering or profiling them for potential recruitment into a nefarious
enterprise.
One significant change in insider profiles in recent decade relates to the form of employment
contract and the duration of the engagement. Since the 1990s there has been an everincreasing trend for organisations to reduce their core, full-time workforce, and make up the
shortfall with part-time, temporary and contractor workers (IPPR01), (DBER01). This may
benefit the organisation in terms of reduced costs and greater flexibility in strategic planning but
may engender far less loyalty.
Aside from an organisation’s policies regarding employee types and retention periods,
individuals also have a revised expectation of employment mobility, relative to their parents and
certainly their grandparents. U.S. job statistics relating to permanent employees indicate, for
2012, that the average worker stayed in their job for 4.6 years. However, the expected
duration for the youngest section of the workforce is said to be less than half this amount
(USBL01).
The net result of these changes is that insiders are now likely to have a far more transitory
identification with the organisation and its values than was the case for previous generations.
At the same time, a less enduring engagement between an organisation and its insider group,
with a higher rate of personnel turnover than in the past, limits an organisation’s potential to get
to know its insider group, their potential motivations and their patterns of behaviour over very
extended periods of time.

6.12 Management of Change
The 2010 Daghstul Seminar, at which a number of leading researchers on Insider Threat were
present, arrived at the conclusion that: “the management of Insider Threat problems
fundamentally is about dealing with the impact of changes in organizational processes on the
effectiveness of internal controls” (BICK03).
While in agreement with the sentiment expressed by the seminar’s attendees, this report
advocates for a perspective on change that extends beyond just the business processes and
the internal control set.
The scope of impact analysis should also encompass changes to the other elements defined
within the previous sub sections. For example, a change in organisation culture as a
consequence of merger or acquisition, with an attendant impact upon the risk appetite, may
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merit examination for its potential to increase or decrease the likelihood of certain insider
incident types occurring.
A closer attention to change would also serve to emphasise the need for controls to be invoked
iteratively, most especially in response to, or anticipation of, relevant change e.g.


Re-evaluation of an individual’s estimated threat level, following exhibition of behaviours of
concern.



Reviewing proposed access control changes, ahead of an insider’s promotion to a more
senior position, or their transfer to another part of the organisation.

6.13 Section Conclusion
It can be concluded that the complexity and configuration of an organisation will have a direct
bearing upon its potential to manifest certain types of Insider Threat, its capability to recognise
them and its potential to respond to them.
Some organisational attributes will have a strong coupling with a given dimension of Insider
Threat. For example, a consumer electronics manufacturer or a military contractor is always
likely – as an inherent aspect of its business – to possess intellectual property that will be
attractive to insiders; and to those interested in co-opting insiders.
Other organisational attributes may be ones that it is possible to shape, with the view to
reducing the potential exposure to Insider Threat. For example, changes in how work is
designed, or how the organisation’s culture is experienced, may lessen an insider’s feeling of
antagonism toward an organisation. In turn, such may reduce their potential to transform into a
malicious insider at some later point. Equally, organisational attributes such as work design
will shape the extent to which non-malicious Insider Threat is present, influenced by factors
such as process complexity and the extent to which demands made upon the insider are
realistic.
It can further be concluded that an organisation has a duty to itself, to its insiders and other
stakeholders (e.g. customers, regulators) that extends beyond simply articulating policy and
deploying technical security controls to invigilate compliance to that policy. The 2010 Dagstuhl
seminar suggesting that: “top down promulgation of security policies often does not match with
reality” and that “effective policy deployment needs to focus on the relationship between the
insider and the organization” (BICK04).
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7.0 Potential Motivations behind Insider Incidents
7.1 Section Introduction
In seeking to manage Insider Threat, organisations may rightly recognise the need to monitor
insider behaviours for evidence of actual or potential transgressions of policy. However, were
they to assume a solitary focus on impact detection, organisations would deny themselves the
opportunity to make earlier interventions that may either prevent, or at least contain, an insider
incident. The motivations of the insider represent the upstream impetus for the downstream
behaviours they later exhibit.
This section examines potential motivations. Acquiring an understanding of motivations is far
from easy. They are invariably internalised by the insider, and may not be shared in advance
of an incident, unless the person is working in collaboration with others. Malicious insiders
themselves may not even be able to clearly articulate their one or several motivations.
However, while the process of evaluating motivations may be challenging, they do provide an
important context for anticipating and interpreting insider behaviours.
The quality and completeness of prevention and detection approaches can be enhanced, if it is
possible to gain insight as to potential motivations. Shulman makes the point that: “In order to
detect meaningful anomalies one must have a good idea of potential intents and motivations”
(INTS01).

7.2 Impact of Insider Categorisation on Motivation
The motivations of an insider will be influenced by what category of insider they map to. Two
different approaches to such categorisation are shown in Tables 8 & 9.
Cole & Ring (COLR07)
Self-motivated

No external motivation is necessary for the individual to act –
their own values and goals spur them to action.

Recruited

Persuaded by someone else to manifest Insider Threat. They
have weaknesses that another party can take advantage of.

Planted

The prospective insider will be trained, his hiring within the
target organisation will be arranged and he will be allowed time
to get established within the organisation and to develop trust.
Table 8 – Cole and Ring’s Definitions of Insider Types, by Motivation

Hayden (HAYD02)
Traitor

Has a desire to significantly impact the operating of the
organisation.

Zealot

Holds strong views on one or several specific subjects and
disagrees with their organisation’s positions on the same.

Browser

Possess an active curiosity about information they are not
authorised to access.
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Well Intentioned

Is ignorant of the requirements of the security policy and,
without intention, cause breaches to occur.

Table 9 – Hayden’s Definitions of Insider Types, by Motivation
The two approaches to insider categorisation shown in Tables 8 and 9 have a different focus
from each other. Cole & Ring’s categories examine the insider relative to the degree to which
he is product of his own motivation or someone else’s. Hayden’s approach seeks to determine
how malign or benevolent the motivation is.
Heuer (HEUR01) suggests that motivations can be:




Emotional needs (e.g. “a frustrated sense of self-importance”)
Financial
A combination of both

It is not always obvious what the motivation stems from. Using Cole and Ring’s definitions, it
might be assumed that those involved in espionage will either be Recruited or Planted. In fact,
the “initiative for most insider espionage comes from the insider, not from the…organisation or
group that receives the information” (HEUR02).
The categories from Tables 8 and 9 can equip organisations with the recognition that some
control types will be wholly ineffectual against some insider types, depending on the source of
their motivation and the degree to which conviction underpins it. For example, no amount of
security policy awareness workshops are going to influence the actions of someone who has
been planted in the organisation by an external party, with the specific intent of achieving an
outcome that is to the detriment of the host organisation. (This is not to negate the value of
such controls – as they may increase the sensitivity to risk of those working in proximity to such
an insider).

7.3 Challenges in Understanding Insider Motivations
Challenges in seeking to understand an insider’s motives include:
1. The motivation may not translate into an observable behaviour.
2. Different Insider Threat types can be associated with different motivations (as per section
7.4).
3. The individual may have multiple motivations. (In a study of the Banking and Finance
sector (RAND08), 27% of insiders responsible for incidents were said to have multiple
dimensions to their motivation).
4. The motivation type may be one that cannot readily be correlated to past incidents and
which may sit apart from the normal psychological drivers for individuals. If the
organisation confines its view of potential motivations to, for example, expecting
accountants to commit fraud for financial gain, or system administrators to commit
sabotage for revenge, then it may be wholly unprepared for an incident driven by an
entirely different and previously unimagined category of motive.
An example of an unexpected motivation can be found in the case of “Operation Snow
White” (WRGT01). This was a conspiracy orchestrated in the 1970s by the Church of
Scientology. It had the aim of infiltrating U.S. government agencies and foreign consulates
with planted insiders, with the intention of purging negative records referencing the church
and its founder, L. Ron Hubbard.
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Such an insider attack – on the integrity of data, driven by a motive to improve a group’s
reputation – sits so far apart from the mainstream of insider motives that it would very
difficult to anticipate.
The motivation for malicious Insider Threat will be self-rationalising and self-justifying. This has
been referred to as “Personal Bubble Psychology” (CHAR03). Charney describes it as having
an internal logic that has a consistency and coherence that is its own. However, “in terms of
the real world it is very wrong”.

7.4 Primary Insider Motives
Examination of studies with access to case data suggests that the main Insider Threat types
will be associated within one or several regularly encountered motivations.
Threat
Type
Fraud

Primary Motive
Financial Gain

(CAMO01)

IT
Sabotage
IP Theft

Revenge

(CDMS01)

Various including:

(MOOR03)





Espionage

Source

To gain advantage at a new job.
To facilitate the set-up of a new business.
To benefit a foreign government or foreign commercial
organisation.

Heuer suggests that the surface motivation for espionage e.g.
financial gain, may disguise a more pressing emotional, rather
than financial, need. Motives suggested include:





(HEUR03)

Revenge.
The desire to demonstrate an ability to influence events.
A frustrated sense of self-importance.
Restoration of a damaged self-image through feelings of
superiority over higher echelons.

Band et al. also note that in espionage cases, the motivation may
change over time.

(BAND04)

Table 10 – Mapping of Insider Threat Categories to Primary Motives

7.5

Motivations of Non-Malicious Insiders

The information in section 7.4 related to malicious insiders. At first sight, discussion of
motivation may appear to have little to do with the non-malicious insider. After all, it would
seem inherent within the term “non-malicious” that they do not set out with a conscious
motivation to cause a risk to be manifested. However, some research has attempted to parse
non-malicious insider intent. Two different insider types have been identified by Wall
(WALL05), based upon their differing motives.
‘The Negligent Insider’ – has the primary interest of pursuing their individual goals and
“whose eyes are not always on the ball”. They are disposed to circumventing processes and
controls in order to make life easier for themselves. They will accept “policies [only] as far as
they do not encumber them”.
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‘The Well Meaning Insider’ – frequently a highly valued employee who has a sincere
commitment to the organisation’s goals. However, “in the pursuit of those goals that they may
place secondary importance on security policies” and, in the process, inadvertently expose the
organisation to risk.
Interviewed for this report, Professor Wall was asked about another category of insider, not
currently clearly demarcated in the literature. This group containing those who do not have
malicious intent toward the organisation. However, motivated by self-interest they seek to
disguise poor performance or over-state achievements. Wall takes the view that those seeking
to disguise mistakes may potentially be addressed within the categories above. In the case of
those over-stating performance he suggests that: “they are borderline but certainly nonmalicious insiders as they are interested in pleasing the organisation for their own goals”
(INTW07).

7.6 Categorising Insider Motivations
One of the most encompassing definitions of insider motivation categories – both malicious and
non-malicious – has been offered by CIFAS (CIFB02).
GREED

NEED
Debts

Coercian/Threat/Blackmail

Addiction

Survival/
Concealment of Error

MISCELLANEOUS
Malice/Revenge

Peer (or Family)
Pressure/Loyalty

Entertainment/SelfAggrandisement

Competitive Sabotage

Psychological Problems

Idealism/Terrorism

Industrial Espionage

Stupid/Naïve
(no deliberate motive)

Mole/Cell

Figure 10 – CIFAS Motivation Classifications
Although originally developed specifically to examine fraud, CIFAS’s categories have a broader
potential applicability. They have sufficient breadth to encompass a range of possible
motivations. That said, no such list can ever be wholly exhaustive. For example, the CIFAS
motivation types implicitly equate personal financial gain with greed. However, there may be
circumstances that trigger a fraudulent misappropriation of funds but which don’t map to greed,
in the truest sense. For example, in the case of an individual exercising poor money
management skills and then needing to find some remedy for out-of-control credit card debt.
The applicability of the CIFAS categories can be tested by reference to a specific
organisational example. Speaking at the SC Magazine Executive Network event (SCMA01),
the Metropolitan Police’s former Commissioner, Sir Ian Blair, outlined three profiles of regularly
encountered malicious insiders that his internal affairs team encountered when investigating
London police officers.
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Metropolitan Police At Risk Profiles
“Disillusioned, passed-over detective, who had a terrible home life
and would have agencies coming after him for money”.
“Young women officers with criminal boyfriends”.
“The ‘geek IT user’ out the back who was accessing and selling
information”.

Corresponding CIFAS
Motivation Label
Debts
Peer Pressure/Loyalty
Greed

Table 11 – Metropolitan Police Malicious Insider Motivations
(Note: Table 11 is intended to demonstrate the potential applicability of the CIFAS categories,
rather seeking to comprehensively describe Insider Threats applicable to the example group
i.e. police officers).
The specifics of how a motivation will map to a set of behaviours may vary in different settings
and for different individuals. However, if the organisation is attentive to an individual or group
being likely to have such motivations, some degree of early intervention can be applied (e.g.
closer supervision of activities).

7.7 Section Conclusion
The psychology of the insider is an area where an extensive amount of additional work would
be beneficial, in order to better comprehend motivations and triggers for acting upon those
motivations. Human psychologically is complex and any meaningful examination of Insider
Threat needs to acknowledge that complexity. The ascribing of simple, hastily applied
motivation labels to insiders may not provide any particularly valuable insight.
Motivations cannot always been associated with a direct and immediate gratification for the
individual. For example, IP theft will frequently be undertaken for immediate gain (e.g. through
selling the material to a competing organisation). However, as Trezciak notes: “Individuals
may take the asset ‘just in case’ they need it in the future” (INTT04).
The abstract nature of motivation (i.e. something existing in the mind of the insider) doesn’t, by
itself, generate evidence that can be observed and analysed.
Additionally, a motivation is not equivalent to a confirmed intent and ability to act upon that
motivation. Were an organisation to too readily equate motivation with a certain capacity and
intent then there would be the potential to descend into the dystopian notion of thoughtcrime,
described by Orwell in “1984” (ORWE01). The Oxford English Dictionary defines thoughtcrime
as: “an instance of unorthodox or controversial thinking, considered as a criminal offence or as
socially unacceptable” (DICT04). As the report aims to show in sections 8 and 9, there is a
path that exists between motivation and the realisation of an insider incident. Even if it was
possible to fully comprehend an individual’s motivation, this would not provide definitive insight
as to who will, and will not, manifest Insider Threat.
It is therefore important to give attention to behaviours and what they may indicate about the
insider. The role of behaviour in managing Insider Threat will be addressed in sections 8.0 and
9.0.
Additionally, as noted by Predd et al. “the source of motivation affects response options”
(PRED04). The individual seeking revenge for perceived injustices will likely require a
response quite different from the insider being intimidated by organised crime to provide
customer account data.
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8.0 The Potential to Act
8.1 Section Introduction
As insightful as understanding motivation may be, it is only one of several attributes that must
be in place, in order for Insider Threat to be realised. This brief section seeks to bridge the
divide between motivation and behaviour, by describing the precursors that should be in place
before a motivation is acted upon; and the inhibitors that may limit the forward momentum
toward an insider incident.

8.2 Insider Precursors
Heuer (HEUR04) defines four characteristics generally required before an individual will
progress to the point of betraying their organisation and committing a malicious act:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

An opportunity to commit the act.
A motive for doing so.
An ability to overcome natural inhibitions.
A trigger that sets the act in motion.

To Heuer’s characteristics, the following may be added:
v.
vi.

The technical capability to undertake the act.
An ability to coordinate resources, including an ability to co-opt others (where the
venture could not be completed alone).

Without the capability to manifest the threat and without the circumstances to do so, a motive
will not be translated into a tangible outcome. Wood (WOOD01) puts it in terms that the
malicious insider must have access, knowledge, privileges, skills, risk aversion (to avoid
detection), tactics (that depend on the goals of the attack), motivation, and process (a method
for identifying the target and planning the attack).
Opportunity will be determined both by the vulnerabilities exhibited by the organisation but also
by broader changes in society. For example, it has been suggested that: “New information and
communication technologies are generating not merely new patterns of work but also new
methods of deviancy in the electronic work environment” (ZAIT01).

8.3 Overcoming Inhibitions
The overcoming of natural inhibitions will be necessary if the insider is to apply their capabilities
to the opportunity presented. Butts et al. (BUTT02) suggest that natural inhibitors to action
may include:
a)
b)
c)

Moral values.
Loyalty to employer or co-workers.
Fear of being caught.
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To Butts’ inhibitors the following may be added:
d)

Rationalisation of present circumstances (e.g. “I deserved the promotion but the
current salary is still good”).

e)

Concern about capabilities to undertake the act (e.g. “I’m not sure I know the
system well enough”).
Loyalty to other parties, beyond the workplace (e.g. family members, friends,
customers that may be impacted by the act).
A tendency toward procrastination (e.g. “I will do it but the time just isn’t right”).
Lack of confidence in co-conspirators (where the individual is considering acting in
concert with others).
Lack of confirmed demand for the output of the act (e.g. “I could steal this product
design but I don’t know who to sell it to”).

f)
g)
h)
i)

Noonan and Archuleta suggest “anonymity and accountability also play a significant role in
many malicious insider actions. Insider studies have shown that violators are averse to being
caught and are more likely to act when they believe they will not be discovered” (NOAR03).

8.4 The Non-Malicious Insider’s Potential to Act
The motives of the non-malicious insider were referred to in section 7. In terms of their means,
this may either be in relation to their ability to unwittingly bypass a control in achieving a
desired outcome, or in the sense of a lack of competence that facilitates the threat being
manifested. The opportunity presented to them may arise in a number of ways e.g. through a
lack of management oversight or a failure to train the insider properly.

8.5 Section Conclusion
Awareness of precursors and inhibitors allows organisations to appreciate that:


Only a limited number of individuals who contemplate Insider Threat will ever act upon the
initial thought and carry it all the way through to realisation.



The lifecycle of overcoming inhibitions and progressing toward committing of the act may
give opportunity for early intervention and prevention.



The organisation is positioned to influence the preconditions more actively than it may
initially anticipate e.g. limiting opportunity by implementing job rotation, limiting motivation
by implementing a fair and transparent performance management process.
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9.0 Behavioural Indicators of Insider Threat
9.1 Section Introduction
Behaviour is the most tangible element of the insider’s journey from motivation to action that an
organisation is able to engage with. In their study of illicit cyber activity by government
insiders, Kowalski et al. found that: “In almost half the cases (43%), the insiders exhibited
inappropriate behaviour that was noticed by others prior to the incident” (KOWA01). (It should
be noted that this was “observed” behaviour only, not all that was “observable”. Were an
organisation to specifically focus on concerning behaviours, the percentage might actually be
substantially higher).
This section seeks to define what behaviour is, what challenges there are in understanding
insider behaviour, what behavioural pathway may be taken toward an incident, what
concerning behaviours an organisation should be attentive to and what considerations apply in
the monitoring of insider behaviours.

9.2 Defining Behaviour
Shulyupin (cited by Puleo) defines human behaviour as a “collection of activities performed by
human beings and influenced by culture, attitudes, emotions, values, ethics, authority, rapport,
hypnosis, persuasion, and/or coercion” (PULE01). This definition illustrates that the line
between motivation (discussed in section 7) and behaviour cannot be easily and neatly drawn.
A multitude of inputs will affect an individual’s behaviour, without a causal link always been
possible to readily identify.
Greitzer et al. (GREI01) elaborate upon behaviour further, by decomposing the elements
shown in Figure 11.

Data

Obervation

Indicator

Behaviour

Directly Available
Information

Inference From
Data That Reflects
A Specific State

Action/Event As
Evidence of
Precursor to
Inferred Behaviour

Sequence of
Actions
Associated With a
Purpose

Example:
Internet Traffic

Example:
Web Sites Visited

Example:
Disregard
For Policies

Example:
Data Exfiltration
Via Webmail
Account

Figure 11- Greitzer et al’s. Model-Based Predictive Classification Concept
Greitzer suggests that “indicators are processed to infer behaviours” and that “behaviours are
sequences of activities for achieving some specific purpose, whether malicious or benign”
(GREI04).
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9.3 Challenges in Understanding Insider Behaviour
By their nature, behaviours are an outward manifestation. Consequently, they would appear to be a more fruitful area for enquiry than
motivation, when seeking to engage with Insider Threat. Motivations are more internal and abstract, giving less tangible contact points for
the organisation to detect and analyse. However, behaviours present specific challenges, which are described in Table 12.
Area of
Concern
Observation

Challenge

Nature of Challenge

Difficulty In
Observation

The malicious insider may take As described in section 4.4.1.4, some malicious insiders may be
particular care to avoid
specifically trained to avoid detection (e.g. the insider spy).
attracting suspicion.
Further, malicious behaviours may be disguised within routine
activities that do not arouse the organisation’s suspicion. The
behaviour may operate within the boundaries of the insider’s
default privileges.

The Act of
Observation

The act of observing behaviour
may cause its manifestation to
be modified.

The Hawthorne Effect (RODI01) posits that behaviour may be
influenced by the act of that behaviour being observed. Insiders
may knowingly modify their behaviour during times that they are
aware that they are being observed. Randazzo et al. cite the
example of one insider interviewed for their report who indicated
that they were aware “when accounts were most likely to be
audited”, knowing that “the end of the month was hot, the end of
quarter was hotter and the end of the year was really hot”
(RAND18).

Frequency of
Monitoring

Unless the behaviour is
observed continuously, the
actions of concerns may be
missed.

Detective controls are best suited to situations where a
normative baseline is well-defined and deviations from that
baseline can be readily identified. Insider behaviours may not
neatly correspondence to this ideal. If monitoring occurs only at
certain intervals and the threat behaviour does not correspond to
this cycle (e.g. ad hoc, infrequent unauthorised access to a
client’s account) then the potential for detection will be low.
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Area of
Concern

Interpretation

Challenge

Nature of Challenge

Description

Limitation to
Unsuccessful
Cases

Case data is invariably limited
to only those behaviours that
were detected as a result of an
incident where the insider
failed in their endevour.

The available case data on malicious Insider Threat is low
(KIMA01) and even lower for non-malicious threat. Malicious
insider data is also inherently limited to that subset of individuals
whose behaviours were unsuccessful. There may be subtle but
important differences in the behaviours of those who are
successful in their aims and who remain undetected.

Intent of
Behaviour

It may not be possible to
discern intent i.e.

Even where the behaviour is explicit and is detected, the intent
behind it may be difficult or impossible to discern. For example,
a server may be taken been offline intentionally, as a
consequence of premeditated, intentional sabotage. Or the
outcome may have arisen as a consequence of poorly planned
and implemented change (as per the Microsoft Azure example
provided in section 4.3). Absent other compelling evidence, the
behaviour by itself will only illuminate what happened, not why it
happened.

- Intentional vs. Unintentional
- Malicious vs. Benign

Some work has been done in seeking to identify behavioural
variations between malicious and non-malicious insiders. For
example, Caputo et al. (CAPU01) found that malicious insiders –
compared to their non-malicious counterparts – searched more
information sources, were more likely to retain whole documents
and more likely to access information indirectly e.g. via search
engine digests of Intranet content.
Capability of
Behaviour
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The capability of the behaviour
may not be understood i.e.
does it have the potential to
manifest threat?

An insight into insider behaviour requires an understanding of its
potential to do harm. This will help the organisation to determine
what level of oversight is required and what degree of latitude
can be afforded to insiders. For example, deviation from defined
processes and the providing of individual autonomy may be more
acceptable where the individual does not have access to highly
sensitive information assets.
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Area of
Concern

Challenge

Nature of Challenge

Description
A determination of the behaviour’s capability also requires an
understanding of the actor. The same action performed by one
insider may not arouse suspicion, while in the case of another it
would, due to their greater skills, knowledge or access.

Context of the
Behaviour

The behaviour may only make
sense (e.g. only appear
malicious) when considered in
the context of other facts,
actions and parties.

A behaviour which may seem benign e.g. taking work home to
finish over the weekend, may be open to a wholly different
interpretation if other data is available e.g. that the insider met
with a known criminal on the way home.
Bulling suggests that organisations should “consider behavioural
indicators in conjunction with environmental clues” (BULL02).

Responsibility

Association of
the Behaviour

Can the behaviour definitively
be associated with the
individual?

An assumption that an action can be attributed to an insider may
be misplaced. For example, where it appears that the insider is
engaged in nefarious activity when, in reality, their network
credentials have been compromised by another party. In such a
circumstance, the organisation risks pursuing the insider for a
behaviour that is not their own.

Responsibility
Alignment

Responsibility for monitoring
insider behaviours may not be
clear.

Especially within organisations with a predominant focus in their
Information Security programmes on externally originating threat,
responsibility for monitoring of insider behaviours may be
unclear. For example, neither the Human Resources department
nor the IT function may assume it is their responsibility to actively
review such behaviours.

Capabilities

Those responsible may not
have the skills and aptitudes
necessary e.g. Information
Security practitioners will
typically not have training in
behavioural science.

Where monitoring responsibility has been assigned, those
involved may lack the knowledge and experience to recognise
significant behaviours and to meaningfully analyse them. For
example, typical educational and certification programmes for
Information Security make limited efforts to incorporate a
behavioural sciences perspective into their curriculums.
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Area of
Concern

Challenge

Nature of Challenge

Description
Consequently, the security practitioners subsequently deployed
within organisations may lack the skills required to engage with
insider behaviours.

Limitation of
Perspective

The quality of observation and
interpretation will be bounded
by the responsible party’s
knowledge and experience.

The significance of behaviour may only be apparent to someone
well-versed in the specifics of the given field of endeavour. For
example, a general compliance assessment, conducted by a
generalist internal auditor, may not recognise how a subtle
change in a business process may give the specialist insider
substantially more opportunity for abuse.

Negative Cultural
Impact

The decision to monitor
behaviours is not a neutral
activity – it may be perceived
and responded to in ways that
the organisation does not
desire.

The decision to overtly monitor insider behaviours does not come
without consequence. It may be resisted, engender fear and run
counter to values that the organisation is seeking to promote e.g.
trust in personnel, empowerment of teams, delegation of
decision making down the organisational hierarchy.
A decision to covertly monitor behaviours has the potential to run
afoul of privacy legislation, especially when the monitoring
continues beyond the workplace.
Responsibility for observation may potentially be delegated to
staff, due to their knowledge of the business process concerned
and their familiarity with colleagues. In which case, insiders may
feel that they are being asked to spy on colleagues and, in turn,
they are being spied upon themselves.

Table 12 – Description of Behavioural Challenges
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9.4 The Critical Pathway
Some Insider Threat approaches assume a transactional and outcome-oriented perspective,
such as Wood’s (WOOD02), illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Wood’s Insider Attack Process
Wood’s focus after motivation is upon what the insider does, not on why. For insights into this
dimension other models need to be considered.
In identifying areas where it has the potential to address Insider Threat, it is important for an
organisation to recognise that intermediary steps pave the way to the realisation of the threat.
It is not simply the case that an insider has a motivation and is then immediately compelled to
act upon that motivation via errant behaviours.
Shaw (SHAW01) has described an insider-focused ‘critical pathway’ that is travelled along,
before a threat is realised. (Shaw’s application of the model was to the study of IP theft but it
also has potential for application to other Insider Threat types).

Figure 13 – Shaw’s Insider Threat Critical Pathway
The personal predispositions shown at the beginning of the pathway: “explain why some
insiders carry out malicious attacks, while coworkers exposed to the same conditions do not
act maliciously” (MOCA03).
In an interview for this report Shaw suggests that: “Predispositions make the reactions to
stressors [or stress factors] more problematic and risker, resulting in concerning behaviours”
(INT03). However, Shaw confirms that tests are still being undertaken as to the actual order of
the events shown in Figure 13. Citing the example non-disgruntled individuals, Shaw suggests
that: “predispositions and stressors are not required and unlikely”.
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Organisations have the potential to make active interventions along the pathway in ways that
include:


Screening for predispositions as part of the recruitment process.



Actively designing stress factors out of the work place. (To the extent that it is reasonable
and practical to do so).



Having the management empathy and detective control capabilities in place to recognise
concerning behaviours being exhibited by members of the insider group.



Avoiding the maladaptive organisational responses described by Shaw. An example of
such given by Shaw is a poorly executed termination process that allows a departing
insider to retain remote access to the organisation’s network. In this sense, it can be
understood that the realisation of an insider incident is a fusion of both the insider’s will and
capabilities, allied to an organisation’s inability or unwillingness to prevent the subsequent
incident from occurring.

Within each of the elements shown in Figure 13, there is the potential for further
decomposition. In its studies of IT sabotage, CERT found that general behaviours of concern
would typically commence four weeks before technical precursors to an attack were evidence
(CDMS02).
Shaw’s model suggests that the individual’s psychology and predispositions will first orientate
them on to the track of malicious Insider Threat. They will then be propelled along it by stressrelated events that lead to the manifestation of behaviours that should reasonably be of
concern, if the organisation has the capability and interest to recognise them. An
organisation’s misjudged or mistimed response to those behaviours will then act as an enabler
for preparation and execution of an insider incident.
What can be interpreted from the Insider Critical Pathway is that:


Not all insiders with a base motivation will have the psychological disposition to act upon it.
Nor will all be subject to the same stress factors that then amplify or clarify the motivation.



The organisation’s structure, culture, expectations and treatment of insiders can contribute
to, or ameliorate, the stresses that affect the likelihood of concerning behaviours being
exhibited. (E.g. high-pressure environments that demonstrate limited attention to insider
welfare may spawn resentment in the workforce).



The behavioural markers of Insider Threat may span multiple domains of activity. E.g.
focusing exclusively on whether the insider is using their system privileges appropriately
will give no insight as to whether they are in serious financial difficulty.



Activities that are intended to contribute to organisational performance may have an
unintended consequence in terms of stress factors applicable to the individual. For
example, Greitzer et al. (GREI05) note that it is not only events such as divorce or death in
the family that contribute to an insider’s stress profile. Matters such as performance issues
also contribute to their stress level. In this way, a mechanism such as a performance
review may, concurrently, highlight an issue but also move the insider closer in the direction
of manifesting threat.
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Organisations have the potential to recognise and act upon concerning behaviours before
they progress to the point of an incident’s occurrence. Further, the quality, completeness
and timeliness of their response to such behaviours will influence their ability to identify and
limit the potential of those behaviours. Misjudged or maladaptive responses from the
organisation may actually spur the insider to take the final steps toward planning and
executing an attack, not just simply facilitate their progress in that direction.



The insider does not retain a static threat profile during the lifecycle of their engagement
with the organisation. Events within the workplace and the individual’s own life may
decrease or increase their potential to be involved in an insider incident. Consequently the
effectiveness of ‘front loaded’ controls e.g. reference solicitation from a previous employer,
psychometric testing during the recruitment process, should be recognised as having an
efficacy of limited duration. What the organisation thought it knew about the insider
yesterday may not hold true today.

Shaw’s model recognises the symbiosis between the organisation and the insider in the
creation or avoidance of insider incidents.

9.5 Indictors and Behaviours of Concern
9.5.1 Indicators
Greitzer et al. (GREI02) define twelve behavioural indicators that, when witnessed, help to
determine an insider’s risk level, as shown in Figure 14.

Digruntlement

Difficulty
Accepting
Feedback

Inability to
Manage Anger

Disengagement
From Others

Disregarding
Authority

Performance
Issues

Evidence of
Personal
Stress

Confrontational
Manner

Personal
Issues

Self-Centred
Orientation

Lack of
Dependability

Abensteeism

Figure 14 – Greitzer’s Behavioural Indicators of Insider Threat
There is the need to determine, in context, whether one or more elements from Figure 14 will
serve as either reliable or false indicators of a given threat type. Some indicator types may
typically be associated with a given category of insider and may serve as a behavioural norm
for that group. For example, Shaw suggests that traits such as narcissism and obsession are
“more prominent in IT folks” [INTE07]. In turn, common traits for a group – such as introversion
– may have potential for misinterpretation as being an early warning of insider threat.
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Indicators serve as a bellwether, anticipating the arrival of concerning behaviours described in
section 9.5.2. However, some parties caution about an oversimplification in the analysis of
indicators. For example, Noonan and Archuleta suggest that oversimplification “could mislead
Insider Threat programs to focus on disgruntled employees”. They assert (somewhat at
variance to other researchers, such as Greitzer) that: “despite the appearance of contrary
evidence, there is no direct correlation between disgruntled workers and Insider Threats”
(NOAR04).

9.5.2 Concerning Behaviours
The Critical Pathway described in section 9.4 made reference to “concerning behaviours” that
should be assessed as markers of potential Insider Threat. The FBI (FBII01) refers to fourteen
such concerning behaviours that those running an Insider Threat programme should be
attentive to, as shown in Figure 15.
Taking Proprietary
Information Home Without
Authorisation

Life Crises or Career
Disappointment

Unreported Foreign
Contacts

Inappropriate Access
To Proprietary
Information

Remotely Accessing The
Network While On
Leave

Suspicious
Personal
Contacts

Interest In Activities
Outside of Insider’s Scope
of Work

Disregarding Company
Policies

Short Trips To Foreign
Countries For Unexplained
Reasons

Unnecessary Copying
of Materials

Working Odd Hours,
Without Authorisation

Unexplained
Affluence

Concern About
Being The
Subject of Investigation

Unusual Interest
In The Personal Lives
of Co-workers

Figure 15 – Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Insider Behaviour Indicators
Analysis of some of the concerning behaviours shown in Figure 15 will require a certain level of
access and insight into the insider’s activities. For example:


In the intelligence community it may be common practice to require agents to report their
foreign contacts, travel itineraries and net wealth. In the private sector this will be far less
common and, if sought by the organisation, may be perceived by personnel as highly
intrusive.



In the United States, short trips to foreign countries may be an aberration, in a society
where only one third of the population has a passport – significantly up from 3% in 1987
(FORB01). In contrast, such a pattern of travel may be far less exceptional for a European,
accustomed to taking short city breaks.
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An interest in activities outside of the insider’s scope of work may be indicative of
suspicious behaviour. Equally, it may be indicative of a desire to network with colleagues
and to avoid operating within a silo, disconnected from the rest of the organisation.

In section 9.4 on the Critical Pathway and in section 6 on Organisation, it was confirmed that
an organisation might create or contribute to circumstances that either directly increase its
exposure to Insider Threat, or which limits its ability to recognise its presence. For example,
the reference in Figure 15 to remote access while on leave will only stand out as a potential
threat marker if the organisation actively discourages contact being maintained during leave
periods.

9.6 Monitoring & Analysing Insider Behaviour
In developing an Insider Threat programme, an organisation has the opportunity to give
attention not only to detection of incidents when they occur but also to prediction and
prevention, in advance. A predictive approach allows “an attentive manager to speak with
stressed employees and possibly avert a crime by addressing underlying problems” (GREI03).
A single perspective on Insider Threat is unlikely to provide sufficient insight, for the purpose
either prediction or detection. Schultz (SLTZ02) advocates a blended approach to monitoring
that encompasses both information system usage and behaviour-related metrics. Greitzer and
Hohimer, support this philosophy, suggesting: “non-IT ‘behavioural’ or psychosocial data
[should be taken] into account in order to capitalize on signs and precursors of the malicious
activity” (GRHO01).
Schultz suggests that examining the attributes of the insider shown in Figure 16 can support
prediction and monitoring objectives.
Deliberate Markers

Insiders may leave small intentional signs of an attack,
simply to make a statement

Meaningful Errors

Insiders typically make mistakes when attempting
to launch attacks, before they are successful

Preparatory

Preparatory behaviours, such as reconnaissance,
can indicate that an insider attack is imminent

Negative Working
Environments

Hostile working environments are often associated
with an increase in insider attack likelihood

Correlated Usage
Patterns

Patterns of usage across different information systems
that, when seen in isolation, may not seem malicious

Verbal
Behaviour

Those who engage in insider incidents often tip others
off about their intentions

Personality
Traits

Traits such as introversion and depression are frequently
found in individuals who commit insider attacks

Figure 16 – Schultz’s Attributes for Predicting and Monitoring Insider Behaviours
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The specific elements of Schultz’s model in Figure 16 differ from than those found in Shaw’s,
as described in section 9.4. However, both suggest that the malicious insider takes
incremental steps toward achieving their desired outcome.
The elements of Schultz’s model suggest some potential for defining observable elements that
could be included in new forms of insider threat monitoring systems. For example, the
correlation of usage patterns across systems and the capturing of potentially meaningful errors
both present the possibility to tailor tools specific to insider threat types, rather than simply repurposing existing tools, originally intended to address externally originating threat.

9.6.1 Insider Profiling
Equipped with models that seek to define possible behavioural markers of malicious insiders, it
would appear logical for organisations to profile the extent to which their insiders currently
exhibit, or have the potential to exhibit, these markers. Such profiling may provide the
opportunity to apply early intervention. Additionally, it allows the application of finite resources
to the areas that merit the closest scrutiny.
Four stages of profiling, as proposed by this report, are shown in Figure 17.
DURING
ENGAGEMENT

PRE-ENGAGEMENT

- Background Screening
(Criminal, Known
Associations, Social Media)

- Interval Re-Screening:

- Reference Solicitation
(Personal and Professional)

* At Defined Intervals
(Based on Level of Access
To Sensitive and/or
Valuable Data)

- Positive Vetting
(For Higher Data
Classification Access)

* Ahead of
Privilege Change

- Employment History
& Education Verification

* Following Change
In Behavioural Markers

- Credit History

TERMINATION

POST ENGAGEMENT

The Point of Termination
Represents A Change of
Status For The Insider
and a Closing Opportunity
For Them To Leverage
the Benefits of Insider
Access.

After Termination Former
Insiders Retain Knowledge
And, Where Lax Processes
Exist, Retain Legacy Access.

As Noted in Section 4.4.4.1
Most Thefts of Intellectual
Property Occur Within
30 Days of Termination

A Former Insider May Gain
Delayed Benefit (E.g. Selling
Intellectual Property Some
Time After Termination).
Post Engagement Profiling
Is Very Uncommon.

- Psychometric Testing

Figure 17 – Four Stages of Insider Profiling

The full lifecycle shown in Figure 17 will likely not be considered by most organisations when
deciding upon the scope for their profiling activities. A predominant focus will often be given to
pre-employment/pre-engagement screening, with an assumption being made that once the
individual has been designated an insider their suitably to hold that status, and the access
affords, it has definitively been validated. Exceptions to this may occur within environments
handling particularly sensitive data (e.g. military, national intelligence).
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The undertaking of insider profiling will be influenced by the factors described in Table 13.
Area of
Influence
Legislation &
Regulation

Description

Sensitivity of
Information
Assets

The nature of the information assets that the individual is anticipated to have
access to will influence the degree to which they require profiling, both in
terms of how exhaustive the profiling exercise is and how frequently it is
undertaken.
Profiling activities are likely to be resource intensive, especially where there
is the intention to regularly review and update elements of the assessment.
The culture of the organisation will influence its willingness and perceived
need to profile its insider group. Organisations placing a premium on trust
may be disinclined to exercise a profiling stance that it is overtly rigorous and
intrusive.

Resource
Availability
Culture

The legislative and regulatory environment will determine obligations to
undertake profiling (e.g. the UK’s “Defence Business Services National
Security Vetting (DBS NSV)” (UMOD01), as well as limitations upon it, such
as privacy protections for insiders.

Objectives

The aims of the organisation – as well as the structure and processes that
flow from them – will influence which insiders merit detailed profiling, how
and when. For example, the profiling posture of a military contractor will likely
be substantially different to a public relations firm.

History of
Insider
Incidents

Past exposure to significant insider incidents will likely calibrate the
organisation’s focus on insider profiling, most especially where an incident’s
cause can be associated with an observable element that was not detected
prior to the incident’s occurrence.
Table 13 – Description of Influences on Profiling

A decision is required as to which insiders will be subjected to profiling, to what level and at
what frequency. It may be both highly impractical and socially unacceptable to maintain indepth profiles for all individuals – both in terms of their activities within the organisation and
beyond its perimeter.
The value and challenges applicable to undertaking in-depth profiling vs. applying superficial
security controls may be seen in the different approaches adopted by airlines in evaluating
passenger risk. A default for most airlines is to ask the passenger on check-in a set of
standard questions that can be fully anticipated by the regular traveller and to which the
answers cannot readily be verified by the airline e.g. “did you pack the bag yourself?”, “could
anyone else have interfered with your luggage?” Due to a significantly higher than normal
potential to be the target of an attack, the Israeli airline El Al deviates from the industry norm of
uniformly applying superficial screening. It doesn’t apply generic controls such as requiring all
passengers to remove footwear. Instead, it implements a multi-level process of profiling the
passenger, with several rounds of interviews, undertaken by highly trained security officers,
seeking to verify the passenger’s associations, behaviour pattern prior to travelling and
potential to be either a knowing or unwitting threat source. This approach is resource intensive
and creates a highly intrusive experience for passengers. However, through the application of
such measures, El Al has managed to avoid being the victim of an in-air attack since 1969.
(ASIM01).
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The El Al example has relevance to examining Insider Threat in the framing of a set of
questions for organisations to answer when calibrating their insider profiling activities.
Questions suggested by this report as being relevant are as shown in Figure 18.

What Investment in
Time, Money &
Resources Is the
Organisation Prepared to
Make to Gather Insider
Information?

What Information Needs
To Be Known About the
Insider?

How Will The Information
Be Collected?

How Will The Information
Be Verified?

Are the Benefits and
Disbenefits of Harvesting
and Acting Upon the
Information Undertood?

Is There the Will to Act
Upon What the
Information Is
Communicating?

What Will Be Done With
the Information
Once It Has Been
Verified?

Is There The Capacity to
Process the Information?

Figure 18 – Questions for Framing an Insider Profiling Initiative
The mere fact that a given psychological or behavioural element can be profiled doesn’t meant
it necessarily should be, in the context of: finite resources, what’s of significance to the
organisation, what is permitted by legislation and what is tolerated by social norms.

9.6.1.1 Limitations of Insider Profiling
There are some important potential limitations relating to insider profiling that an organisation
should be mindful of. Of primary consideration is the time and expense involved, compared to
the anticipated benefit. Overly active profiling of the insider group can be resource intensive
and provide limited return, in terms of the number of concerning matters highlighted. Equally
though, insufficiently active profiling may directly contribute to the occurrence of an insider
incident, due to critical personality traits and behaviours having been overlooked.
Consequently, it is very difficult to find an appropriate calibration of the profiling initiative to
ensure that the right individuals are focused upon, at the right time and in the appropriate way.
This report suggests the following potential shortcomings that should be considered when
developing an insider profiling initiative.

Static

In a Lexus Nexus white paper (LENE01) the percentage of organisations
undertaking specific types of background check was shown to be:
“Overall General Background Check – 82%
Criminal Record Check – 80%
Credit Record Check – 35%
Education Verification (Degrees) – 55%
Motor Vehicle Record Check (MVR) – 44%
Military Discharge Record – 21%”
What is less clear from the literature is a) whether the level of check is
appropriate to the value of the information assets and b) whether the
frequency of re-checking is appropriate.
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Profiling of insiders may not be updated after initial pre-recruitment
screening has been undertaken. When re-screening does takes place, it
may occur at an arbitrary interval that doesn’t reflect changes in the
threat posed by an individual. Butts et al., citing Shaw, suggest that
“focus…should be on changes in behaviours” (BUTT03).
Band et al. highlight the deficiencies of one-time or infrequent vetting of
insiders. In the case of Robert Hanssen (referred to in section 4.4.1.4 of
this report) his espionage activity commenced “three years after his
background investigation” (BAND03). In a second espionage cased cited
by Band, that of Jonathan Pollard, spying activity commenced five years
after his last periodic re-investigation.
Stasis may also be evident in profiling criteria not being updated to reflect
the changing dimensions of a threat. Writing on the topic of airport
security, Schneier gives an example of static profiles at work when
describing Chechen separatists deliberately choosing “female suicide
bombers because Russian security was less thorough with women”
(BRUS01). Similarly, organisations may fail to recognise the shifting
attributes of insider risk, as actually manifested, and the attendant need
to revisit what should be included within a profiling exercise.

Subjective

A single individual or small group, applying opaque criteria, may arrive at
the profile. The profile may reflect the inherent bias of the assessing
group.
The case of Enron Corporation was referenced in section 3.2.1. Such a
case highlights the potential for subjectivity in profiling. Depending on
whose interests are potentially served, and whose are compromised, the
same individual can possibly be profiled as either a) a potential
troublemaker, likely to manifest Insider Threat or b) a principled
individual, disposed to speaking truth to power.

Stigmatising

Sparing

Singular

Potential harm may be done to the individual’s standing in the
organisation based upon the profile, rather than their actual performance
e.g. they may be denied promotion due to the perceived risk of allowing
them access to more sensitive information, without tangible proof of
wrongdoing, only the fear of such being possible.
The profile is validated only if and when the individual lives up to its
attributes. (This is different from other forms of risk management, where
there is data in the public domain that allows determination of the
likelihood of certain risk types being manifested).
The profile may focus on too narrow a threat perspective e.g. profiling the
individual for their potential to, for example, steal intellectual property. In
reality, an individual may manifest threat potential for one insider
scenario but not for another; and this may change over the course of their
engagement with the organisation.
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Stereotypical

The profile template may seek to map complex personalities, motivations
and contextual behaviours to crudely conceived portraits of threat
sources.
An example of an Insider Threat assumption that merits challenge can be
found within a memo sent from the U.S. President’s Office of
Management and Budget, to federal government departmental heads
and agencies, in 2011. In a series of questions intended as a basis for
Insider Threat self-assessment it is asked: “do you use [a] psychiatrist
and sociologist to measure… despondence and grumpiness as a means
to gauge waning trustworthiness?” (OFMB01).
Supporting evidence is not provided to show the correlation between
“grumpiness” and decreasing trustworthiness. Further, it orientates the
assessor toward assuming that a reasonably common trait, observable in
any group of modern-day commuters, merits in-depth scrutiny from a
mental health or social science practitioner. Stereotypes and caricatures
have the potential to limit the ability to effectively filter an insider group,
as the most relevant personality and behaviour attributes are not then
promptly recognised.

Symmetrical

In order to identify outliers, the profiling model may define an ideal
baseline for the low-risk insider. In turn, this may influence the
organisation’s hiring and retention policies with a net effect of losing
diversity within the work force and resulting in a bland uniformity. Belbin
(BELB01) communicated the positive benefits of having teams composed
of a variety of capability types, each with its own strengths and allowable
weaknesses. Those weaknesses may be a seedbed for Insider Threat
but, equally, the resulting diversity may bring a host of positive benefits to
the workplace e.g. creativity, avoidance of ‘groupthink’ etc. The use of an
Insider Threat programme to drive out asymmetry in the workforce may
reduce risk but, at the same time, may also limit the organisation’s
opportunities and potential.
Table 14 – Challenges in Profiling Insiders

9.6.2 System Behaviours
Aside from the behaviours that they exhibit directly in interaction with others, insiders will also
manifest behaviours relative to information systems. Some studies have sought to draw
inferences from these interactions e.g. Predd and Parker’s cognitive analysis of password
choice (PRPA01), in the context of non-malicious Insider Threat. However, it remains to be
seen whether such can provide a meaningful basis for interpretation of insider behaviours.
Two potentially productive areas for exploration in this regard are:


Application-Level User Behaviour Tracking
Yachin suggests that: “abnormal behavior can be detected based on users’ frequency of
access to sensitive data, resources accessed, specific customer profiles, login time (i.e.,
after work hours) and location, session duration & so on”.
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Honeytokens
A “honeypot” is “an information system whose value lies in unauthorised or illicit use of that
resource” (SPIZ01). Typically oriented toward detecting externally originating threat,
honeypots may have limited application in examining insider behaviours. With their greater
level of knowledge of the organisation and its systems, a honeypot may more readily stand
out to an insider, compared to the opportunist external attacker, and hence be something
that they stay away from. Additionally, insiders can frequently achieve their objectives
within their standard privileges and hence don’t need to attempt to access systems
previously unknown to them.
A “honeytoken” is what Spitzer describes as a “digital entity” that “can be a credit card
number, Excel spreadsheet, PowerPoint presentation, a database entry, or even a bogus
login” (TOKN01). As they can be incorporated into systems that an insider already has
access to, honey tokens may provide a more discrete way (when compared to a honeypot)
of monitoring anomalous user behaviours e.g. if an insider accesses a client account that is
not associated with a real client then this access can immediately be flagged for
investigation.

An organisation considering the use of honeypots or honeytokens to identify Insider Threat
needs to be mindful of potential accusations of incitement and entrapment; with attendant
consequences should they wish to bring a prosecution against the insider, or defend a
dismissal in a tribunal setting.
For both application-level behaviour tracking and honeytokens, a determinant of their utility will
be the extent to which they support the goal distinguishing between legitimate actions vs. those
that merit concern.

9.7 Section Conclusion
Examination and interpretation of insider behaviours can provide substantial insight as to
whether trust placed in an insider is merited. However, as Greitzer and Hohimer note, there
can be “difficulty in distinguishing between malicious….and legitimate behaviours (since we
generally don’t have a good understanding of normal versus anomalous behaviours”
(GRHO02).
Shaw’s work on the insider-focused Critical Pathway indicates that the path from a personal
predisposition through to planning and execution of an insider incident is composed of
intermediary phases. With the capacity and will to observe and understand the journey that the
insider goes on, an organisation has at least the potential to anticipate and possibly prevent
some instances of insider-related incidents.
The profiling of insiders’ behaviours and their associated threat profile can contribute to
developing a much better understanding of the individual. However, there are a number of
problematic areas that need to be taken into account when developing such intelligence about
an insider community.
Liu et al. (LIUW03) citing Acquisti and Gross indicate that: “insiders are usually rational and
motivated by realizing their personal gains”. That is to say, rational from the perspective of
their personal worldview. The degree to which insider behaviours can be anticipated and
interpreted depends upon an ability and a desire of the organisation to have sensitivity to that
worldview.
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10.0 Insider Threat Recommendations
10.1 Section Introduction
Building on the learning from the earlier sections, recommendations are made in the sub
sections below. These provide suggestions both for future research and for organisations
seeking to manage Insider Threat. The study and management of Insider Threat remains at
something of an early stage, with some foundations still needing to be addressed.

10.2 Research Recommendations
The review of literature undertaken for this project demonstrates that there are a number of
productive areas for future research into Insider Threat.

10.2.1 Precursors
In order to move research forward in the field, there are several foundational activities that
merit attention, these including:


Expanding case data sets – both in terms of the number of cases recorded but also the
sectors covered and the geographical areas addressed (there is currently a U.S.-centric
bias). Examples of the case numbers for major CERT studies are as shown in Table 15.
Study
“Insider Threat Study: Illicit Cyber Activity in the Banking and Finance
Sector”, 2004
“Insider Threat Study: Computer System Sabotage in Critical
Infrastructure Sectors”, 2005
“Insider Threat Study: Illicit Cyber Activity in the Information
Technology and Telecommunications Sector”, 2008
“Insider Threat Study: Illicit Cyber Activity in the Government Sector”,
2008

Number of
Incidents
Examined
23
49
52
36

Table 15 – CERT Insider Threat Study Sizes (STSZ01)
The number of incidents shown per study in Table 15 is likely a consequence of a) the
limited capability of organisations to detect insider incidents and b) related to those
incidents that are detected, the limited degree to which organisations are disposed to
reporting them to external parties.
Regardless of the cause, the limited sample sizes can lead to conclusions being drawn that
may not be statistically significant.
Greitzer and Hohimer describe the situation as a “lack of sufficient real-world data that has
‘ground truth’, enabling adequate scientific verification and validation of proposed solutions”
(GRHO03).
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A more extensive case database would allow for a fuller picture of Insider Threat to be
developed and would help avoid erroneous conclusions being drawn from small sample
sizes.
Mechanisms would need to be in place to actively encourage organisations to report the
insider incidents they detect. As indicated in section 5.3, it is believed that the number of
cases reported is very limited, relative to the actual number of incidents experienced.
Writing about the Insider Threat applicable to critical national infrastructure, Noonan and
Archuleta propose: “government should create a clearinghouse resource for owneroperators to assist in the assessment and mitigation of Insider Threat risks” (NOAR05).
National Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) provide such a clearinghouse
capability for externally originating cyber threats. There is work to be done on determining
the appropriate model for such an information hub for Insider Threat. Interviewed for this
report, the CERT Insider Threat team at Carnegie Mellon University indicated that “we
would love to be a trusted broker of incident data” and that “we believe we could provide
significant value to the community if we had more incident data to use in our research”
(INTT07).
Randazzo et al. (RAND10) suggest: “Many believe that insider attacks are under-reported
to law enforcement agencies or prosecutors”. With possible explanations for this being
that:
-

“Companies may fear the negative publicity or increased liability that may arise as a
result of the incidents”.

-

“They may believe that the harm suffered would not be sufficient to warrant criminal
charges”

The 2011 CyberSecurity Watch Survey (CERT02) cites the top three reasons for insider
incidents not being reported to authorities as being:
-

“Damage level insufficient to warrant prosecution”.

-

“Could not identify the individual/ individuals responsible for committing the eCrime”.

-

“Lack of evidence/not enough information to prosecute”.

While these reasons are rational for the organisations involved, the net effect is that there is
a very limited amount of aggregated case data for researchers to work with.


Further work on defining a taxonomy and vocabulary for the topic. Predd et al.
(PRED05) note that “honest debate among experts is healthy” and that “ambiguities are
unavoidable”. However, they suggest that an agreed taxonomy would provide the
ability find coherent answers to questions such as “What is an insider?” and “What
kinds of insider actions are inappropriate?”



Identifying areas for potential collaboration between practitioners from different
disciplines. At present, research divides amongst computer scientists, psychologists,
sociologists and criminologists, with limited cross-disciplinary research being
undertaken.
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As part of this exercise, examination would also be required as to how the gap between
disciplines can be bridged. As Bishop puts it: “I think there is a natural split between
human/social disciplines and technological ones, because technology involves ‘hard
science’ and social science is considered ‘soft’” (INTB03). Butts et al. suggest that the
study of Insider Threat “expands across many areas of expertise such as social,
behavioral and technical disciplines”. However, they suggest that limited success has
been achieved to date due to the fact that “techniques have focused on these areas in
isolation” (BUTT04). Meanwhile, Wall suggests that it can be: “hard to isolate variables
in the way that scientists like to” (INTW03).
When asked about it for this report, Wall distilled the essence of a potential model for
collaboration as: “computer scientists have to work closely with the behavioural
scientists so that they identify what the potential problems are and the criminologists
can say what the problems are in practice and the psychologists and sociologists can
tell everybody why” (INTW06).

10.2.2 Topics for Research
Specific questions that this report recommends for investigation via research include:


To what extent are organisations merely victims of, or also catalysts for, insider
incidents?
For example:
-

Do organisations that rank well in ‘best places to work’ type surveys create a more
equitable relationship with insiders and, in turn, experience less insider incidents?

-

Are organisations where information sharing is the norm the victims of more insider
incidents? Or does such a culture encourage transparency and discourage opaque
practices that could be exploited by the malicious insider?



What correlation can be made between organisational culture and the ability to
identify at-risk insiders? Are certain types of organisations less disposed to
acknowledging an insider problem and responding to it?



Can further insight be gained into the behavioural profiles of perpetrators of varying
malicious insider incident types? For example, how is the behaviour of the self-directed
insider different from one who has been co-opted by an external party?



To what extent can non-malicious insider activity types be modelled? Several
attempts have been made to work on behavioural modelling of malicious insider activities
e.g. (WOOD03), (MAGK02) and (ANDE01). What have not been encountered in the
literature to date are attempts to undertake a comparable exercise for non-malicious insider
threat. When asked about this, Wall anticipated challenges in developing such models but
suggested that “I do think that they could be developed” (INTW08).



What codification of Insider Threat can be incorporated into references such as ISO
27001, NIST and CobiT? Currently, individual clauses within best practice sources can be
interpreted as seeking to address Insider Threat. However, there would be merit in
researching how these sources can provide more overt guidance in managing Insider
Threat.
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What distinguishes successful from unsuccessful organisations, in terms of their
ability to prevent, detect and contain Insider Threat? Are common attributes for a
successful Insider Threat programme shared across sectors?



To what extent is it viable to baseline ‘normal’ insider behaviour? As Shulman
indicates: “raw data about normal behaviour would allow us to see how incidents [diverge]
from normal behaviour” (INTS02).



What metrics are insightful for the management of Insider Threat? Spitzner suggests:
“no single observable will always indicate an insider threat” (SPIZ02). Given this,
consideration needs to be given to what combination of measures is likely to provide an
accurate view of an organisation’s exposure to Insider Threat. Additionally, there would be
benefit in seeking to understand whether a unified picture on internal and externally
originating threat can successfully be achieved via a unified security management
scorecard.



Is information technology misuse a category of activity that typically exists in
isolation, or does it serve as a gateway to other Insider Threat types e.g. IT sabotage,
fraud? Magklaras and Furnell (MAFU01) suggest that downloading pornographic material,
abuse of email resources and theft or malicious alternation of data were, at the time of their
research, the most frequent types of IT misuse. However, it is not clear whether some
types of abuse serve as a foundation upon which other activity types build, if the insider is
encouraged by a lack of detection and sanction. Does a failure to enforce policy for
‘misdemeanor’ type insider activities (such as limited Internet misuse) embolden an inclined
individual to move on to more ‘felony’ type transgressions (e.g. IT sabotage)?
The ‘broken windows theory’ (WIKE01) from criminology suggests that focusing on
maintaining an urban environment in a well-ordered state and assertively responding to
petty crime may inhibit the potential for escalation to more serious categories of crime.
There would be merit in investigating the potential application of the principle to the
management of Insider Threat. Does a failure to enforce policy elements such as
acceptable usage provide a breeding ground for more serious Insider Threat types? Or
would a focus on petty transgressions come at the opportunity cost of more serious
transgressions not being monitored and managed?



How can Identity and Access Management be made more sophisticated?
Specifically to address the challenges of:
-

Insiders undertaking malicious activities within the confines of their assigned
privileges
Actions that have a malicious intent being difficult to distinguish from those that
have a benign intent?

Bishop has set suggested one direction for such in his definition of Attribute-Based Group
Access Control (ABGAC). This model “assigns rights based on general attributes…rather
than on the specific job functions a person has within an organization” (BISE06). Bishop
further articulates the notion of clustering these attributes into “protection domains” that
“can include access rights to resources (systems, printers), documents, buildings, and
generally any other object to which a user can have access” (BICG03). Interviewed for this
report, Bishop confirmed that as yet he was not aware of any commercial solutions that
were based upon the ABGAC model (INTB06).
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10.3 Organisational Recommendations
Aside from recommending areas for future research, the report also provides twelve
recommendations for organisations wishing to address the challenges presented by Insider
Threat. Recommendations provided by the CERT Insider Threat programme at Carnegie
Mellon University (DACA01), (RSAC01) are referenced, where there is overlap.

Recommendation 1
Associated CERT
Recommendations

Identify Insiders, Determine Their Potential, Anticipate Their
Motivations & Understand Their Behaviours
“Recognize concerning behaviours as a potential indicator”
“Mitigate threats from trusted business partners”
“Consider threats from insiders and business partners in enterprisewide risk assessments”

Description:
Section 3 described the challenges and benefits of defining who an organisation’s insiders are.
The more it knows the capabilities, motivations and behavioural norms of its insiders, the better
equipped an organisation will be to recognise anomalies that merit investigation. Such requires
insight not only about the individual, and their observable actions at a given point in time, but
also:


The context around them e.g. the stresses that impinge upon them, their associations,
the temptations they are exposed to etc.



The changes that affect them over time. The insider will not remain static (e.g. in terms
of goals, life crises and capabilities) and the organisation should not assume that
information that was true previously remains true in the present.

The level of knowledge required would depend on the degree to which the insider has access
to sensitive information. Equally, there is the practical consideration of what volume of
information can be collected and analysed about insiders. Additionally, there are
considerations as to what level of information collection is legitimate, without being intrusive
upon the individual’s privacy and liberty.

Recommendation 2

Understand Risk Profile, Determine Risk Appetite & Prioritise
Control Application on the Basis of Risk

Associated CERT
“Focus on protecting the crown jewels”
Recommendation
Description:
Cole & Ring suggest the need to “figure out what your acceptable level of loss is” and that it is
“better to realize that there will be some level of loss but build in measures to minimize it to an
acceptable level” (COLR08). It is perhaps unrealistic to assume Insider Threat can be avoided
completely. Further, there is a necessary trade-off that needs to be considered. Acceptance of
some level of deviant insider activity may be a price that needs to be paid in order to achieve
other outcomes e.g. to provide a working environment in which the majority of (non-deviant)
insiders feel trusted and valued.
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A key initial step is to ensure that an organisation’s Risk Management process has the ability to
identity and analyse the attributes of Insider Threat. There may the temptation to orientate
Risk Management interventions toward areas that are more tangible and less contentious e.g.
focusing on technical vulnerabilities, or upon externally originating threat. Further, toward risks
that can be responded to with defined, technical control responses. Such may avoid having to
confront the reality that friends and colleagues may be a source of threat to the organisation.
Shulman suggests that: “people are evaluating the risk based on organizational behaviour they
expect to see (or want to see) rather than on reality” (INT05).
The attendees of the 2010 Dagstuhl Seminar suggest that: “traditionally, threat identification in
information security focuses on computers and networks” (BICK05). Consequently, security
practitioners – even those already very disposed toward undertaking risk assessment – may
need to be made aware of the additional dimensions at play when assessing Insider Threat.
As Cappelli et al. put it, organisations “must understand the psychological, organizational, and
technical aspects of the problem” (CDMS04).
The changing nature of work and the blurring or organisational boundaries described in
section 3 suggest that the assessment of Insider Threat is an evolving art. For example,
Noonan and Archuleta identify how the “proliferation of small, mobile computing devices and
the ubiquitous nature of Internet access have eroded traditional workplace” (NOAR06). Such
changes present new manifestations of insider-related risk that require attention.

Recommendation 3

Address Fundamental Controls As a Priority

Associated CERT
Recommendations

“Pay close attention at resignation / termination!”
“Monitor and respond to suspicious or disruptive behaviour”
“Implement strict password & account management practices”
“Enforce separation of duties and least privilege”

Description:
Before developing a more fully-featured and sophisticated Insider Threat programme, an
organisation should first ensure that it has implemented and appropriately resourced some
fundamental controls, as a means to triage its Insider Threat exposure. These include:


Having a clear view of what its information assets are, what value they have and what
level of protection is appropriate to them. Some form of data classification can help in
this regard. Hanley suggests that: “a key component to a successful Insider Threat
strategy includes asking organizations to identify critical assets” (HANL01).



Ensuring that information owners are appointed and that they are suitably engaged with
the process of granting access to a given information asset.



Ensuring that the individual’s identity has been appropriately validated. (However, as
Shulman notes, identity and access solutions do not “tell us anything about whether the
person holding the identity is currently turning against us” (INTS03).



Checking to ensure that privileges and access have not been granted in excess of what
is required by the insider to undertake their duties. The level of access granted should
be commensurate to the level of trust that the organisation is prepared to extend to the
individual. (Rather than trust being assumed solely on the basis of access having
already been given).
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Revoking access promptly when it is no longer required (e.g. at termination, or on
transfer to a new position).



Establishing a baseline for normal operations and implementing monitoring to identify
deviations from that baseline. Mendoza and Chen make the point that “detection has
been one of the major issues of the Insider Threat problem. If the threat is not
detectable, then there is effectively no means of preventing it” (MEND02).
An example of an organisation failing to focus on this point is provided in the U.S.
government’s case against Bradley Manning (WASH01). Manning, a Private in the U.S.
Army’s 10th Mountain Division had wide-ranging access to classified databases. He
was able to download 260,000 diplomatic cables and 90,000 army intelligence reports
(NEYT01), without triggering alert. He subsequently passed the information to the
Wikileaks web site, which proceeded to put much of the information into the public
domain. Manning’s actions only came to light when a confidant reported his activities to
the authorities. Had a baseline of normal activity for someone undertaking Manning’s
role been defined, and monitored against, then the substantial deviation from that
baseline could have been quickly identified and responded to.



Ensuring sufficient oversight of activities and performance is in place. This may be both
via traditional supervision but also through collective responsibility exercised by a team.

Addressing such fundamentals is not without its challenges. As Shulman highlights: “Most
organizations actively push toward collaboration and information dissemination between
employees, practically forfeiting any means of data access control” (INTS05).

Recommendation 4

Develop an Insider Threat Programme and Architecture

Associated CERT
Recommendation

“Create an Insider Threat program now!”
“Clearly document and consistently enforce policies and controls”

Description:
With Information Security traditionally having had a predominant focus on externally originating
threat; it isn’t a certainty that Insider Threat will be addressed unless there is a specific plan for
such. A structured programme would help ensure that different Insider Threat types are
prioritised in a manner that’s relevant to the functioning of the organisation and that appropriate
parties are involved.
In one survey (ERNY05), 63% of respondents suggested that they had no form of security
architecture in place. Developing such an architecture would, at the very least, help clarify
whether a given control type is intended to address externally originating threat, Insider Threat,
or both. Without going through such a process, an organisation may make a substantial
investment in Information Security, only to find that its controls are pointing in a direction other
than where the most significant risks originate.
As part of establishing its programme, an organisation will need to determine whether the
management of Insider Threat should be incorporated into a broader Information Security
programme, or be addressed as a freestanding initiative. In the realm of national security,
governments see a benefit in maintaining a functional divide between homeland defence vs.
protecting interests beyond its borders. This leads to sibling agencies that are separate but
which have the need to cooperate e.g. the USA’s CIA/FBI, Britain’s MI6/MI5, Russia’s
SVR/FSB and Israel’s Mossad/Shin Bet. Drawing on this concept, an organisation should
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consider the benefits and disbenefits of having a unified Information Security programme vs.
separating capabilities to tackle Insider vs. Outsider Threat. The optimal configuration may
vary based upon the organisation’s unique circumstances. Whatever configuration is chosen, it
is of fundamental importance to recognise that while the outcome may be the same (i.e.
protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information assets), insider and
external threat have substantially different profiles and will require tailored control responses.
Interviewed for this report, Randall Trzeciak of CERT was asked whether there was evidence
to support the theory that organisations that have created a dedicated Insider Threat team
exhibited more success and more maturity in their Insider Threat capabilities. He confirmed
that CERT has “not been able to collect data…to confirm or refute this hypothesis” (INTT05).
Other recommendations shown within this section can be thought of in the context of being
subsidiary elements of an Insider Threat programme. However, where an organisation has
chosen not to unify its Insider Threat controls into an end-to-end programme, benefit may still
be realised through acting upon the other individual recommendations provided.

Recommendation 5

Design and Test With Insider Threat In Mind

Associated CERT
“Consider Insider Threats in the software development life cycle”
Recommendation
Description:
Randazzo et al. (RAND11) found in their research that “in 70% of cases studied, the insiders
exploited or attempted to exploit systemic vulnerabilities in applications and/or processes or
procedures (e.g., business rule checks, authorized overrides) to carry out the incidents. In
61% of the cases, the insiders exploited vulnerabilities inherent in the design of the hardware,
software, or network”. From this it would follow that it would be prudent to design the
organisation structure, business processes, work responsibilities and information systems with
Insider Threat in mind. (This represents a broader interpretation of design, compared to the
CERT recommendation above, with its focus on the software development lifecycle).
As noted in Recommendation 4, the articulation of a security architecture is not the norm for a
number of organisations. In turn, this is likely to have a constraining influence upon design.
Controls may be implemented to address a specific threat but:


This is contingent upon a given threat source having been appropriately accounted for
within risk identification (i.e. were risks relating to insiders even considered?)



Specific use cases and desired security services to protect those use cases may not
necessarily be elaborated.

The net result could be that security practitioners deploy controls without having a clear
protection goal in mind. If the organisation has not had prior exposure to successfully
managing insider incidents there may not be the impetus to implement controls oriented toward
this threat source.
A frequently advocated best practice for security design is defence-in-depth (WHIT01). It is
described as: “the practice of applying multiple layers of security protection between an
information resource and a potential attacker” (HTIP01). However, this will typically be defined
in terms of depth relative to a network perimeter (CISC01) or in terms of concentric rings of
protection within an operating system (GOLL01).
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In seeking to address Insider Threat, a security designer should be mindful of the question –
how can depth of protection be achieved when an insider is required, by necessity, to be inside
a number of the defined system and network protection levels?
Segregation of duties is also another design consideration when seeking to combat Insider
Threat. By limiting the insider’s potential to undertake a broad range of activities – with
associated checks and balances being in place – the potential for deviant behaviour
decreases. However, this needs to be considered in the context of other considerations. An
organisation may not have the size of workforce to readily support strict segregation of duties.
As a minimum, organisation should seek to ensure that boundaries are defined between core
tasks, approvals and monitoring activities. (E.g. that a procurement officer cannot both select a
supplier and also approve payment to them).
An appropriate level of confidence in design can only be achieved through verification, in the
form of testing. Penetration testing has significant value in its potential to simulate attacker
opportunities, rather than simply validating defender intentions. The three main forms of
penetration testing (PTPM01) are ‘black box’ (where the tester is provided with no specialist
knowledge prior to the exercise), ‘white box’ (where the tester is provided with full knowledge
about the system) and ‘grey box’ where some knowledge is provided to the tester in order to
simulate the user perspective (typically in the context of verifying inputs and outputs).
It may be thought that white box, and especially grey box, penetration testing have potential to
be applied to analysing Insider Threat. However, such may fail to adequately model insider
capability and intent. Deploying a technically adept ‘white hat’ (i.e. non-malicious) hacker may
provide a false and system-centric result. It was noted in section 5.4 that a number of insider
attacks require very limited skills to complete. What is recommended is a new form of Insider
Penetration Testing that seeks to fully evaluate: a) what targets of opportunity are likely to be
attractive to insiders b) what minimum skill set they require in order to compromise the target c)
what can be achieved within the confines of an insider’s standard privileges. (In their research
Cappelli et al. (CAPP03) found eight-five percent of the insiders used their own usernames and
passwords to commit their crimes), d) what steps they will be able to take to evade
detection/divert attention, e) when they are likely to attack, f) how long they are likely to need to
plan their actions and g) what preparatory activities they are likely to be successful in (e.g.
social engineering of colleagues).

Recommendation 6

Have the Ability to Manage Insider Incidents

Associated CERT
“Learn from past incidents”
Recommendation
Description:
The CERT recommendation above presupposes that the organisation has previously managed
insider incidents and has captured information during the incident lifecycle sufficient to
subsequently learn from that past experience.
It may be misguided to assume that an insider incident can be managed in exactly the same
way as an externally originating attack. Challenges include determining:
a) Intent – can the insider’s action definitively be attributed to malicious intent?
b) Involvement – just because the insider’s system credentials were used, does it mean
that it was them who had been using them?
c) Collusion – is the insider working alone or in concert, either with another insider or with
an external party?
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d) Motivation – is the insider being driven by his or her own motivation, or are they
subject to the will of another?
e) Risk Factors – is enough known about the insider group to aid the investigation e.g.
known associations, personality profile and personal circumstances?
f) Voracity – does a lack of information in a system log indicate that an activity didn’t
occur? Or that a privileged insider, such as a systems administrator, purged the log?
g) Dependability – insider incidents strike at the heart of an organisation and it may not
be possible to readily quantify how far the involvement has spread. Can members of
the incident investigation team even be trusted?
Incidents arising from external attacks, especially targeted ones, are likely to require a certain
level of technical sophistication to comprehend, contain and eradicate. In contrast, insider
incidents are likely to require a level of sophistication in understanding human psychology and
behavioural patterns.

Recommendation 7

Orientate Organisational Culture Toward Incident
Avoidance and Detection

Associated CERT
“Anticipate and manage negative workplace issues”
Recommendation
Description:
An initial challenge is for an organisation is to recognise a need to manage Insider Threat.
Once it has done so, there is the need to consider what elements of the organisation’s culture
promote or inhibit the realisation of Insider Threat.
Organisations need to consider the extent to which their own actions (e.g. stressful working
conditions, unfair performance management frameworks, job insecurity) create or amplify the
potential for Insider Threat. Keeney et al. (KEEN02) offer the example of a previously high
performing employee whose complaints of sexual harassment against her supervisor and
coworkers were repeatedly ignored by the Human Resources department. She subsequently
went on to undertake IT sabotage.
Wall suggests that insiders manifesting threat, especially non-malicious ones “may be a
product of the organisation and its culture”. However, he suggests: “it takes a brave
organisation to admit this, especially commercial ones with shareholders” (INTW05).

Recommendation 8

Involve the Right Parties and Make Them Aware

Associated CERT
Recommendation

“Work together across the organization”
“Educate employees regarding potential recruitment”
“Institute periodic security awareness training”

Description:
Given the complexity and subtly of the insider problem, an Information Security function on its
own – especially one with a predominant technical focus – it unlikely to be equipped will all the
skills and authority necessary address Insider Threat. Three main considerations apply in this
regard.
Parties Involved in Incident Detection
Randazzo (RAND12) found that in 61% of cases, insiders were detected by persons who were
not responsible for security (customers (35%), supervisors (13%), and other non-security
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personnel (13%)). This finding is supported by the work of Cappelli et al. which found that “the
majority of the cases were detected by non-technical means, such as notification of a problem
by a customer” (CAPP04).
The natural inclination may be for an organisation to limit those brought into the fold for the
detection of Insider Threat. There may be a particular unwillingness to acknowledge the
potential for such incidents in front of customers. However, as both Randazzo’s and Cappelli’s
findings show, customers have a potentially significant role to play in observing attributes
indicative of aberrant insider behaviours (e.g. noticing changes in their account balances).
Parties Involved In Incident Avoidance & Response
A multi-disciplinary input is necessary in both avoiding insider incidents and dealing with them
when they do occur. This will be true at the operational level e.g. the HR function giving the IT
department timely notification of departing insiders. Also, it will be true in relation to matters
such as determining the legal boundaries for insider monitoring. Randazzo suggests: “both
security personnel and those outside the typical security chain can make a difference and help
stop an insider before an incident occurs or before further damage can be done” (RAND13).
Core disciplines within an organisation may need to be augmented for specific circumstances
e.g. for conducting insider profiling activities or for analysing the behavioural dimensions of an
insider incident. Shaw recommends “having a psychologist on-call, as part of a
multidisciplinary team” (INTE01).
Where there is the possibility of prosecution, the organisation should be clear on when law
enforcement authorities will need to be involved and how such external parties will wish to see
evidence presented. Trzeciak makes the point that: “70% of organizations that experience
malicious insider activity handle it internally, without involving law enforcement and without
taking legal action” (INTT06). Given this finding, organisations may be inexperienced in
recognising the optimal time to involve external parties and in capturing evidence in a manner
suitable for investigation and case preparation by law enforcement officials.
Making Insiders Aware
Coles-Kemp suggests that security training and awareness will often take a “one size fits all”
approach” (KEMP03). This is potentially inadequate, given the range of insiders that an
organisation will typically contain and range of potential Insider Threat types. It also needs to
be borne in mind that for some insider types – such as those planted by external parties –
awareness of controls such as the Information Security policy will not have a preventive effect.
In a global survey, Deloitte found that “71 percent of companies have provided training on
identification and reporting of suspicious activities to their employees” but that “human error is
overwhelmingly stated as the greatest weakness” (DELO01). This would suggest that how
security training and awareness is designed and delivered merits a fundamental reexamination. Shaw et al. (SCHH01) suggest that there exist three levels of user awareness of
Insider Threat:
1. Perception – they are able to detect threats in the environment.
2. Understanding – they are able to combine and analyse information from different
sources.
3. Projection – they are able to anticipate upcoming insider incidents based on the
information available.
In many settings, user awareness is not likely to be extended beyond the first level, with an
attendant failure to capitalise on the full potential of the user community.
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Randazzo et al. found that “sixty-five percent of the insiders did not consider the possible
negative consequences associated with carrying out the incident” (RAND14).
A lack of awareness of consequences and lack of tangible enforcement may serve as an
encouraging signal to prospective malicious insiders. As Shaw colourfully puts it: “Placing a
metaphorical head on a stake outside the village is necessary at intervals for deterrence”
(INTE06).

Recommendation 9

Apply Technical Controls Prudently and Pragmatically

Associated CERT
“Use your current technologies differently”
Recommendation
Description:
CERT’s recommendation above suggests that an organisation should use its existing
technologies differently. It goes on to reference three technology types: Intrusion Detection
Systems, Data Leakage [or Loss] Prevention and Security Information and Event Management
systems. The effectiveness of these in dealing with Insider Threat is examined below.
Intrusion Detection/Prevention (IDS/IPS) – some limited advocacy has been made to use
IDS/IPS technologies to address Insider Threat (DACA01), (HOLL01). However, a number of
malicious insider actions can be successfully completed under the guise of legitimate user
activity. Cole and Ring make the point that: “most external attacks have known signatures,
most internal attacks do not” (COLR09). Consequently, it is likely that IDS/IPS will have limited
utility in dealing with this threat type.
Data Loss Prevention (DLP) – Hanley and Montelibano (HAMO01) found that corporate email
or web-based personal email served as the primary exfiltration (outbound) channel for data
stolen by insiders. This is underscored by other research by Hanley (HANL02). However, DLP
is likely to be effective only if all egress points are effectively managed e.g. it will not be
effective if the technology can easily be bypassed by an insider simply copying data to a USB
drive. Shulman (INTS06) suggests that DLP can be effective against non-malicious mistakes
but is likely to be ineffective against malicious attackers e.g. sophisticated individuals with a
well-conceived plan for theft of Intellectual Property.
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) – SIEM may have potential value in
providing an aggregated perspective on threats applicable to the organisation, including Insider
Threat. However, its value is contingent upon the quality of the subsidiary systems feeding
data to it e.g. log management and analysis tools. If event and audit logging activities are not
calibrated to specifically focus on anomalous insider activities (e.g. access from a location
outside of normal usage patterns) then the SIEM may not be able to present data that is
particularly insightful on the threat type. Where SIEM and supporting tools are well configured
they do have a meaningful role to play. Randazzo et al. found that in “74% of the cases…the
insiders’ identities were obtained using system logs” (RAND18).
Any organisation intending to re-purpose existing technologies to address Insider Threat
should seek to determine the extent to which they are suited to their specific needs and risk
profile. False indicators from an incorrectly calibrated technology may be more harmful than
having no capability in a given control area at all. (The latter at least avoiding the provision of a
false sense of security).
In their study of computer sabotage in critical infrastructure sectors Keeney et al. found that:
“75% of the insiders were identified through manual procedures only, and 19% were identified
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using a combination of automated and manual procedures” (KEEN03). This may illustrate that
current technologies are not well equipped to identify and interpret insider actions.
Bishop et al. (BGFG01) suggests that “current solutions for addressing Insider Threat are
limited” and go on to define four specific limitations with present offerings:





“No enterprise solution” (only point solutions).
“Current solutions treat all threats equally”.
“Current solutions focus on detection, not prediction”.
“Current solutions focus strictly on transactional analysis. The result is that the
psychological indicators that might be present in language are missed”.

There are limited Insider Threat-specific controls, especially in the technical sphere, so controls
deigned for External Threat may be extended or re-purposed to prevent or detect Insider
Threat. This has the negative dimension that the controls will not be wholly fit for purpose.
However, a benefit is that the solutions for the two threat sources (i.e. internal and external) do
not develop as isolated silos of capability.
An alternative approach is to look for anomalies that stand apart from standard events. It
involves “using a machine-learning technique and detects anomalies as outliers” (SASA02).
However, it “cannot detect malicious activities similar to the insider’s responsibilities”. Also,
such tools are “known to be expensive to operate, only minimally effective, and not widely
available” (RAND15).
Whatever forms of new technology are deployed, or existing ones re-purposed, it is critical to
understand their limitations and also what’s required of organisations to configure and use such
technologies effectively. Shulman offers the example that: “many organizations maintain an
extensive audit trail but have no solution in place to actually monitor access” (INTS04).
Bishop expresses the view that: “I don’t believe the ‘insider problem’ is susceptible to technical
solutions – it has to combine those with human (social, behavioural etc.) approaches…I think
industry will continue to develop point solutions” (INTB04).
Wall notes that: “simple technical solutions are sought for complex ‘social’ issues, primarily
because CEOs often pass on the task for information security to their information security
officers” (INTW01).

Recommendation 10

Anticipate and Seek to Avoid Negative Repercussions

Associated CERT
“Address employee privacy issues with General Counsel”
Recommendation
Description:
The implementation of an Insider Threat programme should reasonably be anticipated to give
rise to resistance in some quarters. Further, if not handled deftly it has the potential to
undermine other initiatives. For example, at the same time that it may be seeking to build a
team ethos and to empower insiders, the organisation risks sending mixed messages. An
Insider Threat programme may implicitly communicate the idea that insiders are not trusted
and are assumed to be hostile to its interests.
CERT’s recommendation above suggests addressing privacy issues with legal counsel. While
necessary, the degree to which insiders’ actual and self-perceived rights are to be impinged
upon requires wider consideration and discussion.
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Executives need to determine the value of information collected about insiders, balanced
against the potential cost and impact of doing so e.g. decreasing staff morale.
Organisations also risk running afoul in other areas. In section 4.4.1.4 the case of ChineseAmerican Dongfan Chung was described. Other recent IP theft cases involving Chinese
Americans have included those of David Yen Lee and Chi Mak (FBII02). With an increasing
trend of insiders stealing to order for Chinese interests (either government or private sector),
employers face a difficult challenge. They may potentially consider not employing individuals
from such a background or subjecting them to a greater level of profiling. In the first instance
they leave themselves open to claims of discriminatory hiring practices. In the second, they
expose themselves to suggestions of undertaking racial profiling and assuming guilt-byethnicity. Yet, as noted in section 4.4.1.4, Herbig’s research suggests that divided loyalties
between countries of origin and countries of residence are a significant dimension in a number
of insider incidents.
Any initial concept for an insider-oriented control needs to be considered not only in terms of
functionality. It also needs to be evaluated for potential negative repercussions. For example,
Sasaki has proposed a framework where triggers are created to “impel malicious insider to
behave suspiciously” with the view to detecting “suspicious insiders by comparing their actions
before/after the trigger” (SASA03). Were such a tactic to be employed by an organisation it
would leave itself open to suggestions of entrapment.
Another negative dimension that organisations should be mindful of relates to partial or
inconsistent enforcement of its own policies. Such practices risk confusing insiders as to what
is expected of them and may implicitly legitimise errant behaviours where related policy
elements are seen not to be enforced. Asked in an interview for this report about motivational
factors underpinning why organisations either fail to enforce their own security policies, or
apply them inconsistently, Shaw (INTE02) offered three example scenarios:
i.

“The individual is highly valued for some skill and his or her idiosyncratic or unusual
behavior is tolerated”.

ii.

“The individual is politically connected”.

iii.

“Individuals are exchanging favors (supervisor or coworkers)”.

Some decisions made by organisations may initially seem to be supportive of improved Insider
Threat management (whether or not that was the primary motivation behind the given action).
For example, Yahoo Inc.’s February 2013 decision (MAYE01) to prevent staff from working at
home may notionally seem supportive of reducing the threat. An argument could be made that
having staff co-located in a shared facility encourages performance transparency and
engenders a sense of collective accountability. However, the backlash to this action – from
both Yahoo employees and the world’s media - demonstrates that executives can overreach.
Such a decision may actually increase, not reduce, the exposure to Insider Threat through
fostering a strong sense of grievance amongst a sizeable portion of the insider community.
Consequently, the management of Insider Threat requires an ability to think through multiple
layers of consequence when reviewing the application of potential controls or adjustment to
existing working practices.
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Recommendation 11

Avoid Unnecessary Complexity

Associated CERT
N/A
Recommendation
Description:
Some degree of complexity will be inherent in the nature of operating any enterprise, especially
one with sophisticated service/product lines, multiple locations etc. However, unnecessary
complexity in organisation structure, business process design, information systems design or
Information Security implementation serves as an accelerant for Insider Threat in two different
ways:


It provides a patina of obscurity that the malicious sider can use to their advantage,
leveraging such complexity as cover for their activities.



The less transparent and more complicated the organisation is, the greater are the
number of potential points where non-malicious Insider Threat can be exhibited. If the
organisation is too complicated for the individual to comfortably engage with, they will
be more likely to commit unintentional errors, to not realise the consequences of their
actions and not know with whom they should be communicating.

The challenge of complexity has applicability not only to the general insider but also to security
personnel in particular. AlgoSec suggests that: “while enterprise IT security and operations
teams enjoy a reputation for defending against evil threats, their true enemies are process
complexity and lack of visibility” (ALGO01).
One method for dealing with complexity (where that complexity cannot be removed) may be to
delegate responsibility for elements of the Insider Threat programme to a level where it can be
meaningfully applied by those with a sufficient grasp of the facts on the ground. For example,
encouraging an individual team or satellite office to assume a degree of the responsibility for
monitoring the threat. This may be particularly necessary in areas involving highly specialist
skills. Those who are not practitioners in the given discipline may struggle to provide a suitably
informed oversight.

Recommendation 12

Avoid an Orientation Toward Superficial Analysis and Response

Associated CERT
N/A
Recommendation
Description:
Even where an organisation does make a commitment to an Insider Threat programme, it is
unlikely that it will ever be a priority area for funding (unless and until a major incident may
compel such). Given this, those responsible for the programme will be challenged to
potentially cover a lot of ground with very limited resources.
In such a context, a temptation may exist to draw simplistic, hasty and potentially misleading
conclusions about insiders and their potential for manifesting threat. Succumbing to what Wall
terms a: “good guy/bad guy mentality, which is not healthy” (INTW05). There is the need to
avoid management-by-stereotype, or to too readily categorise individuals into hastily partitioned
“trusted” and “untrusted” camps.
Randazzo et al. make the point that it is unwise to “assume that only certain groups or
classifications of employees…pose potential threats” (RAND16). Superficial engagement with
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Insider Threat leads to the prompt identification of parties such contractors, interns etc. as
being inherently suspicious. At the same time, such quick formation of a perspective may lead
to some individuals being granted more trust than they merit. As shown in section 4.4.1.3,
managers and executives are often substantially involved in the committing of fraud.
Weiland et al. cite Burke in suggesting that “Contractors and temporary staff represent the
greatest internal risk [to] organizations”. However, Weiland et al. go on to highlight that case
data does not support this assertion. They find: “of the more than 575 cases in the CERT
MERIT database, only 50 were committed by contractors, consultants, or temporary staff,
accounting for roughly 8.7% of all cases” (WEIL01).
Superficial thinking has the potential to create a vicious circle: an opinion is formed on the
basis of personal prejudices or misconceptions, monitoring is calibrated commensurate with
these perceptions (e.g. ‘experienced managers require less monitoring’), the monitoring data is
then interpreted in a way that validates the original perception (e.g. “we have monitored fewer
incidents involving managers, therefore our original perception was correct”).

10.4 Section Conclusion
In addition to areas suggested for future research, this section has offered a set of twelve
recommendations for application by organisations. The priority given to attendant actions
would depend on the specific circumstances of a given organisation. Each will have its own
unique set of insiders and its own specific challenges in managing them. In this context, the
recommendations have a predominant orientation toward encouraging organisations to think
through the demands of managing Insider Threat, rather than advocating for prescriptive,
operational-level, control definitions.
What the recommendations also seek to stress is that there are limited technical solutions to
address Insider Threat. Those that do exist will tend to be point solutions that do not provide a
comprehensive, unified view of the problem. Trzeciak makes the point that: “there is not one
type of Insider Threat” and consequently organisations “may need to implement multiple
solutions to address different types of threats” (INTT08). In such a context, any organisation
has the need to marry data from multiple sources in order get an accurate perspective on what
is happening, and what could happen, in relation to its insiders. Even then, there are many
intangibles, such as human motivation, that are very difficult to observe and interpret.
The recommendations also seek to communicate the point that the provision of access should
not be tantamount to the provision of trust, as it often is. Access may be required as a
necessary dimension of an individual undertaking a specific role. However, it may be
misguided to assume that the individual can and should be trusted, simply because they have
previously been granted that access.
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11.0 Conclusions
The Private Bradley Manning case (referred to in section 10.3 of this report) showcases how
Insider Threat is, at one and the same time, both very much of the moment and also timeless.
During their presentation of the government’s case against Manning, U.S. prosecutors drew a
parallel between his leaking of military secrets to the Wikileaks web site and the 1863 case of
Private Henry Vanderwater (ASPR01). During the American Civil War, Vanderwater, a soldier
in the Union army, was convicted of leaking a command roster that was subsequently
published by a Virginian newspaper.
Insider Threat endures because it is a product of human psychology. Individuals have
aspirations, values, temptations and grievances that encourage them toward taking action.
These actions may be aligned or misaligned with the values and interests of organisations
needing to trust those individuals as insiders. The use of modern technologies has not created
Insider Threat but it has given an enduring problem a new manifestation. The value of digital
information assets, and the ease with which they can be distributed, present insiders with new
opportunities for deviance and new circumstances in which unwitting mistakes can occur.
In parallel to Insider Threat taking on a modern form, Information Security has been in a state
of flux. The discipline is moving away from a traditional model of defending a defined perimeter
and protecting the assets inside that perimeter from external harm, via the application of
technical controls. In part, this is being driven by changes in society and the workplace e.g. the
use of outsourcing, the proliferation of mobile devices, the use of Cloud-based services.
However, it may also be driven by recognition that the original model was never wholly
adequate and reflective of reality to begin with, even prior to such changes.
Evidence of a transition can be observed in the degree to which boundary defences no longer
command primary attention. They continue to have an important role to play but many
organisations have recognised that firewalls, proxies and boundary routers are only
components in a broader security landscape. This recognition is informed by an understanding
that:





Not all of an organisation’s information assets will reside neatly within a defined perimeter.
A predominant focus on the perimeter will not provide protection once that boundary has
been compromised.
Those within the organisation cannot necessarily be trusted (i.e. the ‘insider problem’
discussed in this report).
The probability of Insider Threat being manifested may be less but its impact, if realised,
may be substantial.

While it is clear what Information Security is moving away from, it is less clear what it is moving
to. The tenets of a new Information Security have yet to be defined and this has a direct
bearing upon the study and management of Insider Threat. In its common manifestation,
Information Security is composed of technical controls (e.g. Intrusion Detection Systems,
Public Key Infrastructures, Identity & Access Management Systems) and management controls
(e.g. Security Policy, Risk Assessment, Audit Findings, Awareness Training). What is much
less evident is a human-centric perspective on the causes and manifestation of insecurity. For
example, it is currently extremely uncommon to find substantial coverage of psychology and
behavioural science elements within academic and professional Information Security education
programmes. As Wall suggests, there needs to be: “fundamental changes in the culture of
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security management. Behavioural science needs to be taken into account by security
practitioners” (INTW04).
Section 5.4 of this report compared malicious insiders to external attackers. Information
Security, as a body of knowledge, currently gravitates, in larger part, toward defending against
the external attacker. There is a focus upon avoiding and eradicating technical vulnerabilities
through secure software development; use of strong cryptographic algorithms; secure design
(including system hardening), systems security testing and security operations (including patch
management). As Wall puts it: “the debates have been dominated by scientists who tell us
what the problem could be (e.g. proof of concept e.g. zero day vulnerability) rather than what is
being exploited by criminals” (INTW02).
A predominant technical focus is logical if external threat sources are the only ones requiring
attention. Sophisticated hackers, ‘script kiddies’ and automated malware all leverage technical
vulnerabilities in pursuit of system compromise. However, insiders represent a wholly different
threat source. In most cases they do not need to exploit technical vulnerabilities – they are the
beneficiaries of privileged access and trust. Given this reality, the response to Insider Threat
requires a revised and expanded conception of Information Security. Horizons need to be
broadened to encompass people, their motivations, their actions and their associations with
others. Further, such an adjustment also requires a sophisticated awareness of organisational
dynamics.
The review of literature undertaken for this report demonstrates that the study of Insider Threat
is still somewhat in its infancy. Foundational level challenges, such as agreeing on a common
taxonomy, are still being addressed. Further, the field is inhibited by sparse data sets that a)
prevent an accurate quantification of the problem and b) provide limited input for the
conducting of empirical research.
A challenge of Insider Threat is that it is hidden in plain sight. The risk-bearing insider is one of
us, in regular contact and at close quarters. (In the context of non-malicious threat, we
ourselves may unwittingly be that individual). Yet the potential to manifest that risk is extremely
difficult to determine, due to the potentially abstract and opaque nature of an individual’s
means, motive and opportunity.
The challenge facing Information Security can be considered through the prism of an analogy.
Military strategists have similarly needed to re-think and adjust capabilities in the modern era.
From the Vietnam War through to today’s instances of urban terrorism, military and intelligence
institutions have experienced the challenge of having to pivot from symmetric to asymmetric
warfare. When a Vietcong insurgent can instantly morph into a Mekong Delta farmer, or when
a suicide bomber is just another commuter with a backpack on a crowded subway train, blackand-white certainties are stripped away and a much more sophisticated perspective on risk is
called for. Similarly, Insider Threat compels security practitioners and other stakeholders to
recognise that ‘black hat’ vs. ‘white hat’ notions of Information Security may be comforting,
easy to engage with and familiar but also wholly inadequate. It requires a recognition that an
attacker can hide within the guise of daily activities undertaken by a member of a group who,
by necessity, needs to be afforded some degree of trust and access.
The abstract nature of Insider Threat is further compounded by fragmentation. Within section 4
of this report it was shown that there is not one single Insider Threat type. i.e.:




The act may be malicious or non-malicious in intent.
Malicious insiders may have a variety of goals in mind (e.g. fraud, IT sabotage).
The insider may be acting under their own will or have been co-opted by someone else.
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There may be a blended threat, involving both insider and outside aspects (e.g. the nonmalicious insider causing an error that a malicious external attacker then exploits).

Despite the challenges, Insider Threat is not a problem that is impossible to address. There
are practical measures that can be taken by organisations to limit their exposure Insider Threat
and to equip themselves with an ability to detect and contain insider incidents. The twelve
recommendations suggested in section 10.3 are intend to orientate an organisation toward
doing so.
At its most fundamental level, a successful Insider Threat programme is about an organisation
understanding itself and its insiders. Acquiring insight into the former requires an honest
evaluation of its capabilities, its culture and its areas of dysfunction. Insight into the latter
requires a level of understanding of the individual insider that is not easy to acquire and which
brings with it potentially negative repercussions (as discussed in section 9.6.1.1).
A substantial challenge for organisations is finding the appropriate balance between:


Creating an attractive working environment where knowledge is accessible as required and
where insiders feel trusted & valued.



Applying a level of control that is appropriate to the risks faced by the organisation.

Too light a control response risks leaving the organisation exposed. Too heavy-handed an
approach risks alienating and demotivating innocent insiders.
Researching this report has provided the realisation that the insider problem is a complex and
subtle one. It is not likely to be provided an effective response if capabilities aren’t calibrated in
a way that’s relevant. For example, if an Information Security function is nested within an IT
department and given a predominantly technical orientation then it will likely be ill-equipped to
recognise and respond to Insider Threat. If insiders are exploiting weaknesses in business
processes and operating within the parameters of their assigned privileges then focusing
exclusively on technical vulnerabilities and technical control responses to those vulnerabilities
will not be relevant. Consequently, security practitioners require an expanded skill set that
gives them insight into business processes, insider psychology and insider behaviour, along
with technical insight. Without such, they may continue in an endevour to secure computers
and the access paths to them, rather than more broadly securing organisations and their
business processes.
Moving forward, the understanding of Insider Threat will require a collaborative effort. One that
combines the perspectives of multiple disciplines, including: computer science, psychology and
criminology. In isolation, each of these disciplines can only illuminate one aspect of the
problem. In turn, new forms of security solutions will be required that seek to support the
understanding of the insider and the environment they interact with.
With an ever-greater shift in developed countries toward building a knowledge economy,
human capital becomes a predominant differentiator between organisations and between
countries. Insiders (whether employees or not) are core to an organisation’s interests –
positioned to do both the greatest good and also the most harm.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Appendix A – Definitions
Definitions of an “Insider”
Category

Example

Example Source

The dichotomy between
the ‘insider’ and the
‘outsider’ is redundant in
the modern era.

“I think today, on the Internet, everyone’s an insider. There are no
perfect perimeter defenses….If you take into consideration how
much information is digital and how connected we are today, it’s
pretty straightforward to say when everyone’s an insider, nobody’s
an insider”.

Bill Crowell (CROW01),
former Deputy Director
of the US National
Security Agency

Definition based on trust

“An insider with respect to rules R is a user who may take action
that would violate some set R of rules in the security policy were
the user not trusted. The insider is trusted to take the action only
when appropriate, as determined by the insider’s discretion.”

Bishop (BISS01)

Definition based upon
influence and power.

A “member of a group, category, or organization: as … a person
who is in a position of power or has access to confidential
information; or … one (as an officer or director) who is in a position
to have special knowledge of the affairs or to influence the
decisions of a company.”

Merriam-Webster’s
dictionary, cited by
Bishop (BISS02).

Definition on the basis of
empowerment

An insider is defined as a person that has been legitimately
empowered with the right to access, represent or decide about one
or more aspects of the organization’s structure.

Bishop et al.
(BCGH01)

“Insiders can be employees, contractors, service providers, or
anyone with legitimate access to a system.”

Hayden (HAYD01)

Insider – anyone with access, privilege or knowledge of information
systems or services.

Brackney & Anderson
(BRCA01)

Definition based upon
information system
access and/or knowledge
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Category

Example

Example Source

“An insider is a person that has been legitimately empowered with
the right to access, represent, or decide about one or more assets
of the organization’s structure.’

Hunker and Probst
(HUNP02)

“Someone with legitimate access to an organisation’s computers
and networks”.

Predd et al. (PRED01)

Cole & Ring’s Definitions of Insider Categories (COLR02)
Insider Type

Definition

Pure Insider

“An employee with all the rights and access associated with being employed by the company”.
They also define an “Elevated Pure Insider” as an individual with “additional privileged access”.

Insider Associate

“People who have limited authorized access. They are not employees…and do not need full
access, but…need physical access to the facility but not access to the network”. Examples given
include physical security guards and cleaners.

Insider Affiliate

“A spouse, friend or event client…who uses the employee’s credentials to gain access”.

Outsider Affiliate

“Non-trusted outsider who use open access to an organization’s resources”. An example given is
someone who connected to an unprotected wireless network hot spot.
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Definitions of ‘Insider Threat’
Source

Definition

Observation

Cappelli et al.
(CAPP01)

“We define a malicious insider as a current or
former employee, contractor, or business
partner
who:
 Has or had authorized access to an
organization’s network, system, or data
 Intentionally exceeded or misused that
access
 Negatively affected the confidentiality,
integrity, or availability of the organization’s
information or information systems”.

This definition is used across a range of Carnegie Mellon
University’s Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT)
publications applicable to Insider Threat. By offering three
distinct qualifying criteria, the definition limits the potential to be
over-applied (e.g. by avoiding application of the “malicious
insider” label to those who meet some but not all of the
criteria).

Butts et al.
(BUTT01)

“The malicious insider is any authorized user
that utilizes inherent trusts to intentionally harm
or compromise information within a system”.

The definition is dependent upon an understanding of “inherent
trusts”. As inherent trust is not explicit and defined, it is open
to interpretation.

Stanton et al.
(STAN01)

“Intentionally disruptive, unethical, or illegal
behaviour enacted by individuals who possess
substantial internal access to the organization’s
information assets”.

As with the Butts definition, word choice limits potential
application. It is not confirmed what “substantial” access
amounts to, nor why threat cannot also be manifested with
limited access.
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Appendix B – Questions Posed to Interviewees and Responses Received
For the purpose of this report, interviews were conducted with several leading researchers and commentators on the topic of Insider Threat.
The table below provides a summary of only those questions and answers that form the basis for one or more citations used within the main
body of the report. Questions and answers have been edited from their original version, for the purpose of limiting appendix content to only
those elements relevant to citations found within the report.

Interviewee

Professor Matt
Bishop,
University of
California
at Davis

Citation
Reference

INTB01

INTB02

INTB03

Question

Answer

Over the course of your research, you have
returned to the topic of Insider Threat a number of
times. Why is this area of on-going interest to you;
and what problems are attractive for future research
in this area?
Organizations have often been resistant to, or
unsuccessful in applying, the notion of classification
to information assets (most especially in the private
sector). Although its focus is a collection of access
rights, rather than on confidentiality, doesn’t the
concept of the ‘Protection Domain’ similarly demand
of them that they comprehensively understand their
information estate and prioritize within it? Are there
attributes that make the protection domain a device
that organizations are more likely to engage with
than the classification label?
Up to this point, the literature on Insider Threat has
appeared to divide into two distinct and separate
realms: psychologist and criminologists in one area
and computer scientists in another.

“It is a complex problem, embodying all other
problems of information security”.

Do you recognise any fundamental obstacles that
would prevent researchers from collaborating on
Insider Threat research? If not, why do you believe
this hasn’t happened sooner?
MSc Project – Peter Crowley

“Yes, it does – and that they don’t do it often costs
them dearly”.

“I don’t recognize any foundational obstacles. I
think there is a natural split between human/social
disciplines and technological ones, because
technology involves ‘hard science’ and social
science is considered ‘soft’.
“But the disciplines are beginning to work together,
as each realizes the other can contribute useful
methodologies and ideas to the other”.
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Interviewee

Citation
Reference

Question

Answer

To date, there have been limited technical solutions
from suppliers. What in your view explains this
dearth of options?

“I don’t believe the ‘insider problem’ (that is the
continuum of access problems) is susceptible to
technical solutions – it has to combine those with
human (social, behavioural etc.) approaches.

INTB05

In reviewing the literature there seems to be a much
strong weighting toward investigating the malicious
insider rather than the accidental insider. Why do
you believe the academic community gives less
attention to accidental insiders?

INTB06

Are you aware of any intention on the part of
solution providers to incorporate the ABGAC
concept into their access management solutions?
Is it practical for an organisation to effectively run its
own insider programme, and associated risk
analysis, absent specialist guidance from a
psychologist?
What dimensions are involved in the psychology of
non-enforcement? Why are organisations so often
ill-disposed to enforcing their own rules?

“I think industry will continue to develop point
solutions”.
“Yes, because ‘malicious’ attacks include
‘accidents’ (non-malicious violations of the security
policy). Plus, there’s widespread belief we can
eliminate accidents if we are just careful enough,
so we can ignore them – a position I vehemently
reject”.
“No”.

INTB04

Dr. Eric D
Shaw, Clinical
Psychologist
and Visiting
Scientist at
CERT

INTE01

INTE02
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“Having a psychologist on-call, as part of a
multidisciplinary team should suffice”.
“Some examples – the individual is highly valued
for some skill and his or her idiosyncratic or
unusual behavior tolerated (Bruce Ivans and
anthrax); the individual is politically connected
(Tim Lloyd, whose supervisor wanted to fire him
but senior management protected him); Aldrich
Aimes whose father was also CIA; individuals are
exchanging favors (supervisor or coworker) etc.”
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Interviewee

Mr Amichahi
Shulman, Chief
Techology
Officer,
Imperva Inc.

Citation
Reference

Question

Answer

INTE03

Is it conceivable that Personal Predispositions and
Stressors may be absent and for the insider to
move directly to Concerning Behaviours or event
directly to IP Theft Planning?

INTE04/
INTE07

The paper indicates that males conduct the majority
of IP theft. What do you anticipate this being
attributable to?

INTE05

“Most IP thefts occur during working hours, at the
work site”. What would you attribute this to?

INTE06

Given the data on what Moore termed the “Entitled
Disgruntled Thief” (i.e. that they went on to commit
offenses despite signing such) is there much
substantive purpose in organizations having
employees sign an IP agreement at the start of their
employment?

“Although we believe the Predispositions make the
reactions to stressors more problematic and risker,
resulting in concerning behaviours, we are still
testing the actual order of these events. For nondisgruntled individuals and especially moles, the
predispositions and stressors are not required and
unlikely”.
“In general, males act-out more than females from
grade school onward. Certain personality types
such as narcissistic and obsessive individuals –
prominent in IT folks – are also more vulnerable to
slights, revenge fantasies and less likely to forgive
& forget and move on”.
“People tend to steal materials they have
authorized access to, so their access and egress
of this data may not be anomalous”.
“They…are not useful unless enforced regularly.
Placing a metaphorical head on a stake outside
the village is necessary at intervals for deterrence,
especially given the cost/benefit ratio of IP theft”.

INTS01
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Do such agreements really serve as a preventive
control, or is their main function to show after the
fact, perhaps in court, that the organization did have
intent to defend their IP?
To what extent is their market recognition for Insider
Threat tooling?

“Insider Threat is comprised of 3 very different
classes: ‘Malicious Insider’, ‘Compromised Insider’
and ‘Incompetent Insider’. Organizations today
acknowledge both malicious and compromised
insiders as being real threats”.
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Interviewee

Citation
Reference

INTS02

Question

Answer

In what areas do you believe Insider Threat requires
further research?

“We are missing two things:

INTS03

What is likely to be the most successful long-term
product strategy….a) developing new technologies
specifically designed to address Insider Threat? B)
Providing add-on modules for existing technologies
e.g. IDS/IPS, SIEM, IAM?

INTS04

Insider Threat case studies frequently seem to
highlight red flags that seem readily
detectable…Are there any common attributes to
such cases that you would 120behaviour120?

INTS05

Do you evidence that organisations understand the
need to adopt a holistic view?

1) Some more insight about mitigated attacks.
2) Raw data about normal
120behaviour…that would allow us to see
how incidents [diverge] from normal
behaviour”.
“I think new technologies are required that would
interact with the technologies you mention. For
example, IAM does not tell us anything regarding
whether the person holding that identity is
currently turning against us”.
“Organizations tend to get mixed up between
‘monitoring activities’ and keeping an audit trial’.
Many organizations maintain an extensive audit
trail but have no solution in place to actually
monitor access….To find out what is abnormal
120behaviour you must be able to rely on
universally true thresholds or be able to set up a
baseline for each individual, group of individuals or
machines. This is not simple as good models are
yet to be found”.
“People are evaluating the risk based on
organizational behavior they expect to see (or wish
to see) rather than on reality.
“Most organizations actively push towards
collaboration and information dissemination
between employees, practically forfeiting any
means of data access control”.
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Interviewee

Citation
Reference

INTS06

Question

Answer

In your Imperva podcast interview with Brian
Contos3 (2009) you cautioned that Insider Threat is
frequently due to carelessness and negligence,
rather than arising from malicious intent. Brian
made the point that the impact may be the same
and, during investigation, it may be difficult to
determine the intent.

“I think that in general organizations pay less
attention to the “incompetent insider” threat.
However, ironically some of the traditional
solutions are mostly effective against this type of
threat. Take for example classic DLP solutions.
These are relatively easy to circumvent if you are
a malicious insider. However, they are extremely
good at detecting honest mistakes.

In your experience, do organisations tend to regard
accidental threat as something they can proactively
manage (i.e. by designing out the accident trigger)
or do they tend to regard it as less manageable than
threat with malicious intent, due to a perceived
randomness of ‘accidents’?
Mr Randall
Trzeciak,
Technical Team
Lead, Insider
Threat
Research,
Software
Engineering
Institute,
Carnegie
Mellon
University

3

INTT01

INTT04

Referring to activity classes, ‘Theft of IP’ and ‘Fraud’
appear to be goal-oriented. Meanwhile IT sabotage
may either be an end in itself or an enabler for
another activity. Within the CERT case library does
IT sabotage more often tend to be a precursor
activity, or is it more frequently undertaken as an
isolated act?

INTT02

Other than CERT’s work, I have not seen a great
deal of evidence in literature of cross-disciplinary
work being undertaken. In your view, what may be
inhibiting such taking place?

INTT03

Is it correct to assume that espionage would be
considered within the ‘Miscellaneous’ category?

“One common mistake made by insiders is
accidentally putting sensitive data in locations that
publicly accessible. Organizations could spare a
lot of grief if they used DLP classification solutions
at these locations rather than the classic ones”.
“Theft of IP tends to be a scientist, programmer,
sales/marketing, or other individual in a ‘key
contribution area’”.
“Individuals may take the asset ‘just in case’ they
need it in the future”.

“Many organisations fall into the Trust Trap, which
states that the more employees are trusted, the
less the organization verifies online activity, the
less suspicious activity is identified. The less
suspicious activity is identified, the more the
organization trusts the employee”.
“Much of the research done on this type of crime
requires a security clearance to access”.

http://www.imperva.com/docs/podcasts/34_PD_Amichai-Shulman_-_Insider-Threats.pdf
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Interviewee

Citation
Reference

INTT05

Question

Answer

Do organisations that create a dedicated Insider
Threat team tend to exhibit more success/maturity
within their Insider Threat capabilities?

“We have not been able to collect data from
organizations to confirm or refute that hypothesis”.

INTT06

INTT07

INTT08

INTT09

Professor
David S. Wall,
University of
Durham

INTW01

In your view what can be done to improve the
situation [i.e. the lack of a more comprehensive
case library] with the aim of quantifying the extent of
the problem and as a necessary input to research?

What do you believe is likely to be the more
successful medium and long-term approach i.e. i)
new solution types specifically addressing Insider
Threat? Ii) Augmentations to existing technologies?
What is the rationale for CERT’s Insider Threat
research not previously including accidental Insider
Threat within its scope?
[In one of your papers you suggest] “there is a
tendency to orient information security policies
against the ‘bad guys’”.
What would attribute this trend to?

INTW02
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In your view, why does the research community not
give more attention to non-malicious insider risk?

“70% of organizations that experience malicious
insider activity handle it internally, without involving
law enforcement, and without taking legal action”.
“We would love to be a trusted broker of incident
data...We believe we could provide significant
value to the community if we had more incident
data to use in our research”.
“There is not one type of Insider Threat.
Organizations may need to implement multiple
solutions to address different types of threats”.
“Unintentional/Accidental/Non-Malicious insider
incidents are not typically reported, unless
required by a legal mandate”.
“There is a fixation on the hacker – the criminal
other – and a failure to accept that non-malicious
insiders could also pose a risk. Furthermore, there
is rarely any acknowledgement that the nonmalicious insider risk could be driven by an
organisation’s own policies.
“I think that simple technical solutions are sought
for complex ‘social’ issues, primarily because
CEOs often pass on the task for information
security to their info security officers. These
officers tend to be scientists or ex-police and
perceive the issue as a scientific problem which
therefore requires a scientific solution”.
“The debates have been dominated by scientists
who tell us what the problem could be (e.g. proof
of concept, e.g. zero day vulnerability) rather than
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Interviewee

Citation
Reference

Question

Answer

what is being exploited by criminals.

INTW03/
INTW08

INTW04

Several researches have attempted to work on
behavioural behavior to predict an insider’s
propensity to manifest malicious risk. I haven’t
encountered comparable attempts at behavior
attributes of a non-malicious insider’s predictive
markers.
In your view does an embracing of Insider Threat as
an additional dimension of risk simply require
existing personnel, processes and toolsets to be
attuned to it? Or does it also necessitate
fundamental changes in how security management
is designed?

INTW05

In your view, how should activities such as Internet
misusage be regarded? As misdemeanors that are
an end in themselves? Or as potential gateway
transgressions that, if left unaddressed, could
facilitate the individual’s progress to more malicious
forms of activity?

INTW06

Which disciplines do you see as having a significant
contribution to make to multi-disciplinary research
on Insider Threat/

“We need computer scientists to work with, and
talk to, social scientists”.
“The issue is pretty complex, often embedded in
organisational culture, so is hard to isolate
variables in the way that scientists like to”.

“It requires fundamental changes in the culture of
security management. Behavioural science needs
to be taken into account by security practitioners.
Information security policy is much more than
security policy. It defines who is included and who
is excluded (and why) from systems that allocate
resources”.
“The problem here is that there is this good
guy/bad guy mentality which is not healthy. The
non-malicious insiders seem to be dealt with as
baddies, when they may be a product of the
organisation and its culture. The problem is that it
takes a brave organisation to admit this, especially
commercial ones with shareholders”.
“I’d put the three disciplines [Computer Science,
Criminology and Psychology) at the heart of this
issue.
“The computer scientists have to work closely with
the behavioural scientists so that they identify what
the potential problems are and the criminologists
can say what the problems are in practice and the
psychologists and sociologists can tell everybody
why”.
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Interviewee

Citation
Reference

INTW07
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Question

Answer

Would you see this group [those seeking to disguise
or over-state poor performance] as having a place
in insider threat definitions?

“I think that person is in there certainly those who
disguise mistakes. Though I have to confess that I
hadn’t thought about those who might overstate
their performance. They are borderline but
certainly non-malicious insiders as they are
interested in pleasing the organisation for their
own goals”.
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Appendix C – Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms
Term/Abbreviation

Definition

Asymmetric Warfare

Conflict in which the opposing combatants are mismatched in terms of their resources and potentially their
tactics.
“All of the different points where an attacker could get into a system and where they could get data out”.
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP).
A threat of more than one type (e.g. potentially involving both insider and outsider attackers).
Bring Your Own Device. The circumstance where an employee uses their own computing equipment to
access the organisation’s data.
Computer Emergency Response Team. Also known as the “CERT Coordination Center”. Formed by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Located at Carnegie Mellon University, CERT
focuses on Internet-related security alerting, incident handling and incident avoidance guidance. It is
supported by a series of in-country national CERTs around the globe.
An on-demand computing service provided via the Internet.
“Formerly known as Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT);
now used only as the acronym in its fifth iteration” (ISACA).
“The means of managing risk, including policies, procedures, guidelines, practices or organizational
structures, which can be of an administrative, technical, management, or legal nature.” (ISACA).
A control intended to return an information system, business service or business process to original state
following the manifestation of risk.
A strategy and associated technical control capability for preventing the unauthorised transmission of data
outside of an organisation.
A control intended to communicate management’s expectations (e.g. policy).
Unauthorised copying, retrieval or transmission of data from an information system.
The element of a control system or process that identifies deviations from expected outcomes and which
provides the opportunity for self-correction.
A serious crime, typically attracting a harsher sentence then a misdemeanor.
Methods for a data file to leave an information system or organisation.
The integration of multiple goals, or objectives, either within the same organisation or between
organisations.
A North American term for an institution where children receive a primary level of education.

Attack Surface
Blended Threat
BYOD
CERT

Cloud-Based Service
CobiT
Control
Corrective Control
Data Loss Prevention
Directive Control
Exfiltration
Feedback Loop
Felony
File Egress
Goal Congruence
Grade School
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Term/Abbreviation

Definition

Groupthink

A situation that arises when a group of individuals achieves sub-optimal decision-making as a
consequence of wishing to achieve conformity and consensus with the group.
A person who seeks to exploit vulnerabilities with the aim of gaining unauthorised access to a computer
system.
A combination of “hack” and “activist” to describe a “person who gains unauthorised access to computer
files or networks in order to further social or political ends” (Oxford English Dictionary).
“The skills, knowledge, and experience possessed by an individual or population, viewed in terms of their
value or cost to an organization or country”. (Oxford English Dictionary).
International Data Corporation.
The negative consequence that will arise, if a risk is manifested.
An individual with privileged access to an organisation and its assets.
A risk-manifesting event that has been instigated by, or substantially involves the participation of, one or
more individuals designated as ‘insiders’.
The potential harm to an organisation posed by those with privileged access to its assets.
An international standard relating to Information Security Management Systems (ISMS), published by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC).
An economy based on the creation, evaluation and transmission of knowledge, via information assets.
Malicious software intended to do harm to an information system or its contents.
A minor criminal offense (typically often not attracting a custodial sentence) that is less serious than a
felony.
National Institute for Standards and Technology.
A person or object detached from the main body, system or organisation. Statistically, a number distant
from the rest of the data.
A technical offering (software or hardware) that addresses one particular problem type, without taking into
account other, related matters.
“A process of exhaustive inquiry into the background and character of a candidate for a civil service post
that involves access to secret material.” (Oxford English Dictionary).
A control intended to prevent a risk from occurring.
The likelihood that a risk will be manifested.
When a risk is anticipated to be manifested, relative to the current point in time.
An individual not officially employed by the organisation but granted the access and privileges equivalent to
an employee.

Hacker
Hacktivist
Human Capital
IDC
Impact
Insider
Insider Incident
Insider Threat
ISO 27001

Knowledge Economy
Malware
Misdemeanor
NIST
Outlier
Point Solution
Positive Vetting
Preventive Control
Probability
Proximity
Pseudo Employee
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Term/Abbreviation

Definition

Risk

“An uncertain event or set of events which, should it occur, will have an effect on the achievement of
objectives.” (Management of Risk (M_o_R) Framework, APM Group).
Software as a Service – please see “Cloud-Based Service”.

SaaS
Scorecard
Script Kiddie
Social Engineering
Symmetric Warfare
Threat
Threat Source
Vulnerability

An aggregated presentation of performance data for the purpose of informing decision-making.
An unsophisticated computer hacker who relies upon pre-developed scripts to gain access, or cause harm,
to information systems.
The act of leveraging social interaction in order to extract information or direct the behaviour of another
person.
The traditional form of conflict in which the capabilities and tactics of the combatants are reasonably
matched.
“Any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely impact organizational operations and assets”.
(NIST)
“The intent and method targeted at the exploitation of a vulnerability” or “A situation and method that may
accidentally exploit a vulnerability”. (NIST)
An organisation-specific weakness that can be cause a threat to be realised.
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